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"Take the problems
off the

customers' back...
.
.
Give service, not arguments. And give it on time-a
definite, pre -scheduled time when the cistomer can expect
the set to be returned. Don't let parts become a major
problem-it is a problem only to the Extent you let it become one. Know your costs and establish your service
prices accordingly. Warranty and service contracts can be
profitable, and customers like them." Tony D'Angelo, general manager, Central Service Co., Chicago. See article:
.

Page 10.

Updated Source Guide to
Imported Sets, page 38
Plus practical

servicing info

about vertical sync, audio in
auto radio, TV alignment and
auto stereo FM multiplex.

The first and only solid-state

test equipment
guaranteed for 5 years.
Now EICO, because of its emphasis on reliability in engineering and manufacture, offers
the industry this breakthrough.
EICO's new line of solid-state test equipment
comes with an unprecedented 5 -year guarantee of performance and workmanship. (Send

for full details of this EICO 5 -year GUARANTEE
on factory -assembled instruments.)
Additional advanced features include: new
functional design, new color -coordinated esthetics, new PC construction, new easier -to build kit designs.

New EICO Solid -State Test Equipment

240

EICO 240 Solid -State FET-VOM $49.94 kit, $69.95 wired.
One all-purpose DC/AC OHMS Uniprobe®. Reads 0.01V to 1 KV
(to 30 KV with optional HVP probe). 7 non -skip ranges, in 10 dB
steps. AC or battery operated. RMS & DCV: 0-1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300,
1000V P -P ACV: 0-2.8, 8.5, 28, 85, 280, 850, 2800V. Input Z: DC,
11 M; AC, 1 MO. Response 25 Hz to 2 MHz (to 250 MHz with optional RF probe). Ohmmeter reads 0.2 to 1 MO in 7 ranges. 41/2"
200 µA movement. HWD: 81/2", 53/4", 5". 6 lbs.
EICO 242 Solid -State FET-TVOM
All the versatility of the EICO 240
to 1000 ma in 7 non -skip ranges;
MA Uniprobe®; and large 61/2"

-

150

242

379

$59.95 kit, $79.95 wired.
ma
plus: AC/DC Milliammeter,
single all-purpose DC/AC-Ohms
200 µA meter movement.
1

EICO 150 Solid -State Signal Tracer $49.94 kit, $69.95 wired.
Multi -purpose troubleshooter for TV/FM/AM & Audio Equipment.
Independent RF Audio inputs. Speaker and meter output indicators.
400 mW continuous power output. Substitution amplifier, output
transformer, speaker. Input for rated output: mV RF, 63 mV audio.

330

Hum 60 dB below 400 mW, 105-132 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 5VA. HWD:
71/2", 81/2", 5". 6 lbs.

EICO 330 Solid -State RF Signal Generator.
$59.95 kit, $79.95 wired.
5 fundamental bands 100 kHz to 54 MHz. Vernier control 0-100%.
Output 300,000 uV into 50 -Ohm load. External signal modulation
or internal 400 Hz, 0 to 100%. 105-132 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 1.7 VA.
HWD: 71/2", 81/2", 5". 5 lbs.

EICO 379 Solid -State Sine/Square Wave Generator.
$54.95 kit, $74.95 wired.
5 sine wave and 4 square wave bands. Low distortion Sultzer feedback FET circuit. Sine: 20 Hz to 2 MHz; 0-7.5V rms into hi -Z, 0-6.5V
into 600 ohms Max. distortion 0.25%. Square: 20 Hz to 200 kHz;
0-10V p -p into hi -Z, pos. direction, zero ground. Rise time at 20
kHz less than 0.1 µ sec. 105-132 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 10VA. HWD: 71/2 ",
81/2", 81/2". 9 lbs.

1

New EICO Probes for the Pros

New EICO High Performance Instruments

HI -Voltage Probe HVP-5, Wired $19.95.
Convenient built-in voltmeter. Barrier sections isolate HV tip from handle and
meter. Measures up to 30 KV. Lightweight, compact.

Solid -State Signal Injector Probe PSI -1, Kit $5.95, Wired $9.95.
Pen -size, -ounce, self -powered signal generator. Frequency range from 1kHz to
ideal for signal tracing in the
30MHz, with harmonics. Clip it to your pocket
field.
Solid -State Signal Tracer Probe PST -2, Kit $19.95, Wired $29.95.
Flashlight -size, 2.2oz, self -powered. Hi -gain amplifier, 50Hz to 200MHz with
demod tip. Input Z: 35000, 35KO, 350K52; Output: 0.3 p -p volts. Noise -45dB.
Distortion <5%. Complete with earphone, all probe tips, AA battery, pocket clip.
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EICO
EICO
EICO
EICO
EICO
EICO

-- Solid
-State Portable Color Generator $79.95 Kit, $109.95 Wired.
Wideband Vectorscope/Oscilloscope $179.95 Kit, $249.95 Wired.
1025- Solid -State Power Supply $34.95 Kit, $49.95 Wired.
443 - Semiconductor Curve Tracer $69.95 Kit, $99.95 Wired.
633 - CRT Tester & Rejuvenator $69.95 Kit, $99.95 Wired.
635 - Portable Tube Tester $44.95 Kit, $69.95 Wired.
385
465
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EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
EICO Canada Ltd.
20 Millwick Drive, Weston, Ontario

Tell me all

about yourself.
What's your line?

Do you deliver?

How about service?
Is there parking?

What are your hours?

I'm interested in everything
about you when I
,look you up in the
Pag
Yellow Pages.
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The absolute
end of an
old fear.
"Silent Partner" Model 415

Sweep/Marker Generator
PIX
45.75

CHROMA
42.17

n the past, a marker generator and
3 separate sweep generator were used

with a marker adder and a bias supply.
Now., with the 415, the functions of
al fcur off these units are conveniently
XmDined into one easy-to -use and
acccrate instrument. In the past, test
eads were always sensitive to body
:apacitance and movement-but not the
eads that come with the 415.
On the 415 Sweep/Marker Generator,
the IF bandpass and chroma bandpass
are simulated on the front panel. For

absclute accuracy, eleven individual
rys:al-controlled markers can be
Jsec separately or simultaneously. The
e'clusive marker tilt and marker
anp itude feature readily identifies
posi-ioning of marker and insures
posi -ive trap and IF alignment. Markers
can De tilted horizontally or vertically.
The B&K Model 1450 Oscilloscope/
Vectorscope is the ideal scope for marker
disp,ay. However, the 415 can be used
with any scope; because it has internal

SOUND

ADJ PIX
39.75

Now you can make color and black -&white TV and FM receiver alignment
a gast, simple operation. No more worry
about that "Old Fear" of error that
confronts even the most experienced
tech iician. Because now, for the
`first time. there's a single alignment
:nstrument that will make you an expert
;n alignment techniques. It's the B&K
415 Sweep/Marker Generator.

41.25

MARKERS
TILTED
HORIZONTALLY

compensation for low frequency
distortion that may be present in other
pscilloscopes.

ADJ SND
47.26

complete accessory package is
inclLded with the 415 at no extra cost.
This includes RF cable, RF demodulator
probe, IF loading blocks, ground
and Dias leads, and shielded cable with
oanana plugs and MIC connectors.

.4

PIX
45.75

CHROMA
42.17

ADJ PIX
39.75

Visit: your B&K distributor today and see
for yourself how the "Silent Partner" 415

SOUND
41.25

San

rake alignment

a

"fearless"

Operation!

ADJ SND
47 25

VERTICAL
MARKERS

Model 415. Net: $399.95.

B&K puts an end to test equipment.
We've developed Silent Partners.

1:71(/
1801 W.

Product of DYNASCAN CORPORATION

Belle Plaine

Chicago, Illinois 60613
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AT LAST

....solid state

mUrgi-kscanner

triggered sweep, wide -band
at a price you can afford!

news of the indus ry

LECTRO

MOOELTO

TEST SIGNALS
SCALE ILIUM

ASTIUMA

'US

INTENSITY

VER TIC
POSITION

GAIN
CALIBRATION

RIGGERING

Made in U.S.A.

oscilloscope/ vectorscope
Triggered Sweep: Easy to use. Positive sync results in absolute
stability of patterns.
Solid State: For reliability and performance.
Wide Band: 10 MHz-for increased use in all servicing, industrial
and educational applications.
D.C. Amplifiers: Eliminates pattern bounce. Permits viewing R.C.
signals and D.C. level simultaneously. Use as a sensitive D.C.
voltmeter.
plus
Calibrated vertical attenuator.
Calibrated horizontal
time base. Automatic sync mode. TV sync selector. Vector
scope input for color TV servicing. External horizontal amplifier.
60 cycle horizontal sweep (sine wave) with phasing control.
Compatible with all sweep generators. Edge lit calibrated scale.
All solid state (tube protected input).
.

.

.

-

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

T0-50-oscilloscope/vectorscope

L

See your

distributor or write Dept.

ES-

I

3295°

I

LECTROTECH, INC.

4529 North Kedzie Avenue
Circle
4

Net

4
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NEA Outlines Serviceability Project
The National Electronic Associations (NEA) is embarked on a program to improve the serviceability of
consumer electronic equipment. The program is based
on a two-way exchange of servicing information and
suggestions between servicers and manufacturers. The
goal of the program is to reduce the time needed to
service sets.
Improved serviceability of consumer products should
be of continuing concern to both manufacturers and
service technicians. In past years such continuing concern has not been voiced by a majority of either segment of the consumer electronic industry. The term
serviceability was heard only sporadically, and even
then only in connection with consumer-directed propaganda designed to amaze rather than educate consumers about the real meaning and benefits of improved
serviceability.
NEA is conducting a continuing nationwide serviceability survey among its member shops. The servicemen point out problems which they feel could be easily
corrected in manufacturing with little expense or effort.
The results of the surveys periodically are sent to the
manufacturers involved, including the servicers' suggestions for improvements in design, service information, parts procurement and safety. Serviceability
Guidelines have also been drawn up and sent to the
manufacturers, outlining ways for more efficient means
of servicing and better consumer-relation techniques.
NEA has begun a program of "in -plant" serviceability consultations with manufacturers, which are expected to occur semiannually. Products are inspected
on the line, and details of service information and parts
supply are discussed. Such consultations usually involve one or more of NEA's independent service technicians. Any manufacturer may schedule consultations.
Periodically, a committee of six to twelve technicians
evaluate the serviceability of products in the field, and
their findings are submitted to the manufacturer of the
set.
One more facet of the project is soon to be added
by NEA. As suggested at the recent Eastern Service
Conference in Philadelphia by representatives of the
manufacturers, blank "Techni-Tip" forms will be supplied to national service managers of set -makers. The
forms are prepared so that field changes and service
"fixes" can be listed. NEA will distribute these to its
members and, soon, to nonmember service shops.

Hitachi Provides 5 -Year Warranty
of Solid -State Components
An extended warranty that provides five-year coverage of solid-state components is now in effect on all
Hitachi color TV receivers currently being marketed
by Hitachi Sales Corporation of America.
The new warranty program was announced recently
by Morton M. Schwartz, Marketing Director of Hitachi
Sales Corporation, who explained that "all solid-state

OVERHAUL $9.75

REPLACEMENT TUNERS .. -10.45

Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-including parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturerSarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

Prefer a universal replacement? Sarkes Tarzian will
give you a universal replacement for only $10.45. This
price is the same for all models. The tuner is a new
tuner designed and built specifically by Sarkes Tarzian
for this purpose. It has memory fine tuning-UHF
plug-in for 82 channel sets-universal mounting-

hi-gain-lo-noise.

ORDER TUNERS BY PART NUMBER,
AS FOLLOWS:
Part zt
MFT-1

MFT-2
MFT-3

Intermediate
Frequency
41.25 me
45.75 me
41.25 me
45.75 me
41.25 me
45.75 me

AF Amp 0sc. Mixer
Tube
Tube
Heater

Sound
Video
Sound
Video
Sound

Video

6GK5

6L18

Parallel 6.3V

3GK5

5LJ8

Series 450 MA

2GK5

5CG8

Series 600 MA

Prefer a customized replacement tuner? The price will
be $18.25. Send us the original tuner for comparison
purposes, also TV make, chassis and model numbers.

SEND ORDERS FOR UNIVERSAL AND CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENT TUNERS TO OUR OFFICE IN INDIANAPOLIS.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION

TSC

MIDWEST

FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana

TEL: 317-632-3493

(Home Office)

EAST
SOUTH-EAST
WEST

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey
938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

TEL: 201-792-3730
TEL: 404-758-2232
._

TEL: 213-769-2720

WATCH FOR NEW CENTERS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
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Speedy solutions to servicing problems

from

LECTROTECH

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

TT -250 Transistor Analyzer
GOOD/BAD TRANSISTOR TESTING IN OR OUT OF CIRCUIT
Now-positive Good/Bad in -circuit and out-of -circuit testing.
Also tests diodes and rectifiers. In -circuit testing measures
dynamic AC gain. No transistor leads to unsolder or disconnect.
Out -of -circuit testing measures transistor Beta on 2 scales: 0
no calibration reto 250 and 0 to 500. Automatic biasing
quired. PNP or NPN determined immediately. The TT -250 measures transistor leakage (Icbo) directly in micro-amperes and,
for diodes and rectifiers measures reverse leakage and forward
conduction directly to determine front -to -back ratio. Simple
Good/Bad test instantly determines condition of power transistors. Panel has Power Transistor Socket. Measures leakage current of transistor electrolytics at test voltage of
50
/-7
NET
6 volts. Size 101/2" x 7" x 4". Wt. 51/2 lbs.

...

$

For Color and
Black & White

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

CRT -100

Picture Tube Analyzer
Features line voltage adjustment to insure all tube voltages are
correct regardless of line voltage. Critical Grid -to -Cathode Leakage is read on sensitive meter for greatest accuracy. Leakage in
all other elements indicated on neon lamp. Tests all black and
white and all color tubes for leakage, shorts and emissions and
tests each color gun separately to a standard set of test conditions. With variable G-2 voltage, each grid is normalized to a
reference cut-off voltage. This method, used by tube manufacturers, simulates tube performance in color receiver. Rejuvenates, removes shorts from picture tubes for increased brightness and tube life. Life expectancy test predicts remaining
useful life of all type picture tubes. Complete with
$8950
NET
Plug-in Type Test Cables and Set-up Chart.

o

See your distributor or write DEPT. ES -11

INC.
LECTROTECH,
60625
Kedzie Avenue, Chicago,
4529
N.

Circle 6 on literature card
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components are guaranteed for five years, the picture
tube and all other parts are covered for two years, and
labor costs are free for one year on a carry-in basis to
any of the Hitachi service stations nationwide."
Two factors have made the warranty extensions possible, according to Schwartz: "First, Hitachi manufactures all the components that go into our sets and
second, our labs in Japan have recently completed accelerated `test -to-destruct' studies that condense years of
continuous transistor use into a much shorter period of
time. The results of these tests confirmed the practicality of extending the warranty."
Seasonal Farm Workers To Be Trained
As TV Technicians
Seasonal farm workers in North Carolina will be
retrained for jobs in the electronic industry, including
television repair.
The Choanoke Area Development Association
(CADA), an anti -poverty agency in North Carolina
involved in retraining seasonal farm workers for jobs
in industry, has set up a pilot program to teach television repair to men who have been displaced on farm
operations.
CADA will initiate the project with two training sessions daily in a mobile Automated Training Center
(ATC) developed by RCA. The agency will select trainees from Bertie, Halifax, Hertford and Northhampton
counties of North Carolina.
The mobile ATC unit is a 10' x 45' house trailer
that accommodates eight students per class and includes a specially designed self-study curriculum, student tests and laboratory materials, tools, test equipment, television receivers, reference library and electronic trainers designed specifically to fit the curriculum.

Color TV Servicing Booklet
Available From EIA
Information on buying, installing and servicing a
color television set is provided in a new booklet just
published by the Electronic Industries Association
(EIA) and the National Better Business Bureau.
Entitled "Color TV-What You Should Know
About Purchase, Installation, Service," the booklet contains hints on conditions that could affect the quality
of picture reception, factors that determine charges
for a service call, and what to expect from a service call.
Single copies of the booklet are available without
charge from the EIA Service Committee, 2001 Eye
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. Quantity orders
(at 3 cents per copy) should be sent to the National
Better Business Bureau, 320 Park Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017.

Mitsubishi Begins Marketing of Color TV in U.S.
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japanese manufacturer of TV and housewares, has begun exporting color
TV receivers to the U.S. market, according to a recent
report in Home Furnishings Daily. Initial shipments
will include 13- and 15-inch color sets that will be
marketed under both Mitsubishi and private label brand
names. Sales will be handled by Mitsubishi International Corp.

Castle, the pioneer of television tuner overhauling, offers the following services to
solve ALL your television tuner problems.

- All

OVERHAUL SERVICE

makes and models.

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS

(1960, or later)

VHF or UHF tuner
UHF -VHF combination

(one piece chassis)

TRANSISTOR tuner

COLOR tuner
(Guaranteed color alignment

... no additional charge)

$9.95

Prefer to do it yourself?

$9.95
$9.95

Castle universal replacement tuners are available with the
following specifications.

$9.95

No.

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.
Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.
And remember-for over
in this specialized field
TV tuner overhauling.

a
.

decade Castle has been the leader
your assurance of the best in
.

STOCK

.

Remove ALL accessories, or dismantling charge will apply.

I.F. OUTPUT
Pic.

SHAFT
HEATERS

Min.*

Max.*

Snd.

41.25

45.75

8.95

41.25

45.75

9.50

41.25

45.75

9.50

CRIS

Series 600mA

13/4"

CR9S

Series 450mA

13/4"

3"
3"
3"

CR6P

Parallel 6.3v

13/4"

PRICE

CR6XL

Parallel 6.3v

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

10.45

CR7XL

Series 600mA

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

11.00

CR9XL

Series 450mA

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

11.00

*Selector shaft length measured from tuner front apron
to extreme tip of shaft.
These Castle replacement tuners are all equipped with memory fine tuning, UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner, rear shaft extension and

...

CUSTOM REPLACEMENTS
Exact replacements are available for tuners that our inspection reveals are unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

they come complete with hardswitch for remote control motor drive
ware and component kit to adapt for use in thousands of popular TV
receivers.

Order universal replacements out of Main Plant (Chicago)
only.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645
EAST: 41-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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çi&!J COAX

UHF&VHF

Iettersái'o_OQp

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

INPUT-SPLITTER

Combining the features of an 82-Channel
Matching Transformer, the
new UV -2 separates the UHF
and VHF signal of a 75 ohm coax
lead-in into two 300 ohm receiver

inputs. Maximum isolation
between terminals is assured.
Solderless connections
ease -of-installation.

Write Dept. 168 for FREE detailed brochure

OS

.

á' .GIC
.Gee

Circle 8

FREE
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N.

Lindbergh Blvd.,

Bridgeton Missouri 63042
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TV PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT
C.R.T. Equipment Company, Inc.
2740 Old Lebanon Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37214
Telephone (615) 883-0215

Mail Coupon Today
(Please Print)

1

i

Name

Firm Name
Address
1

City

j

State

Clip Me Out
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Association President Speaks Out on Licensing
Your July issue of ELECTRONIC SERVICING
contained much worthwhile food for thought, especially in the article dealing with technician licensing and in the letters to the editor by Mervin Collier, Louis Montoya and Jon Wiswell.
Other than saying that Mr. Collier's conclusions are
particularly well stated, I will confine my comments
to some opinions expressed by Mr. Montoya. Mr.
Montoya's concern about any form of business regulation by government is shared, to some degree, by
most people in the electronics servicing industry. Unfortunately, though, our world outside of Flat Rock,
N. C., is not the fairy tale that Mr. Montoya believes
it to be. Besides the many competent technicians who
may or may not have a "natural talent for repair,"
there exists in our profession a few, but noisy, individuals whose natural talents lie in other directions.
False and misleading advertising, deceit, butchery
and incompetence do, unfortunately, exist and, unfortunately again, not everyone has the desire to
abide by ethical standards or accent the inherent responsibilities of professionalism.
A technician (as opposed to a "repairman") is responsible for much more than merely replacing a part
and presenting a bill. His responsibilities extend to
the complete unit he is servicing, to the customer who
owns it, the public in general, himself, his family, his
fellow professionals and his profession as a whole.
The licensing of technicians and dealers is not a
cure-all (and can even be a nightmare when drafted
and imposed by outside agencies); but it is a partial
expression of concern by the dealer for the consumer.
It imposes upon ALL in an area SOME of the ethical
requirements already accepted by the majority.
Licensing in any area will NOT put a TECHNICIAN out of a job (it might create obstacles for a
few "repairmen") and it SHOULD not create an unjustifiable tax burden.
As stated in the article, there are many pros and
cons; but it appears that very few knowledgeable persons are opposed to the intent of a good licensing law.
Mr. Collier and Mr. Montoya both state the obvious
need to educate the public. It's less obvious but
equally true that many electronics "repairmen" could
use a little education, too.
Many of the more responsible and concerned electronics technicians and dealers in Virginia are joining with our association in promoting a proposed
licensing act for the profession in this state. Any person in our state who is unaware or unconvinced that
this bill is in the best interests of the consumer and
the technician or dealer is invited to contact our Director of Consumer Affairs or our president at P. O.
Box 13001, Chesapeake, Virginia.
W. S. Harrison
President
Virginia Electronics Association

More on Warranties
I think Mr. W. S. Harrison
("Letters to the Editor" December,
1968) is confused. He accuses the
manufacturer of lying. Certainly
any reputable company will fulfill
its obligation to the customer. Further, the manufacturer has to include an average charge to take
care of standing behind the warranty, this is a kind of insurance.
There is no reason why any independent serviceman should perform any type of warranty service
without an agreement with the
manufacturer, or the customer.
When he implies that the serviceman has to charge extra for the
packing and return of defective
parts without an agreement, he is
clouding the issue.
I cannot see why any manufacturer would make an extended
guarantee and, at the same time, be
secretly plotting the obsolesence of
the unit.
Mr. Harrison seems to be advocating shortening the guarantee,
building a cheaper unit (it wouldn't
have to be so dependable) and letting us independent servicers get
a crack at the customers' dollars.
Mr. Harrison should take a look
at the auto industry and see how
many independent garages have
folded up since the extended guarantee on autos has been in effect.
Mr. Harrison says give the customer freedom to choose a "licensed" servicer. How about choosing an unlicensed servicer? Where
is the freedom of choice then?
Jack Watt
Ontonagon, MI 49953

New Service Literature
TV TECH AID, Edward G. Gorman, Kings Park, L.I., New York
11754; printed monthly; yearly subscription $7.95.
A monthly summary of actual
color TV trouble symptoms, their
possible causes and the cure for
each. Where needed, a schematic of
the circuitry involved is included.
The troubles and cures are
grouped according to manufacturer
which, in turn, are listed alphabetically. The format of the publication is designed to facilitate filing
the troubles and cures according to
manufacturer and chassis numbera definite aid to quicker servicing.
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You won't be stopped when you run into the new FETs that are wired
into the latest hi-fi, newest TV receivers and nearly every other new device
coming on the market. For the very first time, you can check them all,
in or out of circuit. The TF151 works every time using tried and proven
signal injection techniques. New, improved tests on special RF transistors
and the latest high power transistors, mean that the TF151 is the only
up-to-date transistor tester on the market. A new, exclusive setup book
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Regular transistors are checked for beta gain and Icbo leakage. FETs
are checked for transconductance and lgss leakage. only
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Service Contracts Sustain
Some Important Elements of Contracting Discussed: The Volume Enjoyed
from Distributors and Big Retailers; Contracts Attractive to Customers;
Adopting Customer's Viewpoint; Sense of Urgency about Parts; `Nuisance'
Calls.
N Central Service, a Chicago firm
that began as a -man operation
more than 20 years ago, now does
over $1 million in electronic servicing business annually-most of it
based on contracts.'
The founder of the firm, Carl
Korn', believes the reason that contract servicing has not been adopted
by more servicing agencies was that
the service technician "didn't know

how to apportion his income."
"The customers like service contracts," Korn says.
"We got in with some dealers
and some big department stores who
were selling TV. We were considered the experts. We were getting
$90 on a one-year contract on Dumont, for instance. But, in those
days, we had to make six or seven
service calls a year on a set," Korn

,Korn is also president of the Dynascan Corp.,
manufacturers of B & K test equipment. Dynascan was an outgrowth of Korn's experience in
the servicing business.
'Actually, Central Service does in excess of $2
million in service business annually. About half
of it is in air conditioning. The air conditioning
business is directed by the same management,
and much of the field service is done by the
same technicians. Shop facilities are under the
same roof, but distinctly departmentaliezd.

relates.
This meant that, although the
payment of a contract might be
made to his firm when it was sold,
it could not all be considered as
income at once. The receipts are

1

put in a reserve account when the
contract is sold. "On a 12 -month
contract, we pick up only 1/12th
of it every month, or when service
is rendered," Korn explains.
Many shops that attempted service contracts disliked and discontinued the program because they
failed to establish a sufficient reserve, Korn said. They considered
receipts from the contracts as income earned, and were later unable
to meet operating expenses. Incidence of service was high in those
days, he stresses.
Eighty percent of Central Service
income is based on contracts to fulfill warranty service for distributors
and retailers.
Before this warranty expires, the
consumer is solicited by Central for
a year's service contract. They are

'We have sales meetings,
sales contests, technical meetings,
all kinds of meetings'
This is exactly what a service
company is supposed to do. This is
what we're in business for.
"We lean over backwards to understand the customer's problem. The
customer calls because he has a complaint. We rectify the problem with performance, not argument. If you argue
with a customer, you never hear from
him again.
"Do the work for nothing to satisfy
back.

The general manager of Central Service, Chicago, Tony D'Angelo, talks
about the parts problem: "If you push
hard enough for a part, and you really
work to get it, you'll get it."

complaint."
"First of all, we have to recognize
we're not perfect. We must resolve:
a

Carl Korn, founder of the firm, talks
about customers: "We seek to understand the customer's point of view. We
ask ourselves, 'What is it that the customer really wants?' We do that instead
of taking the serviceman's point of
view, 'What can we get out of this?' It's
an entirely different concept.

"We take the problems away from
the.customer and put them on our own

10

'We're

never going to get into

an

argument with a customer. We must
keep the customer. We prefer to lose
one charge rather than to lose the
" [He refers here to
customer .
the demand customer. The same attitude prevails in dealing with the contract customer.]
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The girl who works this "shop control"
post schedules the sets to be repaired
in the order in which they come into
the shop. She is also able to tell a
customer at any time the progress of
the work on a product.

.

111

..

1..-

High -Volume Business
solicited by the technicians or
through a mail campaign. Technicians also try to convert the "occasional" customer into a contract
customer. The price of the service
contract is the same regardless of
the age of the product, provided a
technician inspects it and it is accepted.
Central does not have a telephone
sales program to sell contracts, such
as Sears and RCA have, but Korn
says he believes it is a good program, and would like to develop it.
When a consumer covered by
warranty is solicited for a contract,
he is offered the same coverage he
has under the warranty. If the warranty provides that the customer
carry in the product for service, he
is offered a carry -in contract. If he
had in -the -home service, he is of-

fered an in -the -home contract.
A $94.95 contract on a TV set
covers all parts and labor-unlimited service, everything. Another
contract is sold for $49.95 per
year. It includes all parts and a preferred labor rate-$7.95 per service
call. This service call covers all service-in-the-home service, pick-up
and delivery, shop work-whatever
is required.
In the original sale of a service
contract, the customer is told he will
never be refused a renewal of a
contract on a product, and there
will be no increase in price.
Most of the warranty work is
performed under a pre -paid contract
agreement. Some retailers and distributors, however, have Central
perform the work on a flat-rate basis
for service rendered, and the war -

Pre-Scheduled Deliveries at Central
Service means that a definite date for
return of the product is scheduled before the technician removes it from the
home. Delivery is made as scheduled
in 95% of the cases. The dates displayed here are notice to the techni-

The parts department manager, Frank
Kappel, is seen here waiting on a customer. His job also includes a lot of
management duties. He heads a department of 12, and is responsible for the
purchase, inventory control and distri-

cians of the date (usually four working
days hence) when they should promise
return for sets picked up that day.
They, in turn, notify the customer of
the date they will return the product.
It is a firm commitment. For example,

rantor is billed by Central after the
service is performed.
The warranty business comes
from distributors and Chicago's

Marshall Fields,

K -Mart, Goldblatt's and other high-volume retailers.
The warrantor sets it up on a
30 -day, 90 -day or 1 -year basis.
Other provisions of the warranty
vary, depending on what the distributor warrants and what the dealer
wants to offer his customer.
For example, the distributor may
sell a set with a 90 -day warranty,
but the dealer may want to offer a
year's warranty. So, he supplements
it. Central Service tailors the contract to the individual dealer's
needs. Terms of the contracts,
therefore, vary considerably between
dealers.

before the technician takes a TV chassis from the home, he fixes a notice to
the cabinet stating the date the chassis
will be returned and requesting the set
owner to please be home at that time.
The pre -scheduling of return of the
product has a beneficial effect in two
or three ways, Korn explained. Among
other things, it cuts down on the number of telephone calls from customers
asking about the progress of the repair, and when it will be returned. The
pre -scheduling also acts as a stimulant
to good management. "We put our internal organization here to administering to make sure we get the set back
to the customer when we said we
would. The sets that are not delivered
are those (5%) with rare parts that we
just can't get hold of. Basically, we put
the problem on us instead of on the
customer. We have eliminated the customer's concern that we'll come with
the set when she is gone. With our pre scheduling, she has a definite appointment for return of the set."

bution of parts within the organization.
The owner of the firm praises the
"sense of urgency" that prevails in the
parts department.
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"How do you know what to establish as a price for the contract?"
The answer to that question is
"knowing what your costs are."

Training and Incentives
The technicians receive incentives
for production and commissions for
selling service contracts. The incentive for production is part of the
agreement under the union contract
with the technicians. He receives no
commission or incentive for selling
parts and labor-not even for service done for customers not under
contract. Demand service is done
on a flat -rate basis. "One of the
prime reasons we went to flat -rate
was so the customer knows in advance how much we are going to
charge," says Tony D'Angelo, manager of Central Service.
D'Angelo believes this company
has a perfect set-up for training apprentices.
"We have a few people who came
to us knowing nothing about television. They came to our organization, showed some drive, some aptitude, and are now doing a good job
in TV servicing outside." The average time required to train the new

man to a point where he could be
called a "qualified" service technician is about one year. For some,
it takes less, for others, more time,
D'Angelo says.
Company managers and technicians do a lot of the training. They
also ask manufacturers and distributors to give training courses, which
is the greater part of the training
program.
If a technician desires training in
a course aside from that provided
by the company, Central will pay
for it. But such training is not required, nor even urged by the company.
Normally, training sessions are
held twice weekly, but if the work
load is very heavy, the training
schedule is interrupted.
Apprentices begin by waiting on
customers at the counter, testing
tubes, dusting the chassis, connecting leads, chasing parts, changing
parts after diagnosis or doing the
mechanical work of assembly or disassembly.

Highest Level People

-Highest Level Work
Use of apprentices for more routine

tasks permits the more skilled men
to produce more, Korn explained.
"Our theory is: The highest level
people do the highest level work."
The shop is called a diagnostic center. The "highest level people" are
the journeymen, the diagnosticians.
"This is the theory, and I say the
theory works fine. However, a lot
of times it is faster for the technician to go ahead and do it himself, instead of looking for the
helper."
"The basic idea was to give the
guys the tools and make them stay
in one place, and have them be able
to fix sets as quickly as possible.
The journeyman can call a helper
to go to the parts department for
him and, in some cases, to actually
replace the defective part if it is
going to involve an appreciable
length of time, so the more experienced technician can go to work on
another set," Korn said.
Parts Availability
-A Problem?
"The parts problem exists to the
extent that the person looking for
parts allows it to exist," says Tony
D'Angelo, general manager. "I

'Shop is oriented to
keep highest level people
on highest level work'

Efficiency dramatized. From the moment they walk through the front door
until they turn from the long service
counter to leave, customers can see
that their TV sets are processed systematically through various stages,
from original diagnosis until final "air
test".

12

The "air test" is made, on the average,
for a couple of days. The sets are
placed here after they are repaired and
double-checked. (Prices posted on the
front of this rack are for "demand"
customers, and do not apply to customers covered by warranty or Central's

service contracts.)
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Tables are used to move the chassis
from one station to another. There are
enough tables for the technicians to
use as many as needed.

mean to emphasize that if you push
hard enough for a part and you
really work at it, you'll get it. The
place where you have some difficulty is with some of these off brands, because there is no place to
go. But, locally, where you have
the big manufacturers and distributors, I can't see a parts availability
problem." The imported sets are
most likely to present parts problems, he said.
Controls can minimize such problems, this manager says. "Sure, there
are exceptions. Occasionally they
need a part and just can't get hold
of it, and someone has to wait a
couple of weeks. You have to have
controls, a lot of them! For example, each week I get a listing of
work that has been in our shop two
weeks or more. Then, it's up to me
to do something-to go out and get
those parts. And, in most cases, they
are available. Someone comes up
with them."

scheduled, and we have to make
sure that we meet the schedule. It
is not a case of `We'll do it when
we get around to it. "
The parts manager, Frank Kappel, is responsible for the purchase,
inventory control and distribution of
parts within the organization.
Parts for both air conditioning
and TV are handled by the one department, including 11, sometimes
12 men. This number includes three
men who run around all day chasing
parts. These men also deliver parts
each day to the branch shops.
The parts are inventoried according to manufacturer when practical.
Stocks of frequently-needed, inexpensive parts are kept near the work
benches. High -value parts are kept
in the stockroom.

Sense of Urgency
"We don't play around," says the
founder of the firm. "Our parts department has a sense of urgency
about it. Customers have been

quarters, parts department and main
shop are located on Chicago's northwest side. A branch was opened on
the south side and another on the
west side. The branches are staffed

The Travel Problem
This firm has partially resolved the
travel problem and extended its

market by establishing two
branches. Central Service's head-

The Service Bench was designed after
many nights of brainstorming by the
company managers. Note these features: The color test jig below; the service cart pulled up in front of the
service bench (the casters of another
cart on the other side of the service
bench can be seen); the service bench
itself is not mobile-note the legs do
not have wheels; however, over the

service bench there is attached the test
equipment which swivels around on a
carrousel. The advantages are many:
The technician, without moving either
the chassis or the test equipment, can
be processing two sets at once. For
example, let's say he found the defective part in the chassis on the cart in
the foreground in this photo. He sends
the apprentice to the parts department
to get the part and install it and, without losing any time, the technician
himself walks around the octagonal-

with bench men. The outside men
who work out of the branch shops
report there each day.
The outside men from each of the
shops plan their itinerary when they
load their trucks each morning.
They do not have 2 -way radio, but
call in to central headquarters during the day.
There is one shop control for all

three branches, and the telephone
calls all come into the central office.
Personnel
The business staff at Central Service
includes 22 girls who do clerical
and secretarial work, a dispatcher,
four top managers and two medium
managers.
The number of outside technicians varies from 60 to 75. They
have the capability of repairing air
conditioners as well as electronic
products. There are 20 inside technicians who work on TV and other
electronic products, and 15 inside
men assigned to air conditioning
during the summer months.

Air Conditioning Offsets
Summer Slump of TV Servicing
The air conditioning service busi-

shaped bench and begins working on
the chassis on the cart on the other
side. He can swing the test equipment
around on the carrousel so that it can
be used on any side of the bench, and,
he can also turn the service cart around
to get at any side of the chassis. With
the apprentice technician or helper
performing the routine duties of parts
chasing, parts replacement and preliminary preparation of each chassis for
diagonsis, a larger portion of the skilled
technicians' time can be devoted to
actual diagnosis procedures and, consequently, he can service more sets per
shift. Carl Korn explains the objective
behind the shop system: "We want to
give the technician the facilities for
working on more than one set at a
time. He's got a mind, and we want
him to use it. We don't want him to be
using only his hands."
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ness was taken on by this firm to
make up for the summer slump in
demand for electronic servicing.
This is a factor in the success of the
GE and RCA factory service centers and some other high -volume
service companies.

Customer Communications
and Scheduling of Service Calls
"We have lots of communication
going on here," says Korn. "We
have 25 lines for customer calls.
In the morning, when the operator
opens the switchboard at 9, invariably 25 lines go off, and everybody
in the place is taking phone calls."
He gave an example of the volume
of telephone calls handled. In the
the first four days in one week,
there were: 960 calls on Monday,
849 on Tuesday, 786 on Wednesday and 782 on Thursday.
There are a minimum of 8 to 10
girls taking calls at all times during
working hours. All of the clerical
staff (22 clerks) are trained to take

calls, however.
Customers who call before 3 p.m.
can usually be promised a service
call the next day. The girls are given
each day a quota of customers who
can be promised next -day service.
When that quota is reached, or after
3 p.m., the customer is promised
service on the second day, rather
than the first day after the call is
received. Even if the quota set for
the day is not reached, the promise
of next-day service must be cut off
at 3 p. m. to permit the dispatcher
time to make up the routes for the
outside men.
The written service orders are
passed on to the dispatcher, who
also acts as service manager. His is
a very critical post in the organization, D'Angelo emphasizes.
When the switchboard is unplugged at the close of each business day and for the weekend, an
answering service takes over. So,
customer orders can be received 24
hours a day, seven days a week.

`Nuisance' Calls a Factor
One element that takes some of the gloss off the contract servicing picture,
however, is "nuisance" calls. They originate from the tendency of some customers to get all they possibly can out of something they have paid formaking quite a few more service calls for a product under contract than they
would make if there were a charge for each service call.

But those who make a contract program work look at a contract service
business as they would at an insurance business-it is a matter of averagesthe good risks more than compensate for the bad risks.
A Texas service technician, Norris Browne, Houston, says that the unnecessary demands for service under a contract program are indeed a problem. His
experience has been that 60 percent of his service calls are in this category. His
firm makes an average of 21 customer calls on a 90 -day contract. He has
found, however, that service is required on less than half of these calls. Most
of his contracts are to cover the warranty for two or three multiple -line dealers.
The observation of a California technician is that "unless a contract is written very tightly, nuisance calls are prohibitive."
Another high -volume servicer who sells a lot of service contracts says that
the cost of a contract has to be based on each individual contractor's experience. He suggests the way to establish the cost is to go over old sales lists
to determine average calls made under different contracts offered.
Perhaps it is the attitude taken by Carl Korn towards the customer that enabled him and the firm he founded, Central Service, to take in stride the
"nuisance" calls that many technicians find to be too burdensome.
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Two customers can be giving a serv-

answering
service at any one time, as the
ice order through the

answering service provides two lines.
Although the switchboard closes
Saturday noon for the weekend, Saturday is considered the busiest day
of the week at Central Service. Both
inside and outside men are on the
job. Most of the technicians work
six days a week, and some evenings.
Those who work only five days take
off some day other than Saturday.
"That is the way we can keep up
with the work and offer quick service," D'Angelo says.

All Requests for Service
are Fulfilled
D'Angelo explained that the clerks
who receive the calls from contract
or warranty customers do not attempt to determine whether or not
a service call is really

needed-all

requests are fulfilled.
"Our experience is that if you try
to qualify the call [by telephone] as
to whether or not it is due to an
actual electronic failure, you will
aggravate the customer. It just isn't
worth the trouble," he said.
Even though it has been found
that in a majority of cases there is
no electronic failure, the service call
is made, without questioning the
need for it. In fact, Central Service
believes there is a need for the call
as long as the customer is dissatisfied with the performance of the
product, and Central responds with a
service call. What they often find
are non -electronic problems, including simple lack of understanding of
tuning the set-and other consumer
problems that generate "nuisance"
calls. Obviously, Central's charge
for a contract must be based accordingly, to include the expense of
making these types of calls.
Incidence of Calls
Per Warranty Contract
The average incidence of service of
sets under the 90 -day warranty is
11/2 service calls per set (for color
TV). This is in addition to the
service call to make the set-up,
which is part of the agreement. In
practice, then, Central makes an
average of 21/2 calls per set under
the 90-day warranty that they service for the retailer.

The BUSS HTA fuseholder measures only 1-25/32 inches in overall
length and extends behind the face
of the panel only one inch.
The holder features the popular
bayonet type knob. A strong coil
spring inside the knob assures good
contact when the fuse is inserted
into the holder. If a test hole in the
knob is needed, a breakaway hole
can be punched out to allow use of
a test probe.

Rugged in construction to withstand vibration and shock, the HTA
fuseholder can also be furnished with
a special washer to make it drip proof from the front of the panel.
And the best feature of the HTA
fuseholder is that it has famous
built-in BUSS quality. You can't get
it anywhere else.
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Stereo FM Multiplex in Auto Radio
- - Theory of Operation
by Forest H. Belt & Associates

An ordinary FM signal, according to FCC regulations, consists of
sound frequencies between 50 and
15,000 Hz, frequency- or phase modulating a station RF signal. It's
important to remember that the
sound frequencies determine how
rapidly the station signal shifts up
and down (deviates) in frequency,
and that the actual amount of deviation is determined by the strength
of the sound signals fed to the FM

modulator.
As an example, any full-strength
sound signal modulates a monophonic FM station 75 KHz up and
75 KHz down. The chart in Fig. lA
graphs this for you. It's called 100
percent modulation. A half -strength
sound signal, representing 50 percent modulation, deviates the transmitter center frequency only 37.5
KHz up and 37.5 KHz down (Fig.
1B).

This amount of deviation has
nothing to do with the sound frequency-at least not directly. A fullstrength 100-Hz signal can deviate
the transmitter just as much as a
full-strength 10,000 -Hz signal. The
difference is in the rate of deviation. If a 100 -Hz sound signal is
fed to the modulator, the transmitter frequency shifts upward and
downward 100 times each second.
With a 10,000-Hz sound signal, it
shifts (deviates) up and down 10,000 times each second.
However, a factor that affects
deviation of the regular FM -station
signal is a thing called pre-emphasis. To improve FM transmission,
the sound section of an FM transmitter has filter circuits that boost
high -frequency parts of the sound
or music signals. The filter has a
characteristic called a 75 -µsec pre emphasis curve. The receiver, to restore the signal to a normal flat 5015,000-Hz response, must have a
filter with a 75 -µsec de-emphasis
curve. The de-emphasis filter is be "1-2-3-4 Servicing Automobile Stereo,"
Forest H. Belt; Copyright © 1969 by
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis,
Indiana.

tween the FM detector and the audio stages.
The Multiplex Signal
Stereophonic FM originates in a
studio (or a recording) that has two
sound -pickup channels. A microphone (or sound track) to the listener's left feeds the left or L channel;
a similar microphone to the listener's right picks up sound for the
right or R channel.
If the L and R channels are
mixed together in phase, the result
is about the same as if a single microphone or sound track were used.
The result is called L + R. If the
L and R sound signals are fed together to an FM transmitter, they
frequency -modulate the station carrier (center frequency) just as any
single -channel sound signal would.
The station output is a monophonic
program. Ordinary FM receivers
pick up L + R broadcasts the same
as they would any monophonic FM
transmission.
For stereo-FM receivers to repro-
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duce the L and the R channels separately, a lot more has to be done
to the signal at the FM station. First
of all, besides being combined as
L + R, the separate L and R signals are fed into a subtracting mixer.
The R signal is fed to this stage 180
degrees out of phase with the L
signal. The result is known as the
L - R signal. The L - R signal
can't be modulated directly on the
station center frequency, because it
would mess up the L + R signal.
Instead, a system called multiplexing is used.
The L - R signal is amplitude modulated on a special subcarrier.
For standard stereo FM, the sub carrier is 38 KHz. The AM process
creates sidebands, as you probably
know; sidebands are "beat" frequencies above and below the carrier
frequency. So, the L - R sound
signals, beating with the 38-KHz
subcarrier, make sidebands above
and below 38 MHz.
FCC Rules say the subcarrier
must be virtually eliminated. What's
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left is a set of sidebands above and
below 38 KHz. If the sound signals
R
that originally produce the L
signal extend all the way to 15,000
Hz, the sidebands could reach as
far down at 23 KHz and as far up
as 53 KHz.
The diagram of Fig. 2 shows a
graph of the frequency spectrum between 0 and 75 KHz. The curves
show what frequencies in that spectrum are fed to the modulator in a
stereo-FM transmitter. The single frequency signal at 19 KHz is a
pilot signal. It goes to the receiver
to synchronize a 38-KHz reinsertion oscillator or amplifier stage in
the multiplex section. (The 38-KHz
subcarrier must be added to the
sidebands before the original L
sound signals can be recovered.)
The curves in Fig. 2 represent
signal strengths at different points
in the 0-75-KHz spectrum. They
slope because of the pre -emphasis
filters that affect L and R signals
in the studio before they are added
R).
(L -{- R) or subtracted (L

-

-R

-

Because of the pre -emphasis curve,
sounds above 1,000 Hz are boosted.
Thus, if you have 5,000-Hz and
500 -Hz sounds of equal loudness,
they reach the mixers and modulators at different levels. The curves
don't mean all the frequencies are
necessarily present at any given instant, or in the strengths shown. In
fact, that never happens. The curves
in Fig. 2 merely show the signal
levels at the various frequencies between 50 and 75,000 Hz if all possible frequencies were present in the
studio. The signals that actually do
occur depend on what the two
widely spaced studio microphones
pick up originally.
Notice, too, that the curves go
up to only 40 percent on the signal -amplitude scale. FCC regulations permit no more than 100 percent modulation. So, even for stereo,
the total level of signals fed to the
modulator can't be more than just
enough to drive the center frequency
75 KHz up and down. The pilot
signal at 19 KHz is set to produce

10 percent of total modulation; the
L
R, which is modulated directly, only modulates 40 percent of
maximum at full volume; the L
sidebands aren't allowed to exceed
40 percent; and the SCA (storecasting) signal-if it's used-is injected
at 10 percent level. (During normal
broadcasts, the L - R sidebands
stay well below the 40 percent level,
and SCA injection can be made
somewhat higher-just so total modulation doesn't exceed 100 percent
or ±75 KHz.)

-R

Block Diagram Functional
Analysis
Fig. 3 shows the block diagrams
of several versions of stereo-FM
multiplex auto receivers. Note the
similarity.
An example of a simple multiplex section is drawn in Fig. 4. This
one is in a Delco stereo-FM receiver. The stages listed are typical
of many home stereo receivers, too.
Following is a description of the
main purpose of each stage:
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Block diagrams of four different models of stereo FM auto radio, grouped by sections and subdivided into stages.
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Balanced Detector

This stage recovers the left and
right sound signals. To do that, it
has functions that rely on the signals
fed to it.
First is recovery of L
from
the sidebands. Amplitude demodulation is necessary, since the information was put on the subcarrier
by AM. But amplitude demodulation (AM detection) requires a carrier. A duplicate of the original 38KHz subcarrier must be re-inserted.
A 38-KHz signal from the pilot
oscillator mixes with the L -R side bands from the buffer amplifier. Demodulation occurs. So there's a recovered L - R signal in the balanced demodulator. The now useless
sidebands and any leftover 38-KHz
signal are eliminated.
The second function of a balanced detector is to mix the L
with the L + R signal. The L + R
is demodulated directly by the FM
detector in the receiver. It comes to
the balanced detector by way of the
input preamplifier and the buffer
amplifier. The two signals-L

-R

-R

-R

and L + R-come together in a
special way. On one side of the detector, they're added together; on the
other, they're subtracted.
Looking at the two signals algebraically:
Adding:
(L - R) + (L
R) =
Removing parentheses:

L-R+L+R=

Combining terms:
2L (on the add side)
(The R's cancel.)
Subtracting:
(L - R) - (L + R)
Removing parentheses:

amplifying string.
Pilot Oscillator

This is where the signal comes
side from to mix with the L
bands in the detector, so L -R can
be recovered. In the unit we're using
as an example, the 38-KHz pilot
oscillator is controlled by a 19-KHz
signal coming from the pilot amplifier.
The 19-KHz pilot signal from the
FM transmitter is precisely in step
with the 38-KHz subcarrier that prosidebands.
duced the original L
If the signal fed to the receiver pilot
oscillator is strong enough, the pilot
signal holds the phase of the 38KHz reinsertion carrier precisely in
side step. If it didn't, the L
bands wouldn't release an accurate
version of the original L -R signals.

-R

-R

_

L-R-L-R=

Combining terms:
-2R (on the subtract side)
(The L's cancel.)
So, the output of the balanced
detector is a left -channel audio signal from one side and a right -channel audio signal from the other. That
the right -channel signal is inverted
(the minus sign) is not important.
The left (L) signal is fed to its
audio amplifying string, and the
right (R) signal goes to its audio

-R

Pilot Amplifier

This stage serves two purposes,
actually. You've already read about
one. The receiver's FM detector recovers a 19-KHz pilot signal along
sidebands and the
with the L
L + R signals. The pilot signal is
stereo sync. It synchronizes the sub carrier that mixes with the L
sidebands in the balanced detector.
For dependable control, the pilot
signal must be stronger than the receiver detector can make it. That's
one job of the pilot amplifier.
You'll notice the pilot amplifier
is a tuned stage. It's sharply tuned
to 19 KHz. That means it prevents
frequencies above and below from
passing-its second purpose. There
can be no false triggering of the
pilot oscillator by strong signals at
some other frequency. Only the exact-phase 19-KHz control signal
reaches the oscillator.

-R

-R

TUNED STAGE
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Its name suggests the purpose of
this simple stage. It isolates the high
impedance of the balanced detector
from the low impedance of the input preamplifier. That this stage
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Circuits of input preamplifier stage
in Delco receiver multiplex section. A) Schematic diagram. B) Block diagram of individual
circuits.
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(B)

Buffer Amplifier

by the fact that many other stereo FM receivers omit them. (If you
want to glance back at Fig. 3 again,
you can see that the Tenna and
Motorola sets don't have this stage.)

+TO
INDICATOR
SECTION

Input Preamplifier

This stage goes by various names,
but it is included in every multiplex
section we've examined. Sometimes
it is merely an impedance -matching

Circuit Analysis of
Individual Stages

amplifier-an emitter follower, with
no voltage gain. It keeps the lowimpedance pilot and buffer amplifiers from loading down the FM detector stage of the receiver.
In some units, the two outputs
from the input preamplifier are
taken separately-one from the emitter and the other from the collector. The result is to keep the 19KHz path completely isolated from
sidebands
the path of the L
and the L + R signals. Tuned circuits in the pilot amplified and filter
circutis in the buffer amplifier might
interact.

-R

Input Preamplifiers

The stage in Fig. 5 is the input
preamplifier from a Delco stereo
receiver. A similar one is used in
Bendix and some other brands. The
stage is presented two ways. The
first is a schematic, as you'd find
the stage diagramed in service literature. The second, in Fig. 5B, is a
symbolic view that names the circuits in the stage.
The input circuit in Fig. 5 has
only one obvious part. If you can
isolate the trouble to that circuit, you
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Pilot amplifier in
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Two kinds of frequency doublers (19 KHz to
38 KHz). A) Class -C amplifier
with tuned output. B) Full wave doubler.

Fig.

1. 5K

0.2
13.6V
BI

rangement, could mean either bad
base supply circuit or bad collector
supply circuit.
You may be confused by the output circuit. Actually, there are three.
One comes off the collector and
goes to the buffer amplifier. The
other two are in the emitter circuit.
A tuned circuit singles out the 19KHz pilot signal and eliminates the
L + R signals and L -R sidebands.
The pilot signal is coupled out to
the pilot amplifier to be boosted
and fed to the pilot oscillator. The
third output circuit is from a tap on
the tuned -circuit coil. It feeds some
of the 19-KHz signal to the indicator section, to turn on a light when
stereo is being received.
Pilot Amplifier

COLLECTOR

SUPPLY

have probably pinpointed the part.
Unfortunately, not all circuits are so
simple.
The base takes its bias from the
collector circuit, and again only one
part seems to be involved. However,
as you can see in Fig. 5A, collector
voltage comes through a supply circuit from the 8 -volt source. 1f the
collector supply circuit became
faulty in some way, base bias would
be affected. This kind of dependency is something to watch for
when you're isolating a faulty circuit. Wrong base bias, in this ar-

The pilot amplifier is such a simple, ordinary transistor amplifier, it's
hardly worth going into detail about.
A typical one is diagramed in Fig.
6. Both presentations should help
you recognize the names of the circuits. This particular pilot -amplifier
stage is in a Bendix stereo receiver.
The tuned transformer is the input circuit. The dashed line in Fig.
6B means it's a signal circuit. It
might also be part of the DC supply

circuit-and

it

is-but that has

nothing to do with your seeing it as
an input circuit. When you're evaluating DC circuits in the stage, you
of course consider the secondary
winding, too, since it's part of the
base DC circuit.
The collector circuit also has a
double-duty part-the tuned transformer. It is the output circuit, and
you think of it that way when you're
tracing signals (see the dashed line
in Fig. 6B). Yet, when you are analyzing DC circuits in the stage, the
primary of that same transformer
is part of the collector DC supply
(solid line in Fig. 6B).
In the emitter circuit, the resistor
November, 1969/ELECTRONIC

SERVICING
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the DC return circuit (solid line)
and the capacitor is a signal bypass
circuit (dashed line). Also notice the
dashed line from the tuned input
circuit to the emitter bypass circuit.
If you've examined the schematic
in Fig. 6A, you know that the
is

dashed line represents a signal path
through a decoupling capacitor connected from the bottom of the tuned
circuit to the emitter bypass circuit.
The extra dashed line means you
must think about dependency between the two signal circuits. It's
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Fig. 8 Pilot oscillator in a stereo receiver. A) Schematic.
B) Block diagram.
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ing them.
Pilot Doubler

There are two kinds of doubler
stages. One is a class -C amplifier,
with input tuned to 19 KHz and
output tuned to 38 KHz. An example, from a Motorola multiplex
section, is diagramed in Fig. 7A.
The other uses a full -wave diode
stage to raise the 19-KHz signal to
38 KHz. An amplifier then boosts
the signal level enough to drive the
balanced detector. The diagram of
this arrangement in a Bendix set is
shown in Fig. 7B. The input circuit
is the tuned transformer. The output circuit is the combination of an
18K load resistor and a 0.1-mfd
coupling capacitor.
The amplifier stage is routine.
The 0.1-mfd capacitor is a coupling
component between the output circuit of the doubler stage and the input circuit of the amplifier. The
emitter circuit has both DC and signal branches: the resistor and capacitor, respectively. The 38-KHz
transformer is the output circuit for
signals, and its primary winding is
part of the collector DC return.
Pilot Oscillator

IBI

FUM

important when you're troubleshoot-
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Instead of a doubler and/or amplifier, some models have a 38-KHz
oscillator to supply the reinsertion
subcarrier signal. The oscillator is
controlled by the 19-KHz pilot signal. The oscillator stage from a 1969
Delco unit is shown in Fig. 8. It's
typical of all Delco models.
The oscillator is a Harley. Feedback is from emitter to base through
a coil tap in the tuned circuit. The
input circuit includes two .02-mfd
capacitors and the tuned circuit. The
output circuit is a transformer tuned
to 38 KHz. The block-form diagram
in Fig. 8B shows all of these items.
From a DC standpoint, the collector is supplied through the primary of the output transformer. The
emitter DC return is through the
1.5K resistor, the 390 -ohm resistor
and a small part of the input-coil
winding. The base -bias circuit is
through the 6.8K resistor.
The circuit oscillates naturally at
38 KHz because of the tuned output
load. The 38-KHz feedback signal
goes through the .07-mfd emitter
bypass capacitor and the small part
of the 19-KHz coil winding. The

strong 19-KHz signal coming

through the first input coupling ca -
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pacitor keeps pulling the feedback
energy into exact phase with the
stereo -sync signal. Thus a precisely
phase -locked signal is fed to the
balanced detector. By the use of this
signal the L
sidebands can be
demodulated accurately.

amplifier leg of the section controls
the phase of the sideband and L +
R signals. That's important because
the relative phase between them and
the reinserted subcarrier determines
how good the stereo separation is.
So, among the other circuits in a
buffer stage, you may find a phase shift circuit to set stereo-signal phase
before it reaches the balanced detector.
Schematics of some buffer amplifier stages appear in Fig. 9. They
are emitter followers. One function
is to isolate the preceding stages and
circuits from the phase -shift network. Most noticeable are the tuned
trap circuits and the phase shifters.
The stages in Figs. 9A and B
have 67-KHz traps in their input
circuits. That blocks storecasting signals that might interfere with stereo

-R

Buffer Amplifier

One broadband stage in almost
every multiplex section passes along
the L
sidebands, which extend
from as low as 23 KHz to as high
as 53 KHz, and the L + R signals,
which are frequencies between 50
and 15,000 Hz. Besides passing all
those audio and above -audio frequencies without altering them, the
buffer amplifier should block the
67-KHz signal (storecasting carrier)
if a station uses it.
And, very important, the buffer-
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Fig. 11 Two simple stereo-light systems. A) Single stage design from a
Tenna multiplex adapter. B) Two -stage design by Motorola.
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programs. The stage at C is arranged
differently. There's a trap in the input, but it's tuned to 53 KHz-right
at the upper limit of any stereo side bands. The 67-KHz trap in this
stage is in one of the outputs. It's
in the same circuit branch as the
phase -shift network.
The base DC circuit for the stage
at A is in the preceding stage.
There's no capacitor between the
two stages; they're DC coupled. DC
circuits in the other two buffer -amplifier stages are simple and ordinary.
The output circuit shown in Fig.
9A has an adjustable phase -shift
network. It comprises the 5.6K resistor, the .0022-mfd capacitor, the
1-mfd coupling electrolytic and the
10K potentiometer. The potentiometer is adjusted for best separation
of the two audio channels. In other
words, a signal in the transmitter's
left channel shouldn't show up in
the receiver's right channel.
The output circuit shown in Fig.
9B doesn't have even a phase -control arrangement. Phase is set by
the 100 -pf capacitor from base to
ground.
The original schematic of the circuit in Fig. 9C might fool you if
you didn't look at it carefully. The
stage is labeled "19-KHz Amp." It
does amplify the 19-KHz signal; the
tuned output circuit feeds the signal
on to a 38-KHz doubler. There's no
amplification of signals in the emitter circuit, however. The stage does
to the L + R signal and the L
sidebands exactly what any buffer
amplifier should do: It isolates them
from other stages and circuits. In
the emitter output circuit, phase is
set mainly by a 220-pf and a .005mfd capacitor, a 47K resistor and
the 5K control in the emitter DC
return circuit. The 2-mfd capacitor
is mainly for coupling signals without passing DC. The correct setting
of that 5K control is for best stereo
separation.
Stereo-Indicator Sections
A lot of receivers now have
lamps that indicate when a stereo
broadcast signal is being received.
There are several schemes for turning on the lamp. A few of them are
shown schematically in Figs. 10 and
11. None are necessary to the operation of the receiver, but you should
know how the circuits are arranged.
The first section, in Fig. 10A,

Multiplex in Auto Radio,

ANNOUNCING

continued

draws its signal from the pilot amplifier. The input circuit couples
19-KHz energy to the lamp amplifier stage, when a pilot carrier is
present. The amplifier is an emitter
follower, with only ordinary circuits.
The output circuit of the control
transistor is the coil of a relay;
the same coil is the collector supply
circuit. Bias on the control transistor changes whenever a drive signal
reaches it from its input circuit. Collector direct current increases. The
relay closes and applies 12 volts to
the lamp.
The three stages in Fig. 10B are
DC amplifiers. The pilot oscillator
furnishes the activating energy. The
38-KHz signal is rectified by the
twin-diode (D14 and D15) sensing
stage. The negative -going change in
DC voltage at the base of 011 produces an opposite change at its collector. The base of Q12, connected
directly to the Q11 collector, goes
positive. This causes the voltage at
the collector of Q12 and the base of
Q13 to go negative. That makes
Q13 conduct heavily. DC in the output circuit must go through the two
stereo indicator lamps, and they
light.
Most of the circuits in these three
stages should be easy for you to
figure out. Some are unfamiliar. The
diodes are the first stage. The input
circuit of the second stage, Q11,
the first amplifier, is a filter. It
smooths the DC produced by the
two diodes. Collector supply for
012 comes from the base-emitter
action of Q13. The 2-mfd capacitor
between 011 and 012 smooths out
DC voltage changes that activate the
lamp switch transistor.
The two stereo-lamp sections in
Fig. 11 are exceptionally simple.
Both work from DC voltages applied
to the input transistor. The single stage arrangement in Fig. 11A is
triggered by the DC voltage developed in a two -diode frequency
doubler.
The two -stage stereo indicator in
Fig. 11B gets its DC input voltage
from a balanced stereo detector.
With direct coupling between the
two stages, the change in DC voltage at the input is passed along to
the second transistor. It draws heavy
current and the lamp turns on.

An

All New
MIGHTY MITE

Tube Tester
Now Checks more tubes
and it's faster
than ever before with
all solid state FET circuitry for instant first time in tube tester
.
on action
.

.

history
button function
tches to speed up every test

w solid action push

'

n

'

th- famous encore Mighty Mite tube tester; it's
re is
elupdated and streamlined in appearance and performance. No more wasted time
waiting for the tube tester to warm up when you have a hot troublesome tube
in your hand ready to test. The TC154 Mighty Mite VI is instant -on with no meter
drift. New FET circuitry still enables you to read grid leakage up to 100 megohms
because it too is a high impedance device like a vacuum tube. New circuitry
permits even higher sensitivity check on heater to cathode leakage; from 180,000
ohms to 300,000 ohms. The Mighty Mite still checks for shorts between each and
every tube element with the famous stethescope shorts check. New two-toned
vinyl -covered and brushed steel presents a truly professional instrument. See
your Sencore distributor today and ask him for the new all solid state Mighty Mite.
Only Sencore has it.

Over 60,000 Mighty Mites now in use.

Only

$89.50
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Troubleshooting
Direct -Coupled Audio Circuits
in Auto Radio
Interaction between cascaded stages can
produce misleading and sometimes baffling
DC voltage changes. The logical system of
diagnosis presented in this article will help you
steer clear of the confusion that can be
caused by such interaction.

by Wayne Lemons

Until recent years, nearly every
audio circuit was AC -coupled,
which meant that a fault in one circuit usually did not cause drastic
changes in the DC voltages in other
circuits.
Direct -coupling, never very popular in tube or early transistor circuits, is now the rule rather than
the exception. The reason is that a
direct -coupled, high -gain circuit is
possible with no large electrolytic
coupling capacitors or interstage
transformers required. Stabilization
over several stages is also practical,
and, because of low impedances and
minimum phase shift, simple inverse
audio feedback networks are feasible.

But because trouble in one portion of the circuit upsets the operation of succeeding stages and sometimes preceding stages, it is necessary to understand how the circuit
will react before you can make an
intelligent diagnosis of a fault.
One of the best ways to master a
circuit is to try to predict-from
the schematic-what will happen if
some part goes bad. Fig. 1 is an
example of a direct -coupled auto
audio circuit. Can you predict what
will happen to the collector current
of 03 if Q1 develops a collector -to emitter short?
26

Look at the circuit and follow it
through. First, if 01 shorts from
collector to emitter, the voltage at
the collector would be grounded
and, thus, reduced to zero. Since the
collector of 01 is tied directly to the
base of Q2, its voltage also would
be zero. With zero base voltage, 02
would be cut off and there would
be no collector current. With no
collector current through 02, there
would be no voltage drop across
R9. Resistor R9 is tied between the
base and emitter of Q3 to provide
bias, and if there were no voltage
drop across R9, 03 would also be
zero -biased. With zero bias, the collector current of 03 would drop to
zero.
What would happen to the collector current of 03 if Q2 opened?
Again there would be no bias developed across R9, so the current
through 03 would drop to zero.
Now let's suppose that Q1 opens,
what then? Again let's follow the
circuit action. With 01 open, the
voltage on the collector would tend
to go more positive because of the
reduced current through R3. If it
were not for Q2's base connection,
the voltage would rise to +13 volts.
Because of the base connection,
there is still voltage drop across R3;
however, the voltage drop would be
less than before, and the base voltage on Q2 would go more positive.
With a more positive base bias, the
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NPN transistor, 02, will draw more
collector current. This, in turn, increases the voltage drop across R9
and, so, increases the bias for the
PNP germanium output transistor,
Q3, and the collector current of 03
will increase.
Under normal circumstances the
increase in the collector current of
03 would increase the voltage at its
collector; this increased positive
voltage would be fed through R2
and R5 to increase the bias on 01
and, so, counteract the change. With
Ql open, however, the stabilization
circuit has no control.
The designers have included two
components to help limit the increase in output current should 01
open. These are resistors R7 and
R8. R7 limits the bias on Q2 because its voltage drop increases as
the current of 02 increases, thus
tending to hold down the difference
in base -to-emitter voltage on 02.
R8 also limits the total collector
current flow.
R7 and R8 also help limit the
current flow should Q2 short. With
02 shorted, the maximum current
flow from the +13 -volt line to
ground is limited to about 10 ma.
This would product a voltage drop
of about 0.56 volt across R9-still
excessive for a germanium output
transistor which normally operates
at about 0.2 volt bias.
Oddly enough, excessive bias may
not damage an output transistor as
quickly as just a little too much
bias. This is because the excessive
bias causes the transistor to have
a very small collector -to -emitter resistance and, since heat is based on
l'R, if R is low and the total current is limited, as it is here by the
speaker and audio choke, the power
dissipated by the transistor may be
low enough to let it slip by without
damage. Fig. 2 shows how this can
happen in a hypothetical case. In
this case, the normal bias causes
the power dissipation of the transistor to be about 16 watts, while
a little more bias increases it to 18
watts; however, sufficient bias to reduce the collector -emitter resistance
to 1/2 ohm decreases the wattage
dissipated by the transistor to just
12 watts. The external circuit heat
goes up, and this is one of the main

03 to be higher
than normal
(3) the emitter voltage of Q2 to
be lower than normal
(2) the bias of

(2) decrease
(3) remain the same
4. If R9 should open, the collector
voltage of 03 would
(1) increase
(2) decrease
(3) remain virtually the same
(4) not enough information to
tell
5. If R6 should open, the base voltage of 01 would
(1) increase
(2) decrease
(3) not enough information to
tell
6. If the voltage drop across R7
reads 4.1 volts, you might sus-

reasons for the audio choke. It provides a low DC resistance shunt
while still maintaining a higher than -the -speaker impedance for the
audio.
Several manufacturers still use a
small fusible resistor in the emitter
circuit of the output transistor (03,
Fig. 1) which will open if current
exceeds a fixed amount, usually
around 2 amperes in auto radio.
And now back to the circuit. To
check yourself to see if you can
predict what the circuit fault will
be, answer the following questions
(correct answers at the end of this
article):
1. If R2 opens, the collector voltage
of 02 (measured to ground) will
(1) increase
(2) decrease
2. If C3 shorts, the collector voltage of Q 1 will
(1) increase
(2) decrease
3. If R7 opens, the collector current
of 03 would
(1) increase

(4) 01 has excessive bias or is

shorted

Troubleshooting Non -DC Faults
A voltmeter and a good understanding of how a circuit works will
be just about all that's needed to
find troubles in the DC portion of
direct -coupled circuits. But what
about the bypass capacitors? If one
of them should short, the DC voltages will be upset and the voltmeter
still will show up the trouble. But
what if one opens? Two things can
happen: one is a drastic loss in output volume and the other is motorboating, squeals, etc. For example,
if C3 in Fig. 1 opens, the audio
will not be filtered off the feedback
path through R2 and R5. This audio
from the collector of 03 will be fed
back to the base of 01 with only
about 30 percent attenuation. Since
the two signals are 180 degrees out

pect that
(1) 01 is shorted
(2) bias on 01 is low
(3) 02 is open
(4) R9 is open or changed to
higher value
7. If the collector voltage of Q2
reads lower than normal, you
might expect
(1) the collector voltage of 03
to be lower than normal
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Fig. 1 A direct -coupled audio amplifier section that is typical of
those employed in today's auto
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of phase, the gain of the amplifier
will be reduced drastically.
There also will be a loss of gain
if C4 in Fig. I should open. On the
other hand, if C2 should open and
if C5 did not do a real good job of
bypassing, there could be a noticeable squeal in the speaker output.
Because different circuits will act
differently when bypass capacitors
open, and since there are only a
few of them used, it is best in most
cases to simply shunt them with a
capacitor that is known to be good.
If the trouble symptom disappears,
you have found the trouble, and
there is no more dramatic diagnosis

than that.
Finally, when tracing direct coupled circuits, remember that it
requires an increase in positive bias
(base-to -emitter voltage) to increase
the current through an NPN transistor and an increase in negative
bias to increase the current through
a PNP type. Note that bias should
always be measured between the
base and emitter rather than to
ground.
To determine the current a transistor is drawing, check the voltage
drop across the emitter resistor. If
no emitter resistor is used, you can
measure the voltage drop across the
collector resistor; however, remember that in direct -coupled circuits
the collector resistor is also supply-

NORMAL

current-normally

3. (2) Decrease. With R7 open, the

not much, but if the collector is not
drawing any current at all the base
current of the following transistor
may increase considerably.
Finally, every time a new direct coupled circuit comes to your attention take a few minutes to try
to predict what troubles will occur
if any of the transistors open or
short. This will help you develop an
invaluable insight into possible troubles that can occur. Fortunately,
present day silicon transistors seldom develop leakage resistance of
consequence but are much more apt
to completely open or short. This
fact makes diagnosis considerably
easier in direct -coupled circuits.

collector current of Q2 would
drop, lowering the voltage drop
and decreasing the bias of Q3.
4. (4) Not enough information to
tell. At first thought it would
seem that with R9 open there
would be no bias on Q3; however, if the leakage from collector to base of 03 was low
enough, there would be bias voltage from this source, and some
collector current. Just how much
collector current would be difficult to predict, although the
chances are it would be reduced.
5. (2) Decrease. This is a little
tricky. With R6 open, there
would be no bias on 02 and, so,
no bias for Q3. The collector
voltage of 03 would drop and so
would the bias of Q1, since it is
supplied by the collector voltage of 03.

ing some base

(Answers to troubleshooting
questions on page 27)
I. (2) Decrease. With R2 open,
there would be no bias on 01,
so the collector voltage of 01
would increase, causing the bias
and the current of 02 also to increase, which, in turn, would increase the voltage drop across
R9 and R8, lowering the voltage
on the collector of 02.
2. (1) Increase. With C3 shorted,
the bias voltage on 01 would be
decreased, lowering the collector
current through R3 and, in turn,
increasing the collector voltage
because of less drop across R3.

LITTLE TOO MUCH BIAS

20

would increase and, thus, increase the voltage drop across
R7 because of the increased
transistor current.
7. (2) The bias of 03 would be
higher than normal. If the collector voltage of Q2 is low, it
probably means increased current
through R8 and increased current through R9 and, so, more
bias for 03.

EXCESSIVE BIAS

20

E

18 WATTS

32 WATTS

m

+12

(A)

6. (2) Bias on Q I low. If the bias
of 01 is 'ow, the bias on 02

(C)

+12V

(D)

Fig. 2 The sequence of operating conditions shown here help explain how in some cases an excessive amount of forward bias
will not destroy a transistor. (A) normal forward bias. (B) slightly above normal forward bias. (C) excessive forward biaspower dissipation of transistor has returned to normal, but power dissipated by load resistor is four times normal. (D) increased
excessive forward bias-power dissipation of transistor actually is below normal, while power dissipated by load resistor is
nearly six times normal, collector-to -emitter resistance of transistor is 1/e of normal value.
28
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The RCA rotator has many features
your customers won't understand.
It has one that everyone recognizes:
the name, RCA.
serrated clamping

RCA engineers have produced the best
in rotators. Beautiful, easy to operate

V-block

control cabinets. Rugged, durable
drive units. And they're tested.
Continuous operation life -tested,
under conditions no rotator would
ever encounter in normal use.

Reinforced shaft has nested
Center -position alignment

Stainless steel bearings are
permanently lubricated.
No external thrust bearings

The "extra feature" in every RCA
rotator is the name ... RCA. It's the
feature your customers recognize,
rely upon. It's taken over fifty years
to build this kind of acceptance...
acceptance that means
more sales for you.

High -tensile aluminum housing is rugged, lightweight
for less inertial loading on
High -temperature insulation on motor allows
continuous oeration
Main drive gear is cast
integral to main shaft;
n'

I.o

11CR

Positive disc brake on motor .revents "overshoot."

Rotators

Positive worm drive prevents windmilling.

Overtravel clutch permits
motor to run before load is
engaged-for pre -turning
momentum.
High -efficiency motor consumes less power; less
voltage drop over long
cable runs.

Model 10W707
The RCA fully automatic Rotator has solid state circuitry

for positive synchronization.
Positive directional indicator
ights. Silent operation.

Model 10W505
The RCA positive push-button
fingertip control Rotator with
360° indicator dial. Unique
design assures precise control
with few moving parts. RCA
performance and quality at a
modest price!

RCA Parts and Accessories Deptford, NJ
l

Rotators Antennas
l

Reception Aids Installatior Hardware.

Circle 47 on literature

srd

tstalóo

loudspeaker for audible indication. The unit is battery -pow.
ered.
Specifications of the unit are:
Ranges:
Transistor Beta 0-100 and 0-200
+ or - 10% fullscale deflection
Iceo 0-1 ma, + or
a small

1

notes on analys's o test
instruments, their operation
and applications

In -Circuit Transistor Checker
Leader Model LTC -901 is a mul-

tifunction instrument used for both
in -circuit and out-of -circuit transistor checking. Beta and Iceo of transistors as well as diode quality can
be determined.
A special section of the instru-

-10%

Voltage

Current
Signal tracer

Tracer Probe
Signal Injector

Accessories
Price is $69.00.

0-20V DC 1K
ohms/volt.
0-50 ma DC.
Output 100mW;
Gain 90 db.
Impedance:
AF 100K ohms
RF 50K ohms
IkHz and harmonics
7 test leads

Circle 60 on literature card

ment performs the function of a signal tracer for both AF and RF applications. This section is made up
of an oscillator, signal injector, RF/
AF detector probe and a high -gain
transistorized audio amplifier with

Color Bar -Pattern Generator
Fifteen patterns for adjusting
color TV receivers are supplied by
the Leader Instruments Corporation
solid-state Model LCG-388 generator. Patterns available include:
rainbow; gated rainbow with only
one red, one blue and one green
bar; gated rainbow with the nor -

i

®®la
11iI®®_
OM

filli

40

mal 10 bars; dots; crosshatch; vertical lines; and horizontal lines with
either one, three, or the normal
number of lines or dots.
Front panel controls are: Pattern
selector, color amplitude control,
three gun -killer switches, variable
video of both polarities, and vertical
or horizontal trigger pulses for
scope synchronization.
The oscillators are crystal -controlled, with the dividers using flipflop and logic circuitry to generate
stable signal frequencies. According
to the manufacturer, progressive
scanning is used to prevent horizontal line flicker, and the regulated
power supply should eliminate the
effects of line -voltage variation.
The Model LCG-388 generator
is priced at $149.00.
Circle 61 on literature card

Engineered for outstanding
yeceptionZènith outdoor antennas
for color TV!
The best color TV deserves the best antenna. And you
can confidently sell Zenith antennas for optimum reception in any signal area. Zenith quality features include:
Capacitor coupled cap -electronic VHF dipoles.
Tapered UHF grid driver.
Staggered square UHF directors.
Low impedance, triple boom construction.
Gold -color alodized coating, for greater corrosion
resistance and electrical conductivity.
For quality -engineered antennas and accessories,
see your Zenith Distributor.
Why not sell the best
The quality goes in
before the name goes on

Circle 15 on literature card
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Krylon4 Crystal Clear is standard
equipment for all installation
and service work. It prevents
many of the causes of picture

fading and high voltage losses
and keeps lead-in connections
tight.It's the repairman's
handiest repaircan.
Borden Chemical, Division of Borden Inc

Circle 16 on literature card
November, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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The only

SWEEP & MARKER
GENERATOR
$395.00

---

-....
cornuT

TV iG/CHROMP

MOTTOS

EVoP" swet`
SWEEP
f

----CRYSTAL

CONTROLLER

Nf

I V

xf.

-

:.
FREE
III

®El0

FASTEST, EASIE '-41
GENERATOR TO
USE. ONLY THREE
CONNECTIOVS FOR
ANY TEST.

MI
1M

ALL SOLID STATE- INSTANT DH
Matching Pod

YOUR SWEEP
WITH
AND MARKER:

80 full color reproductions direct
from Sencore technical training film
clearly depicts alignment from
beginning to end using SM152. Pictures
are numbered so you can review
a section at a time if you are
in trouble. 35 minute LP record direct
from film clearly leads you all
the way. Also packed with each
SM152. Numbers are announced for
each picture so you can review
a section when necessary.

NCO 1=1
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ONLY GENERATOR THAT GIVES YOU A COMPLETE IF, CHROMA,
ALL CHANNEL VHF, UHF AND FM ALIGNMENT SIGNALS IN ONE UNIT

MinPtP
42.67 MHz
Top of Chroma

,4

44.25 MHz
Slope Marker

/Chroma Subcarrier
42.17 Mhz

Display
one or

45.75 MHz

`

Video Carrier

Cow End

all
of these

controlled
markers without
upsetting curve.

47.25 MHz ADJ. Channel
Sound Carrier

Chroma
`i,

of

41.6.6 7

41.25 MHz Sound

ADJ. Video
Carrier 39.75 MHz

Note that Sencore has

a

Band Width
Marker
Chroma

Subcarrier

,,"

3.58 MHz

Band Width
Marker

SWFFP AND CRYSTAI ('ONTRO1

CHROMA

(Directly into bandpass)

FD MARKERS

Competitive models do not.

You can inject the chroma signal directly into the chroma amplifiers as shown
here or through the IF amplifiers for a flat response. You are equipped to
follow manufacturer's recommendation either way. Injection directly into
the chroma amplifiers is a must for fast trouble shooting of color circuits.

`..

ALIGNAnFNT SIr7.RtAl c
Video
Carrier

I

View the complete IF response curve with full 15 MHz sweep width (competition has only 12 MHz, restricting view on RF and some solid state
receivers that have extra traps). Press one or all of the crystal controlled
marker push buttons without upsetting response curve. Post injection is
used all the way to prevent overloading the TV receiver. Crystal markers
are provided for all critical check points as shown on the response curve.
Also sweeps 20 MHz IFs as found on older sets and new import color
sets. Major competition does not cover these frequencies. Special spot
align position converts the sweep generator to a regular signal generator
for spot alignment or dipping odd traps. Only Sencore goes all the way.

base line giving you a reference to zero.

4.08 MHz

3.08 MHz B

IF

Sound
Carrier

TUNER
RESPONSE

UHF TUNER

RESPONSE

rota

VRt~ TIInfFIrl. o1:!

rnlFl?Qt

I

AI

I(,nIMFNT

The SM 152 sweeps all of the VHF channels for complete tuner check
from channel 2 through 13. Competitive models sweep only two VHF
channels. Push button markers are provided for channels 4, 5, 10 and 13
for both the video carrier and the sound carrier. The second low and high
channels are available in case you have a station operating on the same
which will cause the patterns to be upset. You want to align
channel
on an unused channel and check it on the channel in operation for best
results. Only Sencore goes all the way.

...

After completely aligning a TV set, you'll want a complete check on the
UHF tuner to be sure that it is operating on all channels. Markers aren't
necessary as you just view the RF or over-all curve to see that the curve
looks the same as the VHF and output remains reasonably constant. Only
Sencore has UHF output; all new tuners are required to cover all UHF
channels and you will come up short if you own any other alignment generator than the SM 152. A UHF sweep generally costs hundreds of dollars
more.

FM SWEEP AND CRYSTAL
10.8 MHz Band Width Marker
FM

"S"

CURVE
10.7 MHz
FM IF Marker

ONTROLLED MARKERS

You won't be stopped with just TV alignment. You can align the IF amplifiers of the FM receivers with the 10.7 MHz crystal for maximum as indicated in service manuals. Then, throw on the scope and sweep the amplifiers and view the "S" curve if you have stereo. Two markers, 100 KHz
above and below the 10.7 MHz mark the limits of the curve for good
stereo. You can align the front end of the receiver too. Competitive units
cover only the IFs and you find the job only half done.

10.6 MHz Band Width

Marker

There are other
Sencore SM152
on the market.
you need, from

features too numerous to mention that makes the
the most complete sweep and marker generator
Ultra linear sweep, covering all frequencies that
10 MHz to 920 MHz, exclusive calibrated sweep

width that is constant on all channels and RF calibrated output for
circuit trouble shooting are only a few of the things that places
the SM152 in a class by itself. Dare compare and you'll see your
distributor today for a good look at the SM152.

Circle 17 on literature card
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810118 systems
Three -Element CB Beam Antenna

tures a three-piece boom and perfectly balanced elements with
swaged tubing to reduce vibration in
the wind. Its improved gamma matching system includes a molded
gamma base and connector for
greater convenience and durability,
according to the manufacturer.
Forward Gain: 8 dB compared
to reference dipole; 10.1 dB over
isotropic source.
Front-to-Back Ratio: 24 dB.
SWR: 1.5/1 or better.
Type of Match: Gamma.
Feed Point Impedance: 52 ohms,
nominal.

Radiation: Uni-directional.
Model PA -311 has a maximum
length of 19' 21/2 " and a boom
length of 12'. The price of the antenna is $46.65.
Circle 62 on literature card

i

Model
PA-311

Mosley Electronics, Inc., has introduced a three -element beam antenna for Citizens Band Radio. The
Paragon Beam (Model PA -311) fea-

Antenna Replacement Elements
Audiotex-Home Electronics has
introduced TV antenna replacement
elements. The new replacement elements are available in two sizes-a
4 -section unit and a 5 -section unit,
both extending to 38".
The new elements are individually
skin -packed, and supplied with a re -

tamer screw. Complete mounting instructions are shown on the package.
The price of the 4 -section unit is
$2.48; the 5 -section, $2.98.
Circle 63 on literature card

FIRST AID
The greatest compliment a unique new product can have is to
be copied. And we're proud to announce that our BLUE
STUFF FOR TUNERS has been copied (well, nearly copied)
by several competitors.

KIT

or MINIBASE

v'S

You can now buy:

Foamy Lubrite from Workman TV
Black Magic from the Rawn Co.
Tun -O -Foam from Chemtronics

BRIGHTEN
MINI -BASE CRT's WITH THE
CR -12, SERIES
PARALLEL
BRIGHTENER.

TEST
OR YOU CAN BUY THE ORIGINAL

MINI -BASE CRT's IN PRESENT
EQUIPMENT WITH THE CR -165
ADAPTOR.

(Nearly copied, but not quite)

SERVICE

The only one field-tested for over 3
years and used for Ph years all over
the country. The only one that's concentrated (it's harder to put a thick
concentrate in a spray can) to do the
best job possible.
BLUE STUFF FOR TUNERS from TECH SPRAY
Box 949, Amarillo, Texas 79105
Canada: Wm. Cohen, Ltd. Montreal
Export: Singer Products, N.Y.C.

Circle 18 on literature card
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SETS WITH THE CR -88 SERVICE

EXTENSION

REPLACE
MINI -BASE SOCKETS WITH THE
CR -84 SOCKET
SAVE

...

BUY THE KIT

Telematic Div. U. X.L. CORP.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.

11207, U.S.A.

Circle 45 on literature card

makes dependable soldering
the easiest part of servicing.
Weller has done more than anyone else to simplify
soldering. Weller innovations began with the soldering gun. And they've continued ever since. With the
development of new tools and advanced features.

All designed to give dependable, noise -free soldered connections quickly, efficiently and easily.
Is there any wonder why more service technicians
use Weller than any other soldering tools?

Weller Dual Heat
Soldering Guns

3 Dial Heat Models
Model 8200 100/140 watts
Model D-440 145/210 watts
Model D-550 240/325 watts

Preferred by technicians for their unmatched
benefits. Tip heats instantly when trigger is
pulled. Two trigger positions permit instant
switching to low or high heat. Low heat prevents damage to sensitive components, yet
high heat is there when you need it. Gun
also offers high soldering efficiency, long life copper tip, spotlight, perfect balance
and maximum operating comfort.

New Weller
TEMPMATIC'
Temperature Controlled
Soldering Tool

Weller 25 -watt
Technician's Iron

Combines all the advantages of a lightweight pencil iron, a fast heating soldering gun and tip temperature control.
MODEL GT -7A comes Ideal for heat sensitive work, yet it hanM6"
with 700°F
dles heavy-duty jobs with speed. Weighs
chisel point
only 7 ounces. Reaches full heat in
Powerhead
10 seconds. Exclusive interchangeable
MODEL GT -6B comes Powerhead contains Weller's temperature control system. Gives maximum
with 600°F 1/8"
component protection, eliminates freconical point
quent tip changes and filing.
Powerhead

Industrial rated. Weighs only
13/4 ounces. Delivers tip temperatures to 860°F. Cool,
impact resistant handle. Recovers heat rapidly.
Model W -PS with 1/16" tip.

MARKSMAN Soldering Irons
Model

Watts/

No.
SP -23
SP -40
SP -80
SP -120
SP -175

120V
25
40
80
120

175

Weight
oz.
oz.
oz.
10 oz.
16 oz.

13/4

2
4

Ideal for deep chassis work, the caddy, and onthe-job soldering. Marksman irons outperform all
others of their size and weight. All models feature
stainless steel barrel and replaceable tip.

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., Easton, Pa.
NORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TOOLS
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Isolating Indirect Causes of
Weak Vertical Sync
A low-pass filter and your scope

enable you to isolate the causes
of weak vertical sync that occur
outside of the vertical oscillator
and output stages.
by Carl

Babcoke

Vertical sync can be an elusive
and mysterious signal to troubleshoot
since it is actually formed by a narrowing and broadening of the horizontal sync pulse transmitted by the

100
F

television station. (Refer to "Vertical Sync Simplified" in the September '69 issue of Electronic Servicing
for more details.) Many hours have

been wasted when a technician
wrongly concluded that weak vertical locking must be caused by a
vertical sweep defect since the horizontal sync did not have contamination from the video, but was normal
in waveshape and amplitude. It is
very possible for horizontal sync to
be perfect, yet for the vertical sync

Fig.

K

ROM

TO

RECEIVER

_001

I

1

Values of

a

simple low-pass filter to
be used between the
chassis and scope. The
vertical sync can be

SCOPE

displayed directly

on

the scope screen.

6imar`44.
2
Normal vertical sync at
positive -going video detector.
The sync pulse (on top of the
vertical blanking pedestal) is
about 30% of the total height.

Fig. 3 The vertical sync has
been weakened by an AGC over-

Vertical sync at the plate
of the sync separator; the amplitude is about 30 volts peak -to peak, or about one-half that of
the horizontal pulses.

Fig.

Fig.
a

Fig. 4
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load problem.

5

Vertical "shimmy"

is

caused by weak alternate vertical
sync pulses. The defect is most
likely to be an open AGC bypass

capacitor.

to be weak. The source of this phenomena is usually found before the
sync separator. A triggered scope
would permit us to look at the serrated vertical sync pulses in the
video signal, but there is an easier
method that works fine with any
scope (even one with narrow bandwidth) and does not require critical
evaluation.
The Technique
Fig. 1 is the schematic of a lowpass filter which will eliminate most
of the video, horizontal sync and
horizontal blanking so only the vertical sync remains. Values of the
low-pass filter have been carefully
determined by experimentation to
produce maximum height of the sync
and still accomplish integration of
the serrated pulses.
The pulse in Fig. 2 is the vertical
blanking waveform, and the saw tooth on top is the vertical sync signal that has been integrated by the
low-pass filter. Different video
waveforms affect the height of the
vertical blanking pulse, but the full
size will be seen if you watch the
scope pattern for a short time. The
amplitude of the vertical sync saw tooth should remain constant; any
variation indicates an intermittent
defect.
Fig. 3 shows the vertical sync reduced in amplitude by an AGC
problem. Horizontal locking w a s
still normal.
Vertical sync can be checked anywhere in the video circuit, from the
video detector to the picture tube,
by using the low-pass filter and the
scope. The polarity will be inverted
as we go from grid (or base) to
plate (or collector) of each stage.
Of course, whatever happens to the
sync after the sync separator input
signal is taken off is of no importance. Color receivers often have
very little sync in the last video
amplifier because of black -level
compression. This is one of the reasons why retrace blanking is so
much more necessary in a color re -

ceiver: vertical and horizontal blanking pulses are compressed severely
in the last video amplifier.
Common Indirect Causes

of Weak Vertical Sync
Electrolytic capacitors used as bypasses in video stages can cause a
loss of vertical sync; this type of
trouble can be very hard to find. A
good example is the 2-mfd capacitor
used from screen to cathode in the
first video amplifier stage in RCA
chassis CTC7 through CTC11, inclusive. High internal series resistance was the apparent defect, since
most of the symptoms disappeared
if the capacitor was clipped loose. In
addition to the virtual loss of vertical sync, many sets also showed a
smeared picture. With others, the
vertical would lock with the vertical
blanking bar too far up from the
bottom of the raster. This indicates
a large error in the phase of the vertical sync and is always associated
with a defective electrolytic.
Power supply filters are another
suspect in cases of weak vertical
sync, although other symptoms often accompany it. A raster with dark
shading on one side and horizontal
pulling are two of the more common
associated symptoms.
Weak vertical sync at the video
detector is most often the result of
a marginal overload condition in the
tuner or IF stages, and it should be
analyzed as an AGC problem. Poor
alignment of the IF stages, especially if the picture carrier side of
the curve is too steep, can weaken
vertical sync and require careful adjusting of the fine tuning to obtain
vertical locking.
Another seldom -suspected vertical sync defect can be caused by
poor filtering of the AGC voltage
applied to the tuner or IF stages.
This can be caused by reduced value
of an AGC resistor, but is more
likely to be caused by an open AGC
bypass capacitor. Often the only
symptom of an open capacitor will
be weak or soft vertical locking. To
avoid inconclusive test results, it is
advisable to view the vertical sync
at the video detector while you
parallel each AGC capacitor with a
new one of like value. Don't depend
upon checking the locking by adjusting the vertical hold control.
The low-pass filter shown in Fig.
1 also permits us to see the vertical
sync signal at the output of the sync

separator. Of course, the waveform
will be different since the vertical
blanking is eliminated by the clipping action, and only a large vertical spike (see Fig. 4) will be seen.
Expect this spike to be approximately 50% of the horizontal sync
amplitude measured before the filter.
Record the amplitude of both these
signals on several different models,
and average them to give a standard
for future vertical sync problems.
Following the sync separator
stage, the vertical sync pulses go
through the integrator (low-pass
filter) to the grid, plate or cathode
of the vertical oscillator. Leakage in
the integrator capacitor or an increase in the resistor will weaken
the sync before it reaches the oscillator. One of the quick -and -dirty
solutions for weak vertical sync is
to reduce the size of the integrator
resistor. A good rule -of -thumb is to
avoid reducing the resistor to less
than half the original size; to go
farther may cause vertical "shimmy"
Vertical shimmy is a small up and
down movement of the entire picture
thirty times every second, and is
caused by horizontal pulses (usually
horizontal sweep voltages) getting
into the wrong circuits. The horizontal pulses at the plate (or collector) of the AGC keyer can cause
vertical shimmy if they are not filtered out completely from the AGC
controlled stages. Fig. 5 shows the
reason for the shimmy. Alternate
sync pulses are weak in amplitude.
The vertical locks on the strong sync
pulse and starts to roll on the weak
one, thus causing the vertical motion. Other cases of shimmy have
been traced to a defective capacitor
component in the vertical positive
feedback path that permitted the
horizontal pulses from the yoke to
reach the vertical oscillator.
Very few cases of weak vertical
locking originate in the vertical
sweep circuit (oscillator and output
stages). But a weak output stage that
requires the oscillator to furnish
more than the normal amplitude of
drive will cause soft locking. The
usual sync amplitude is too low
compared to the abnormally high
sweep voltage. Reduce the height
and linearity controls slightly and
notice the improvement in locking.
A normal receiver will have slightly
better locking; any undue improvement would indicate weak sweep.

ALL NEW!
NRI learn -by -doing training in

ADVANCED
COLOR TV
THE ONLY

COLOR TV
TOTALLY
ENGINEERED FOR
TRAINING

Build your own custom color
set in 5 training stages
designed -for -learning
color circuit experiments
Programmed with 18 "bite -size"
50

lesson texts
A comprehensive training plan for the
man who already has a knowledge of
monochrome circuits and wants to
quickly add Color TV servicing to his
skills. DEFINITELY NOT FOR BEGINNERS. It picks up where most
other courses leave off giving you
"hands on" experience as you build the
only custom Color TV set engineered
for training. You gain a professional
understanding of all color circuits
through logical demonstrations never
before presented. The end product is
your own quality receiver.
TRAIN WITH THE LEADER
This NRI course like all NRI training is an outgrowth of more than 50
years experience training men for Electronics. NRI has simplified, organized
and dramatized home -study training to
make it easy, practical, entertaining.
You train with your hands as well as
your head, acquiring the equivalent of
months of on-the-job experience. Demand for Color TV Service Technicians
is great and growing. Cash in on the
oldest
color boom. Train with NRI
and largest school of its kind. Mail
coupon. No obligation. No salesman will
call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Color Div., Wash., D.C. 20016.

-

-

-

-

MAIL FOR FREE CATALOG
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Color TV Division
45-119
Washington, D.C. 20016

e

l'ale

Send me complete information on NRI new Advanced
Color TV Training. (No salesman will call)
Age

Name

Address -

City._..

-

State

Zip

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL NOME STUDY COUNCIL

..,
A

L
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Source guide

to
imported
consumer electronic
products

Importer
Brand Name

ACME

and/or
Distributor

150

yes

5

yes

AMC (York)

273

no

AMD

269

no

Adonis

3

no

Advanco

4

no

AMC (Aimcee)

Aimor

2, 34

no

Aircastle

224

yes

Aircorder

203

no

Airline

168

yes

Aiwa

A source guide to imported consumer electronic products was published in the February '69
issue of ELECTRONIC SERVICING. Since then,
we have learned of many new brands. After considerable research, we now have determined the
importer and/or distributors of these new brands
and have included them all in this updated Source
Guide To Imported Consumer Electronic Products.

This guide correlates the brand name of an
imported product with the importer and/or distributor of that product and indicates whether or
not that brand name is or has been covered in
Howard W. Sams specialized series of transistor
radios, auto radios and tape recorders (TSM, AR
and TR series) or in PHOTOFACT.
The number following each brand name indicates the most likely source from which service
information and/or parts may be obtained, or to
which a set may be sent for repair service. Before
shipping a set, it is best to write the company
indicated to determine if repair service is available, and if it is, what the company rules are concerning shipment of the set.

6

yes

Aiwa (Rand)

204

yes

Aiwa (Selectron)

214

yes

Akai (Camart)

45

no

Akai (Roberts)

207

no

31

yes

Alaron

Alliance

8

yes

11

no

10, 159

yes

Amertone

12

no

Amico

80

no

Angel

18

no

Annabel

31

no

2

yes

Alps

Ambassador

Apolec

Aristo

17

no

Aristocrat

28

yes

Aristo-Tone

17

no

Arrow

18

no

Arvin

20

yes

Astrotone

137

yes

Audion

25

no

Audiopak

24

no

Audiotape

24

no

Aud-1-Tone

124

yes

Audovox

26

yes

Automatic

27

yes

Autosonic

152

yes

Aztec

30

no

To provide continuous updating of this source
guide, the editors of ELECTRONIC SERVICING

BSR

32

yes

Belaic

90

no

would appreciate receiving from readers other
brand names that are being used but do not appear here. If the importer and/or distributor is
known, please include it. If it is not known, we will
attempt to trace it and publish the information in
ELECTRONIC SERVICING.

Belair (Hamway)

106

no

Belair (Mason)

154

no

Belair (Toko)

247

no

Belaire

90

no

Belcor

33

no

106

no

We have attempted to list only those brand
names that are still being marketed in this coun-

try.

Complete Importer/Distributor list beginning on page 42
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Sams

Coverage
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Belcorder

Brand Name

and/or
Distributor

Benjamin

Berlitz
Birch

35

Sams

Coverage

yes

no

Brand Name

Gaytone

and/or
Distributor

Sams

Coverage

106

no

yes

no

Denon (Sheraton)

216

no

Geloso

yes

Dia

184

no

Gema

21

no

Dimension

242

no

General

256

yes

Dokorder (Pengo)

197

no

Global

97

yes

no

Globe

94

yes
no

yes

42

no

100
84
1

yes

Domino

no

Doral

40

yes

Browni

53

no

41

Dokorder (Wilson)

no

Broadmoor

Bulova

182

Coverage

23

37

Brightone

Denon (Nippon Columbia)

Sams

240

Boman

Brenell

Brand Name

and/or
Distributor

13

Blaupunkt

Bradford

Importer

Importer

Importer

yes

268
184

no

Goer

98

97

no

Goer 8

51

no

Dorset

243

no

Gotham

99

yes

Douglas

222

yes

Granada

90

no

yes

Grand Prix

53

no

101

yes

102

yes

82

no

Drexel

71

256

no

Dyn

72

no

Gregory

Califco

43

yes

Dyn-Sonic

72

no

Grundig

Cameo

20

yes

Ebner

84

no

Guy Barry

Candle

46

yes

Elac

35

no

HTV

105

no

Eldorado

56

no

Halco

104

no

73

no

Harlie

107

no

yes

Harp

Bush

Capri (Nason)
Capri (Toepfer)

Channel Master

Chemicon
Cipher

Clairtone
Claricon
Clarion
Clasonic

173

245
52

no
no

yes

Electra
Electro

74

89

no

yes

no

Electro -Brand

74

yes

Hemisphere

209

160

yes

Electrohome

121

yes

Heritage

109

no

54

yes

Electrophonic

75

no

Hi-Delity

199

yes

yes

Elgin

76

yes

Highwave (Delmonico)

70

yes

yes

Highwave (Marvel)

153

yes

no

Hit

109

no

111, 112

yes

181

269
269
55

yes
no

Emerson
Emi

77

35

Columbia

57

yes

Empire

253

no

Hitachi

Commodore

58

yes

Encore

44

no

Hitachi (Hitachi Maxell)

110

yes

Concertone

59

yes

Engineers

208

no

Hitachi (Thal)

244

yes

Englishtown

224

yes

Hiwave

154

no

yes

Hokuyo Musen

113

no

103

yes

Honey Tone

21

yes

140, 141

no

Concertone (Monarch)
Concord

167

60

no

yes

Essex

Constant

47

no

Ever-Play

Consul Delux

96

no

Fabullcyds

Contelcee

62

no

Facom

140,141

92

no

60

yes

ISCO

118

yes
no

Hosho

Coronet

18

yes

Faircrest

85

yes

ITC

(Ikegamil

115

Corvair

257

yes

Fairmont

82

yes

ITC

(Intl Transistor)

122

no

162

yes

Fanon

83

yes

ITT

114

yes

64

yes

Fanuc

92

no

Imperial

116

yes

Fen -Tone

84

no

Imperial Delux

116

no

no

lmpex

117

no

yes

Corvette
Craig

Crest
Crest -Line

245
47

yes
no

258

yes

Inland

Foster

88

no

Intermart

120

no

Four Star

87

no

Invico

49

no

no

Fuji

91

no

Invicta

252

yes

no

Fujitsu

92

no

JFD

123

yes

Funai

93

no

111

124

no

JVC

125

no

JVC

70

no

Crown

66

yes

15

no

118

yes

66

Crowncorder
Daltone
Decca

Dejay

Delmonico

67
68
69

70

208

119

Crown (Ansafone)
Crown (Industrial Suppliers)

Fidelity

yes
no

yes

Fleetwood

GW

Galaxy

95
21

no
no

(Delmonico)

more
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Source guide,

continued

Importer
Brand Name

and/or
Distributor

Importer
Sams

Coverage

Jade

205

no

Jaguar

175

yes

Jeolco

126

no

Juliette

249

yes

KCK

127

no

Katone

129

Kaysons

131

Kensington

Brand Name

Mercury

and/or
Distributor

Importer
Sams

Coverage

Brand Name

and/or
Distributor

Sams

Coverage

Panasonic

195

no

Panger

242

no

184

no

Peerless

196

yes

Midland

162

yes

Pencorder

201

no

Miharu

163

no

Penncrest

198

yes

no

Mikado

164

no

Petely

199

no

no

Mini -Swinger

240

no

Peter Pan

240

no

243

no

Miny

185

no

Petite

229

yes

Kent

132

yes

Miracord

35

yes

Phoenix

44

no

Kenwood

133

yes

Mirandette

9

no

Pioneer

200

no

Kenwood (Trio)

259

yes

Mitsubishi

165

yes

Keystone

23

no

Mitsumi

166

no

Plata (Kaysons)

Koronette

86

no

Mody-Kit

39

no

Playtape

Kowa

134

yes

Monarch

167

yes

President

196

no

Koyo

135

yes

Monarch (BSR)

32

yes

Raleigh

131

yes

Kroy

273

yes

Monacor

167

yes

Ranger

242

yes

Kupi-Tone

267

no

Morse

169

yes

Realistic

202

yes

Kyocera

136

no

Murata

170

no

Realtone

205

yes

LIC

143

no

NACO

185

no

Rembrandt Antennas

7

yes

Lafayette

137

yes

NGK

171

no

Rhapsody

31

yes

Leader

138

no

NTK

171

no

Rivera

174

no

79

yes

Nakamichi

172

no

Roberts

207

yes

Lexington

201

yes

National

195

yes

Roberts Ross

244

no

Lion

139

no

Nec (Kanematsu)

128

yes

Robette

108

no

150

no

Nec (Nippon Electric)

183

yes

Robin

154

yes

Lloyd's

140

yes

Net

176

no

Ross

208

yes

Lucky

143

no

Newell

2

no

Royal

149

yes

Luxtone

144

no

Nichicon

179

no

SD

233

no

Lynn

145

no

Nivico (Challenge)

49

no

SMK

220

no

MYM

146

no

Nivico (Delmonico)

70

no

Sampson

121

yes

Magnavox

148

yes

Nobility

177

no

3

no

Magnifique

208

no

Normende

229

yes

San -ei

210

no

Major

149

no

Norelco

186

yes

Sankyo

14

no

Majorette

149

yes

North American

185

yes

Sansui

212

yes

Mantone

150

no

Novel

91

no

Sanyo

213

no

Martel

152

no

NuVox

187

no

Satellite

36

yes

Marvel

150

yes

OKI

50

yes

Saxony

255

yes

Mascot

208

yes

OMGS

185

yes

Scene Tuner

51

no

Mastercraft

155

yes

Olson

189

no

Seavox

90

no

Masterwork

156

yes

Olympic

190

yes

211

yes

Leak

Little

Pal

Masterwork (Columbia)

158

yes

38

Metex

Message Minder

Plata (Dyn)

Sandhurst

Instrument

Seminole

yes

72

yes

131

yes

65

no

57

yes

Omron

191

no

Sentry

23

no

Matsushita

157

yes

Onkyo

193

no

Sharp

215

yes

Maxell

110

no

Orion

192

yes

Sheraton

216

yes

19

yes

90

yes

Shibaden

217

yes

3

no

194

no

Shimadzu

218

no

Mayfair
Megatone

40
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NEW FROM INJECTORALL

Brand

Name

HERE'S
PROOF!

Importer

Importer

and/or

Sams

Distributor

Coverage

Brand Name

and/or

Sams

Distributor

Coverage

PROOF that "SUPER

100" tuner cleaner
is BETTER!
Telmar (Martel)

152

no

29

no

92

yes

213

yes

Shin-Shirasuna

219

no

Singer

221

yes

Skymaster

177

no

Sony

223

yes

Ten (Sanyo)

Soundesign

205

yes

Tennamatic

242

no

Sovereign

216

230

Spica

no

yes

Tempest
Ten (Fujitsu)

Three -Star

173

no

19

no

Tobi-Sonic

225

yes

Toho

248

no

51

no

Tokai

246

yes

243

no

Toko

247

no

Standard

226, 227

yes

Tonecrest

161

yes

Stanford

228

no

Tonemaster (Broadmoor)

40

yes

Starf ire

151

no

Tonemaster (TAC)

256

yes

Star -Lite

155

yes

Stellar

22

no

Stereo-Dyn

72

Sportmaster
Squealer
Stanbrooke

44

no

Toshiba

250

yes

no

Toshiba (Transistor World)

257

yes

Townley

78

no

Trance!

257

yes

Tonex

3

Stewart

145

yes

St. Moritz

150

no

Transette

162

yes

Summit

230

no

Transonic

257

yes

13

no

Trio

259

no

71

no

Tropicana

34

no

Super Dynamic

233

no

Truetone

266

yes

Superex

231

yes

Tussah

261

no

Sun Glass

Suora

152

yes

Supersonic

224

yes

Uher

Supre-Macy

147

yes

Unicord

13

no

16

no

Valiant

262

yes

Symphonette

142

yes

Vantage

81

yes

Symphonic

232

yes

Vesper

246

yes

TDK

233

no

Viscount

61

yes

TDK Cassette

233

no

Vista

63

yes

TMK

252

no

Voca

264

no

TWI

258

no

Vornado

265

yes

90

no

Watham

121, 209

yes

Tact (Hamway)

106

no

Wealth (Funai)

93

no

Takt

234

no

Wealth (Tovomenka)

252

no

Tamradio

235

no

Wilco

213

yes

Tamura

236

no

Wilson

268

no

Tandberg

237

yes

Winston

252

yes

Teac

238

no

Yamatake-Honeywell

270

no

Teac (Repair Center)

206

no

Yaskawa

271

no

Technicorder

188

no

Yec

274

no

239

yes

Yew

272

no

Tele -Tone

240

yes

York

273

yes

Telmar

241

no

York (N.Y. Transistor)

178

yes

Sylvano

Tact (Fried Trading)

Telefunken

products!
+.

SUPER 100

A

e

C

Excellent

Good

Fair

Fair

Poor

CLEANING
LUBRICATION

Good

Falr

Fair

PLASTIC ATTACK

None

None

None

None

FLAMMABILITY

None

None

None

None

CONDUCTIVITY

no

Stereomatic

Tested by a leading
independent laboratory
against competitive

Complete Importer/Distributor list beginning on page 42

ANTISTATIC
PROTECTION
DRIFT

None

None

Slight

Slight

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Poor

None

Slight

Yes

Yes

for
SUPER 100 TUNER CLEANER
COLOR and Black and White TV tuners
6 oz. spray can with INJECTORALL steel
net $2.10
needle CAT. NO. 100-6
.

.

.

Buy it at your Electronic Dealer.
For free catalog on the complete line,
write to:

Es -11

INJECTORALL ELECTRONICS CORP.
Great Neck, New York 11024

Circle 21 on literature card

SOLVE YOUR TV REPAIR
PROBLEMS WITH

TV TECH AID
monthly TV publication of actual repairs, and troubles encountered in OUR
business. The information will be gathered
from technicians, field reps, and all the
leading manufacturers.
TV TECH AID will present up to 40
DIFFERENT TROUBLE SHOOTING
CASES EACH MONTH. Each manufacturer will have its own page.
Each symptom will have a clearly
marked schematic of the particular faulty
stage. The faulty components, and corrections will be listed to aid in repair. No
A

guess work.
It will contain current models, older
models, circuit changes and modifications
on various models as they occur.
The days of "Trial and Substitution" are
over.
Time means money. Don't forget those

valuable profits.
ONE repair is worth more than four
times the investment.
Each monthly issue will contain a series
of timely sheets and the cost to you is
only $7.95 for a full years subscription.
TV TECH AID
P.O. BOX 503

KINGS PARK, L. I.
NEW YORK 11754
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR M.O. FOR
$7.95 PLEASE SEND 12 ISSUE OF TV
TECH AID
TO:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

L

ZIP

Circle 22 on literature card
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Importer/Distributor List
1.

A & A

Trading Co.

23 East 26th St.
New York. N.Y.

Import

2. ABC

&

Export

47 West 30th St.
New York. N.Y.
3. A &

S

Trading Co.

124 West 30th St.
New York, N.Y. 10001

24. Audio Devices Inc.
235 East 42nd St.
New York, N.Y.

48. Cardinal Electronics
5069 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

71. Drexel Radio Corp.
P. O. Box 15156
New Orleans. La.

25. Audion Corp.
200 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

49. Challenge Corp.
150 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

72. Dyn Assoc. Importers. Inc.
270 West 22nd St.
Hialeah, Fla. 33010

26. Audovox Corp.

50. Chancellor Electronics.
457 Chancellor Ave.

156 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

4. Advance Transistor Co.
1225 Broadway
New York. N.Y.

27. Automatic Radio Sales
2 Main St.
Melrose, Mass.

5. Aimcee Wholesale Corp.

28. Automotive Associates
551 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

1440 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10018
6. Aiwa International Corp.
One East Wacker Drive
7.

Chicago. III. 60611

29. Azad International
22 West 27th St.
New York. N.Y.

All Channel Products Corp.
47-75 48th St.
Woodside. N.Y.

30. Aztec Sound Corp.
2140 South Lipan St.
Denver. Colo.

8. Alliance Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Lake Park Blvd.
Alliance. Ohio

31.

9. Allied

32. B.S.R. (USA) Ltd.

Export Co.

Route 33

Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913

Electric Co. Ltd.

33. Belcor Corp.
457 Chancellor Ave.
Newark, N.J.
34.

(USA)

Inc.
One Whitehall St.
New York, N.Y. 10004

12. Amerex Trading Co.
417 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.
13. American Geloso

&

Detroit. Mich. 48238

10. Allied Stores Purchasing
401 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y.

c/o Kanematsu-Gosho

Import

15755 Wyoming Ave.

Impex Corp.
300 Park Ave. South
New York. N.Y.

11. Alps

B & B

Bell Electronics
1180 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10009

35. Benjamin Electronic Sound Co.
40 Smith St.
Farmingdale. L.I., N.Y. 11735
11 West 42nd St.

New York. N.Y.

Inc.
251 Park Ave. South
New York, N.Y. 10010
14. American Sankyo Corp.
95 Madison Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10016

37. Robert Bosch Corp.
40-25 Crescent St.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

38. Boston Worldwide
148 State St.
Boston, Mass,

15. Ansafone of New York

41 East 11th St.
New York, N.Y.

39. Bowman Electronics
155 East First Ave.

Roselle, N.J.
16. Apex Repair Center

40. Broadmoor Industries Ltd.
530 Santa Rosa Dr.

1141 Broadway
New York. N.Y.

Des Plaines,
17. Aristo-Tone Electronics
240 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10001

18. Arrow Trading Co.
7 West 26th St.
New York, N.Y.
19.

Artic Import Co.
(Bee Electronics)
(Mayfair Electronics Corp.)
666 West Kinzie St.
Chicago. III. 60610

20. Arvin Industries, Inc.
1531 13th St.
Columbus. Ind, 47201

III. 60018

41. Bulova Watch Co.
630 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10020

42. California Auto Radio Inc.
1229 South Woodruff St.
Downey. Calif.
43, California Trading Co.
P. 0. Box 3164
Torrance, Calif.
44. Caltrade Mfg. & Trading Co.
360 9th St.
San Francisco,

Calif. 94103

45. Camart Products

21. Associated

Importers

34 Dore St.
San Francisco,

Calif.

52. Channel

Master

Ellenville

New York,

74.

Electro -Brand- Inc.
210 West Chestnut
Chicago. III. 60610

75. Electrophonic

Corp.
9200 Atlantic Ave.
Ozone Park. N.V.

N.Y.

53. Charles Brown & Co.
1170 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10001

76. Elgin National Watch Co.
841 West Jackson Blvd.

54. Clairtone Electronic Corp.
681 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

77. Emerson TV & Radio Co.
51 West 51st St.
New York. N.Y.

55. Clarion Shoji Co.. Ltd. (USA)
2306 Cotner Ave.
Los Angeles. Calif. 90064

78. The

56. A. Cohen & Sons, Inc.
27 West 23rd St.
New York, N.Y. 10010

79. Ercona Corp.
432 Park Ave. South
New York. N.Y. 10016

57. Columbia Records Corp.
51 West 52nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10019

80. Exhibit Sales Co.
South 3rd St.

58. Commodore Import Corp.
507 Flushing Ave.
Brooklyn. N.Y. 11205

81. Fairfax Distributing Co. Inc.
1328 New York Ave. NW
Washington, D.C.

59. Concertone.

82.

Inc.
3962 Landmark St.

Chicago. Ill.

Englishtown Corp.
42 Broadway
New York. N.Y. 10004

Philadelphia. Pa. 19106

Fairmont Electronics
12 Crescent St.
Holyoke, Mass.

60. Concord Electronics Corp.
1935 Arnacost Ave.
West Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

83. Fanon Electronic Ind.
439 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark. N.J. 07114

61. Consolidated

84. Fen Tone International
106 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10011

Merchandise

Corp.
520 West 34th St.
New York, N.Y. 10001

85.

Telephone
Answering Devices
17 West 46th St.
New York, N.Y.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90021

64. Craig Corp.
Cardinal Electric
5069 Broadway
New York, N.Y.
65. Craigstan Coro.
1115 Broadway
New York. N.Y.
66. Crown Radio Corp.
755 Folsom St.
San Francisco,

Calif. 94107

67. Dalamal & Sons
107 Franklin
New York, N.Y. 10002

M.

Fields

86. Fisher Sonic Co.. Inc.
405 44th St.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

63. Craig

Corp.
2302 East 15th St.

J.

111 8th Ave.
New York, N.Y.

62. Continental

87. Fortune Star Products
1207 Broadway
New York. N.Y. 10001
88. Foster Electric Co.. Ltd.
230 North Michigan Ave.

Chicago, III. 60601
89. L. K. Franklin Co.
8912 West Olympic Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
90. Fried Trading Co.
425 Bedford Ave.
Brooklyn. N.Y. 11211
91. Fuji Electrochemical Co.. Ltd.
437 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016

Repair Center
1845 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

68, Decca Distributing
445 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

92. Fujitsu Ltd.
680 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y, 10019

Candle America. Inc.
1457 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles. Calif. 90006

69. Delay Industries
90 North Washington St.
Boston, Mass.

93. Funai Electric Co., Ltd.
3004 West Logan Blvd.
Chicago, III. 60647

70. Delmonico International
50-35 56th Rd.
Maspeth, L.I., N.Y. 11378

94.

22. Astra Trading Co.
175 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10010

46.

23. Atlas Rand Corp.
One Keystone Rd.
Paramus. N.J.

47. Canton -Son, Inc.
12 West 27th St.
New York. N.Y.
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51. Channel Marketing Inc.
342 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y.

73. Electra Radio Corp.
30 West 23rd St.
New York. N.Y.

Culver City. Calif. 90230

36. Best of Tokyo

Electronics.

Inc.

Newark, N.J. 07112
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GC

Electronics Co.

400 South Wyman St.
Rockford, III,

95. GW Electronics,

118. Industrial Suppliers
755 Folsom St.

96. General Consolidated
87 Dell Gen Ave.

119. Inland Trading

Inc.
1647-4 West Sepulveda Blvd.
Torrance, Calif.

San

Inc.
11401 Roosevelt Blvd.

98. Goodway.

Philadelphia.

100. W. T. Grant Co.
1441 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10018

Amplifier Corp.

3650 Dyre Ave.
Bronx. N.Y.
102. Grundig Electronic Sales
Corp.
355 Lexington Ave.
New York. N.Y.
103. Gulton

120.

Hackensack Ave.

Industries

212 Durham Ave.

Metuchen. N.J.

Intermart Corp.

121.

International Importers
2242 South Western Ave.
Chicago. III. 60608

122. International Transistor
1206 South Maple
Los Angeles. Calif.
123. 1FD Electronics Corp.
62nd St. at 15th Ave.
Brooklyn. N.Y.

Merchandise
15 West 26th St.
New York. N.Y. 10010

124. J.J.J.

125. JVC

America. Inc.

126. Jeolco (USA) Inc.
477 Riverside Ave.

Medford. Mass. 02155
127. KCK Co.. Ltd.
528 West Wellington Ave.

105. Hamamatsu TV Co., Ltd.
c/o Kinsho-Mataichi Corp.
80 Pine St.
New York, N.Y. 10005

128. Kanematsu

Import Co.
40 West 29th St.

Chicago, III. 60657

129.

New York. N.Y. 10001

107. Harlie Transistor Products
393 Sagamore Ave.

Hazelton Rd.
Yonkers, N.Y.

21

109.

Heritage Intl Trading Co.
1330 Stuyvesant Ave.
Union, N.J. 07083

110. Hitachi Maxell, Ltd.

501 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10005

York. N.Y.

Katone Corp.
37 West 28th St.
New York. N.Y.

114. ITT Distributor Products
250 Broadway
New York. N.Y.
115.

Ikegami Electronics Industries
Inc. of New York
35-27 31st St.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106

N.Y.

Macy's Department Store
Herald Square
New York, N.Y. 10001

330 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
136. Kyocera International Inc.
510 South Mathilda Ave.

Sunnyvale, Calif.

94086

137. Lafayette Radio & Electronics
111 Jericho Turnpike
Syosset. L.I., N.Y.

Ill.

170. Murata Corp. of America
2 Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523

4010 Sawtelle Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90066

149. Major Electronics
649 39th St.

Corp.

Brooklyn, N.Y.
150. Manhattan Novelty Co.
263 Canal St.
New York. N.Y. 10013

151. Mar -Lin Enterprises
1472 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

Martel Electronic Sales

153. Marvel International
30 East 42nd St.
New York, N.Y.

133. Kenwood

International
Inc. of America

Chicago.

171. NGK Spark Plugs (USA) Inc.

Co.

156. Masterwork Audio Products
1080 Graffle Rd.
Hawthorne. N.J. 07506

135. Kayo

113. Hokuyo Musen Co., Ltd.
80-26 138th St.
Kew Gardens. N.Y.

147.

Mastercraft Electronic Corp.

112. Hitachi Sales Corp. of

America
48-50 34th St.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

1165 Broadway
New York.

155.

134. Kowa American Corp.
276 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y.

Broadway

New York, N.Y. 10004

169. Morse Electron Products
9200 Atlantic Ave.
Ozone Park. N.Y. 11416

132. Kent Overseas Inc.
38 West 33rd St.
New York, N.Y.

111. Hitachi New York Ltd.
333 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III. 60601

11

146. MYM Trans -World Corp.

Mason Camera Corp.
1141 Broadway
New York. N.Y. 10001

Corp.
69-41 Calamus Ave.
Woodside, N.Y.

III. 60601

168. Montgomery Ward
619 West Chicago Ave.

154.

Kaysons International, Ltd.
250 West 57th St.
New York. N.Y.

Chicago.

166. Mitsumi Electronics Corp.

145. Lynn Stewart Co.
439 East Illinois St.
Chicago, III. 60611

1199 Broadway
New York. N.Y. 10001

Washington. D.C. 20005
131.

165. Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
119 East Lake St.
Prudential Plaza

167. Monarch Electronics Corp.
7035 Laurel Canyon Blvd.
North Hollywood. Calif. 91605

152.

130. Kay Jewelers
1328 New York Ave., NW

Mineola, L.I.. N.Y.
108. Haskel Howard Co.

New York

Whitehall St.

164. Mikado Electronics Corp.
34 Dore St.
San Francisco, Calif.

144. Luxor International
39 West 29th St.
New York. N.Y.

270 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y.

104. Halen Associates
125 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10003

106. Hamway

Lucky International
1155 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10010

148. Magnavox

50-35 56th Rd.
Maspeth. N.Y.

One
New

City of Commerce, Calif. 90022
142. Longines Symphonette
200 Myrtle Ave.
Larchmont. LA., N.Y.
143.

147 West 42nd St.
New York, N.Y.

Pa.

99. Gotham Electronics Inc.
170 Michael Dr.
Syosset. N.Y. 11791

101. Gregory

Co.

New Jersey

97. Global Import & Export
858 West Flagler St.
Miami. Fla. 33130

Inc.
6651 East 26th St.

Francisco, Calif. 94107

111

Lodi. N.J.

141. Lloyd's Electronics of Calif..

1115 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10010

157. Matsushita Electric Corp. of

172. Nakamichi Research (USA) Inc.
130 Woodbury Rd.
Woodbury. N.Y. 11797

173. Nason Trading Co.
230 Fifth Ave.
New York- N.Y.
174. National

Electronics

38-20 SE 8th St.
Miami. Fla.
175. National Silver Co.
241 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

176. Net Electronics
8315 East Firestone Blvd.
Downey. Calif. 90241
177. New York Merchandise Co.
32 West 23rd St.
New York, N.Y. 10010
178. New York Transistor Co.
New Jersey

179. Nichicon Capacitor. Ltd.
3941 North Pine Grove Ave.
Chicago. III. 60613
180. Nichimen Co.
60 Broad St.
New York, N.Y.

America
200 Park Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10017

158. Mercury Record Corp.
35 East Wacker Dr.
Chicago. Ill.
159. Metasco

401 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016

160. Metric TV Parts

Repair Center
65 Lexington Ave.
Passaic. N.J.

138. Leader Instrument Corp.
24-20 Jackson Ave.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

161. Metro Wholesale Corp.
53 West 43rd St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

116. Imperial Import Co.
1199 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10001

139. Lion Electronics Corp.
194 South 8th St.
Brooklyn. N.Y.

162. Midland International Corp.

117. Impex Electronics
213 South Robertson Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

140. Lloyd's Electronics Corp.
59 North Fifth St.
Saddlebrook, N.J. 07662

163. Miharu Shoji Co.. Ltd.
P. 0. Box 4
Ellenvilie, N.Y. 12428

1909 Vernon St.
North Kansas City, Mo. 64116

181. Nippon Chemical Condenser
Co.. Ltd.
86-16 60th Ave.
Rego Park, N.Y. 11373

182. Nippon Columbia Corp. of
America
6 East 43rd St.
New York. N.Y. 10017
183. Nippon Electric New York. Inc.
200 Park Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017

184. Noam Electronics Corp.
118-21 Queens Blvd.
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375

185. North American

Foreign

Trading Co.
1115 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10010
186. North American Philips Co.,
Inc.
100 East 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10017

more
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187. NuVox Electronics
150 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10011
188.

Oki Electric Industry Co.. Ltd.
202 East 44th St.
New York. N.Y. 10017

189. Olson Electronics. Inc.
260 South Forge St.
Akron. Ohio 44308
190. Olympic Radio & TV

34.01 38th Ave.
Long Island City. N.Y.
191. Omron Tateisi Electronics Co.
166 Forbes Rd.
Braintree. Mass. 02184
192. Orion Electric Co.
1199 Broadway
New York, N.Y.
193.

Osaka Onkyo Co.. Ltd.

230 East 44th St.
New York. N.Y. 10017
194. Pacific Import Co.
37 West 23rd St.
New York. N.Y.
195.

Panasonic Repair
43-20 24th St.
Long Island City. N.Y.

196. Peerless Telerad. Inc.
162 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10010
197. Pengo Traders
234 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

198.

Penney Co.. Inc.
1301 Ave. of the Americas
New York. N.Y. 10019
J. C.

199. Petely Enterprises
441 Lexington Ave.
New York. N.Y.
200. Pioneer Electronics (USA)
Corp.

continued

210. San -ei Instrument Co.. Ltd.
Canterbury House. Apt. 0-15

232. Symphonic Radio & Electronics Corp.
470 Park Ave. S.
New York, N.Y. 10016

255. Trans -Aire Electronics Corp.
393 Sagamore Ave.

211. Sans & Streiffe. Inc.
8400 Brookfield Ave.
Brookfield, III. 60513

233. TDK Electronics Corp.
82 Wall St.
New York. N.Y. 10005

256. Trans America Electronic
Co.. Inc.
6479 North Avondale
Chicago, III. 60631

212. Sansui Electronics Corp.
32-17 61st St.
Woodside. N.Y. 11377

234. Takt Denki New York
1170 Broadway
New York. N.Y. 10001

213. Sanyo Electric. Inc.
221 North LaSalle St.
Chicago, III. 60601

235. Tamradio Co.. Ltd.
241-20 Northern Blvd.
Douglaston. N.Y. 11363

214. Selectron International Co..
Inc.
4215 West 45th St.
Chicago. Ill.

236. Tamura Electric Works Ltd.
437 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10016

15 Canterbury Road
Great Neck, N.Y. 11021

259. Trio Corp.
212 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

216. Sheraton Electronics Co., Inc.
401 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

238. Teac Corp. of America
1547 18th St.
Santa Monica. Calif. 90404

217. Shibaden Corp. of America
58-25 Brooklyn Queens Expwy.
Woodside. N.Y. 11377

239. Telefunken Sales Corp.
South St./Roosevelt Field
Garden City, L.I., N.Y. 11530

218. Shimadzu
c/o Atoka
633 Third
New York,

240. Tele -Tone Co.. Inc.
444 South 9th Ave.

262. Valiant Radio Corp.
380 Second Ave.
New York. N.Y.

241. Telmar
2339 South Cotner Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90064

263. Vendome Enterprises
212 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

Seisakusho Ltd.
America Inc.
Ave.
N.Y. 10017

219. Shin-Shirasuna Electric Corp.
60 Broad St.
New York, N.Y. 10004

220. Showa Musen Kogyo Co.. Ltd.
c/o Kanematsu-Gosho (USA)
Inc.

Whitehall St.
New York. N.Y. 10004
One

221. Singer Consumer Products
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Room 6228
New York. N.Y. 10020

8

Third Ave.

Pelham. N.Y. 10803

Mount Vernon. N.Y.

242. Tenna Corp.
19201

Cranwood Pkwy.
Ohio

Cleveland,

243. Terra International
3 East 28th St.
New York, N.Y. 10016

244.

H. Thal Associates
200 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y.

246. Tokai Corp. of America
500 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10036

202. Radio Shack Corp.
730 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02215

224. Spiegel. Inc.
1061 West 35th St.
Chicago, III. 60609

247. Toko New York. Inc.
350 Fifth Ave.
New York. N.Y. 10001

203. Ramson Trading Co.
1185 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

225. Sportmaster Radio

248. Tokyo Sansei
1170 Broadway
New York. N.Y. 10001

2570 Devon Ave.
Des Plaines,

III.

204. Rand Associates
1270 Broadway
New York. N.Y.

226. Standard Radio Corp.
60-09 39th Ave.
Woodside, N.Y. 11377

249. Topp Import & Export, Inc.
40 Whelan Rd.
East Rutherford, N.J.

205. Realtone Electronics Corp.
34 Exchange Place
Jersey City, N.J. 07302

227. Standard Radio Corp.
1934 South Cootner Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

250. Toshiba America. Inc.
477 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

206. Repair Center
404 Jericho Turnpike
Syosset. N.Y.

228. Stanford International
569 Laurel St.
San Carlos, Calif. 94070

251. Toyo Radio Corp. of America
1842 B. West 169th St.
Gardena, Calif. 90247

207. Roberts Electronics. Inc.
5922 Bowcroft Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90016

229. Sterling Hi -Fidelity. Inc.
24-40 40th Ave.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

252. Toyomenka, Inc.
2 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

208. Ross Electronics
2834 South Lock St.
Chicago. III.

230. Summit International
1140 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10001

253. Trade Distributors, Inc.
1199 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10001

209. The Sampson Co.
2244 South Western Ave.
Chicago. Ill.

231. Superei Electronics
4 Radford PI.
Yonkers. N.Y.

254. Trade Unlimited
75-03 Main St.
Flushing, N.Y.
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261. Tussah Corp.
1412 Broadway
New York. N.Y. 10018

264. Voca Dictating Machine
274 Madison Ave.
New York. N.Y.

265. Vornado,

Inc.

174 Passaic St.

J.

223. Sony Corp. of America

47-47 Van Dam St.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

260. Trio Corp.
(Kenwood Electronics. Inc.)
3700 South Broadway Pl.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90007

Garfield, N.J. 07026

201. Ponder & Best Inc.
58-20 Broadway
Woodside, N.Y.
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258. Transworld Industrial Corp.
5204 Hudson Ave.
West New York. N.J.

237. Tandberg of America

245. Alfred Toepfer
One Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10004

Farmingdale. L.I., N.Y. 11735

257. Transistor World Corp.
52 Broadway
New York. N.Y.

215. Sharp Electronics Corp.
178 Commerce Rd.
Carlstadt. N.J. 07072

222. Son Lee Electronics
1227 Broadway
New York. N.Y.

140 Smith St.

Mineola, N.Y.

266. Western Auto Supply
2107 Grand Ave.
Kansas City, Mo. 64108
267. Whitehall Overseas Corp.
1140 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

268. Wilson Import Co.
1157 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10029
269. World Mark Electronics
663 Dowd Ave.

Elizabeth, N.J.
270. Yamatake-Honeywell Co.. Ltd.

c/o Honeywell. Inc.

24-30 Skillman Ave.
Long Island City. N.Y. 11101
271. Yaskawa Electric America, Inc.
100 Bliss Dr.
Oak Brook, III. 60521

272. Yewtec Corp.
1995 Palmer Ave.
Larchmont, N.Y. 10538
273. York Radio Corp.
15 Empire Blvd.
South Hackensack. N.J. 07606

274. Yutaka Electric Mfg. Co. Ltd.
c/o Marubeni-lida (America)
Inc.
938 Merchandise Mart
Chicago, Ill. 60654

Our hot ones are the last to go.
The last thing you need is to be
called back a day or two after you've
replaced the sweep or high voltage
tubes in somebody's color TV.
But, they're usually the first to go.
Because they get so hot.
So we figured out how to cool them.
Now, they last a lot longer.
Take our 6JE6C/6LQ6, for example. It's the horizontal deflection
tube that takes such a beating when
the set gets hot.

We 1, we've given it special patented radiator fins that first absorb the
heat and then radiate it out of the
tube.
Now it runs cooler and lasts longer.
Same for our 6JS6C.

Or take our 6BK4C/6EL4A.

That's the shunt regulator that eliminates runaway high voltage. We gave
this one a whole new anode and
shield design to improve heat transfer
and stability.
Circle 23 on literature card

Now it also runs cooler and lasts
longer.
Or take our 3A3B high voltage
rectifier. This one's got leaded glass
for added protection. And it lasts
longer too.
So next time you have to replace
any of the hot ones, just cool it.
You'll both last longer.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-GE

Chassis-Olympic CT910

KE

PHOTOFACT-978 POM

PHOTOFACT-918-1
HV REG

6U6

CHROMA
DEMODULATOR
10LE8

HIGH
VOLTAGE

FROM 3CN3

TO CRT

1.5m

TO CRT

eg

GREEN

GRID

FROM
+400V

500K
HIGH VOLTAGE ---

ADJUST

Symptom-Intermittent arcing
Cure-Replace 6LJ6 high -voltage regulator and
reset the high voltage to 25KV

Symptom-Excessive brightness and weak color
Cure-Replace open R179 in screen circuit of V18

Chassis-GE

Chassis-Olympic CT910

KE

PHOTOFACT-978 POM

PHOTOFACT-918-1
TO

1ST VIDEO AMP

MIXER

0 0
5100

0

(\V202)B

1K

OSCILLATOR

0 0

0

6.3VAC
1800

6. 8K

200mfd

.0068
200mfd
10K
1W

Symptom-No video, no raster
Cure-Replace shorted C2

Symptom-Intermittent tuner
Cure-Replace burned R210 and 5GS7 mixeroscillator tube

Chassis-GE

Chassis-Olympic CT910

KE

PHOTOFACT-978 POM

PHOTOFACT-918-1
1ST VIDEO AMP

FOCUS RECTIFIER

1V2

5100

6.3VAC

6.8K

-r

"*"

.0068

200mfd
TO

FOCUS COIL

Symptom-Hum bar in picture
Cure-replace open Cl or C2

L
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Symptom-Little adjustment of focus
Cure-replace open R137

TO CRT

FOCUS PIN

wcurc
Chassis-GE

S

Chassis-RCA CTC24

and V series

PHOTOFACT-965-1

0A

PHOTOFACT-912-3

(DB

AFC DETECTOR

HORIZ OSC

8 LT8

8 LlfB

,

V DEO DETECTOR
I

4.5 MHz TRAP
1ST VIDEO
AMP GRID

I

-

CHANGE TO
470 pf

5.6 meg CHANGE TO
lOmeg

AMP
n
f-(1STVIDEO

N750 5%

CATHODE

+125V

Symptom-Horizontal oscillator intermittently does

1.2K

not start

Cure-Change

R55 to 10 meg and change C55 to
470 pf, N750, 5%

Symptom-Overload, smeared picture
Cure--Replace open L5, peaking coil in detector

Chassis-Sony TV710U and 720U
PHOTOFACT-none

Chassis-RCA CTC21

FROM

H

HIGH PASS
FILTER

,

ANTENNA

PHOTOFACT-881-3

VIDEO OUTPUT
12BY7

Hp...TO

TUNER
IQ2O1RFI

IF

z

FROM
DELAY

LINE

ADD
I µH
CHOKE

TO BRIGHTNESS CONTROL

1.5K

Symptom-RF transistor shorted
Cure-replace transistor (Q201) and add

Symptom-Ghosts-not antenna, delay line
a

-milli-

1

Chassis-Magnavox T924
PHOTOFACT-956-2

ri

ADD

R81, L21 or C1D

Chassis-Olympic NDP
PHOTOFACT-840-2

12MEG

TO SOUND

TO CRT

CATHODE

I

I

I

or tunable

Cure-Replace open

henry choke from antenna to chassis ground

I

TO SYNC

OUTPUT
150 pf

22K

B

.002

SYNC SEPARATOR
6GH8A

470K
4.

7meg

Symptom-Horizontal "lock out" and critical locking

Cure-Add
9

a 12 meg-ohm resistor from pin
of V9B, the sync separator tube

1

to pin

Symptom-Picture smear and pulling
Cure-Replace R29 in video amplifier circuit

J
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EMERSON

ót

15P23, 15P24

(Ch. 120914A/B)
Chassis 120904A/B/C,
120905A, 120906A/B,
120907A, 120911A/B/C,
120934A, 120935A/C

PIIOTOFACr BULLSIÏN lists new PIIOTOFAcT

coverage
issued during the last two months for new TV. This
is another way ELECTRONIC SERVICING brings you the
very latest facts you need to keep fully informed between regular issues of PHOTOFACT Index Supplements
issued in March, June, and September. PHOTOFACT
folders are available through local parts distributors.

1056-2

1057-1
1059-1

35P03, 35PO4
Chassis 120894A thru
120899A

1062-3

Remote Control Receiver
471665, Transmitter

ADMIRAL

471664

1062-3-A
Chassis 120921A, 120923A 1063-1
Chassis 121000
1063-1-A
Chassis 121006
1063-1-B

Chassis 12H1073-10/-11/-12,
12111097-3/-4, 15111063-15 1054-1
Remote Control Receiver
11A9N, Transmitter
S376AN

1054-1-A

Chassis T7H2-1A,
T9H1-1A

1062-1

PANASONIC
-057-2

2317-48, 2329-43
1313-89
2631-48, 4633-48,
4634-46, 4635-49

1054-2
1055-1

PENNCREST

AMBASSADOR
2907A

CT-93P/PC

1065-1

CARDINAL
7-101-2 (Ch. C18B01) ....1065-2
Chassis AS -8090, 8091 ....1065-2-A

PHILCO-FORD

122-752E

1064-1

RCA

122-1008
122-1018

1062-2
1064-2

CATALINA

1056-3

S5102WA ( Ch. 19FT20 )

CLOVIS

.

.1058-1

Chassis KCS171E,

DELMONICO
30C107, 30C108 ( Ch. C-25 ) 1056-1

KCS173K/L/N/P

1061-1

Remote Control Receiver
KRS29C, Transmitter
KRT4C

1061-1-A

THE BEST COLOR ANTENNAS FOR ALL AREAS!
UHF
VHF

ONLY RMS ANTENNAS FEATURE
REYNOLDS ALUMINUM COLORWELD
THE MOST DURABLE GOLD FINISH!

FM
Universal 75-300 ohm Matching
Transformers for every home, mas.
ter antenna, and CCTV installation
need!

"Secure -Lock" Gold Masts. Heavy
gauge steel. With swaged end and
"Secure -Lock." Economical "Lock
Seam" masts also available!

-

1.

"STP" SUPER TRANS POWER'D ANTENNAS add mileage to
VHF tv reception. 6 Power -packed antenna models for all
areas!

UHF Converters. New CR -800 has
30db Gain! Solid-state with powerful
amplifier and Local Distant Switch
for all areas! Complete range of
economical and performance proven
models!

2. "DYN" DYNERGY UHF/VHF/FM ANTENNAS utilize a single
down -lead for economical, simple installation. 6 performance
proven models for all areas!
3. "DF" DIRECTION -FINDER UHF/VHF/FM ANTENNAS trap
UHF and VHF signals coming from two different directions
for maximum reception. Single down -lead for economical
installation! 10 models for every reception need in any area!

Indoor Antennas... top of the set,
behind the set, and replacement
rods.

RIvISWrite

ELECTRONICS, INC.
Circle 24 on literature card
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50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.

Y.

10462

SEARS SILVERTONE
5005 (Ch. 528.70580,
528.70600)

1064-3

WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING

SHARP
TW-49P, TW-56P
CU -50P

1054-3
1060-1

TV -110U

1058-2

Hand Size

SONY

V0M's

SYLVANIA
MW16-1BN, MW16-1E
( Ch. A04-3)

1060-2

AC -30, TPS-5050
AC -30, TPS-5011

1060-3
1063-2

SYMPHONIC
WARDS AIRLINE
GEN-13768A/B
(63-13768)
GMW-17249A

1058-3
1061-2

ZENITH
Chassis 16Z7C50,
16Z7C50Z
Remote Control Receiver
S-77536, Transmitter
S-68936
AM -FM -FM Stereo
Chassis 20ZT21
AM -FM -FM Stereo
Chassis 25ZT120
Chassis 1Y22B55

1055-2

1055-2-A

MODEL 310
Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter

1055-2-B

1955-2-C
1059-2
MODEL 310-C

Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter

PRODUCTION CHANGE BULLETIN

ADMIRAL
Chassis 6H1063-1/-2/1056-4
3/-17
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CBM231GWD-1,
M233GSG-1, M235GWD-1,
WM230GSG-1, WM234GWD-1, WM235GWD-1,
WM237GWD-1
1057-3
( Chassis G-1)
1061-3
Chassis KD
MAGNAVOX (Color TV)
Chassis T931 -01 -BA/ -CA
thru T931-19 -BA/ -CA,
T931 -23 -BA/ -CA, T931-25BA/ -CA, T931 -26 -BA/ -CA,
T931 -27 -AA/ -BA/ -CA
thru T931 -30 -AA/ -BA/ -CA 1055-3

1

HAND SIZE V -O -M WITH PROVISION FOR
ATTACHING AC CLAMP -ON AMMETER.

2

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC SENSITIVITY;
5,000 AC.

3

ONE SELECTOR SWITCH MINIMIZES CHANCE
OF INCORRECT SETTINGS AND BURNOUTS.

SELF -SHIELDED Bar -Ring instrument; permits checking in

strong magnetic fields. FITTING INTERCHANGEABLE test
prod tip into top of tester makes it the common probe,
thereby freeing one hand. UNBREAKABLE plastic meter
window. BANANA-TYPE JACKS-positive connection and
long life.
Model 310-$44.00
Model 310-C-$56.00
Model 369 Leather Case-$4.20

310-C PLUS FEATURES
1. Hand size V -O -M with provision for attachingAC Clamp -on Ammeter.
2. 15,000 OHMS per volt AC sensitivity; (20,000 DC same as 310).

MAGNAVOX
Chassis T915-01-DA/-EB,
T915-02-AB/-CA/-DA/-EB,
T915 -04 -BA/ -CA/ -DA, T91505-CA/-DA/-EB, T915-06CA/-DA/-EB, T915 -07 -DA,
T915 -14 -FC, T915-15-FC..1059-3
Chassis T919 -01 -CB, T91902 -CB, T919 -04 -CB, T91907 -CB, T919 -08 -CB, T91909 -CB, T919 -10 -BB/ -CB,
T919 -16 -CB, T919 -18 -CB. .1065-3

3. Single

fully enclosed Lever Range Switch, plus

Reversing.

DC

Polarity

MODELS 100 AND 100-C

Comprehensive test sets. Model 100 includes: Model 310
V.O.M., Model 10 Clamp -on Ammeter Adapter; Model 101
Line Separator; Model 379 Leather Case; Model 311 leads.
($83.20 Value Separate Unit Purchase Price.)
MODEL 100-U.S.A. User Net ...$78.00
MODEL 100-C-Same as above, but with
Model 310-C. Net
$88.00
ALL PRICES ARE SUGGESTED U.S.A. USER NET, SUBJECT TO CHANGE

PHILCO
Chassis 18NT45

1063-3

1

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., BLUFFTON, OHIO

Circle 25 on literature card
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solid state...up to date

Newly expanded
information for the
circuit designer

More than 100 new
pages of latest
information added

PAGE

CONTENTS
MATERIALS, JUNCTIONS, AND DEVICES

Semiconductor Materials,
of Devices

P -N

PAGE

CONTENTS

3

Junctions, Current Flow, Types

BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS
Design and Fabrication, Basic Circuits, Characteristics, Biasing, Bias Stability, Coupling, High -Frequency Operation, Switching, Transient Effects
MOS FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS
Theory of Operation, Fabrication, Electrical Characteristics,
General Circuit Configurations, Handling Considerations
THYRISTORS
Silicon Controlled Rectifiers, Triacs, Diacs, Gate Characteristics, Switching Characteristics, Ratings, Critical Rate of Rise
of On -State Current, Holding and Latching Currents, Critical
Rate of Rise of Off -State Voltage, Transient Protection, Radio Frequency Interference
SILICON RECTIFIERS
Thermal Considerations, Characteristics, Ratings, Overload Protection, Series and Parallel Arrangements
OTHER SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
Tunnel Diodes, Varactor Diodes, Compensating Diodes, Photoconductive Diodes, Light -Emitting Diodes
LINEAR SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
Detection, Amplification, Oscillation, Frequency Conversion,
Automatic Frequency Control, Frequency Multiplication
TV DEFLECTION AND COLOR DEMODULATION
Scanning Fundamentals, Sync, Vertical Deflection, Horizontal

11

10

40

THYRISTORS
Theory of Operation, Construction, Ratings and Characteristics,
Series and Parallel Operation, Transient Protection

29

59

65
SILICON POWER TRANSISTORS
Design and Fabrication, Basic Transistor Parameters, Maximum
Ratings, Thermal Considerations, Second Breakdown, Safe -Area
Ratings, Small -Signal Analysis, Large -Signal Analysis, Switching
Service
RECTIFICATION
149

33

65

74

128

144

Nonsinusoidal Oscillators, Switching Regulators, Converters
and Inverters, Automobile Ignition System, Pulse Modulators
Light, Heat, and Motor Controls
COMPUTER CIRCUITS
DC POWER SUPPLIES

174
183

Rectification, Filtering, Regulators
TESTING AND MOUNTING
SYMBOLS
SELECTION CHARTS
TECHNICAL DATA
OUTLINES
MOUNTNG HARDWARE
CIRCUITS
INDEX

3
P -N -P

SILICON RECTIFIERS
Theory of Operation, Characteristics and Ratings, Series and
Parallel Rectifier Arrangements, High -Voltage Rectifier Assemblies, Packaging

Deflection, Color Demodulation
POWER SWITCHING AND CONTROL

SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS, JUNCTIONS, AND DEVICES
Semiconductor Materials, Current Flow, N -P -N and
Structures, Types of Devices

191

211

217
223
564
576
582
653

POWER CONVERSION

162

POWER REGULATION

200

Linear Voltage Regulators, Switching Regulator, General Triggering Considerations, Phase -Control Analysis of SCR's, Motor
Controls, Incandescent Lighting Controls
226
THYRISTOR AC LINE -VOLTAGE CONTROLS
General Considerations, Motor Controls, Heater Controls, Incandescent Lighting Controls
262
HIGH -FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIERS
Design of RF Power Amplifiers, Matching Networks, Marine
Radio, Citizens -Band Transmitters, Mobile Radio, SSB Transmitters, Aircraft Radio, Community -Antenna TV, UHF Military
Radio, Microwave Amplifiers and Oscillators, Frequency
Multipliers
379
CONTROL AND LOW -FREQUENCY POWER AMPLIFIERS
General Considerations, Audio -Frequency Power Amplifiers,
Ultrasonic Power Sources, Servo Amplifiers
BIBLIOGRAPHY

438

INDEX

440

RCA TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

444

New and indispensable

Get yours today from your RCA Distributor
or RCA Electronic Components,
Commercial Engineering, Section K93SD,
Harrison, N. J. 07029

Circle 26 on literature card
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High Voltage Failure
On a Sears

Silvertone Model

M2737U b -w TV

(PHOTOFACT 723-3), I have checked every part in
the horizontal circuit and find that all are okay, yet
occasionally the high voltage fails. After I disconnect
C41 and reconnect it, the raster appears. The flyback
and all horizontal tubes have been substituted, but
there is no change. What is most likely the trouble?
Herman Porter
Allen, Kentucky
C41 is between the yoke and ground, so it is there
to block DC only. Disconnecting it is the same as
opening the yoke. I assume you have substituted the
capacitor to make sure it is good.
One of the possibilities is that the horizontal sweep
is weak at all times. This would supply insufficient
filament voltage to the 1K3 high -voltage rectifier, and
a small drop in line voltage would reduce the filament
voltage to it so that the tube would not operate. I

0

111M1_111

rififi

-

This New Post Marker /Sweep Generator And
A Scope Are All You Need For Complete
Alignment Of Virtually Every Color & B&W
TV Set On The Market

Add Nothing But A Scope For Complete Alignment Capability. Using
a sweep modulated 45.75 MHz picture carrier for the tuner mixer or
67.25 MHz picture carrier for the antenna terminals, you can check

overall frequency response from antenna terminals thru the tuner, IF
strip, video detector, to the color bandpass amplifier outputs, without
worry about video detector diode load. Put this remarkably versatile
new instrument on your bench now ... order your IG-57A today.
$135.00"
Kit IG -57A, 14 lbs..

DAMPER
17B53

Wired IGW-57A,
B

BOOST
+490

+140

+145

would suggest that you check the B+ at point 23
(normally +140 volts) or at the cathode of Xl rectifier (normally +145) Also check the B boost voltage
at point 44 (normally +490) . Use this boost voltage
as an indicator of the condition of the horizontal circuitry; for if it is low, the high voltage also will be low.
Have you substituted the yoke yet? R66, C55 and
C56 can be checked easily by disconnecting them at
the point where they are wired together. The set
should have more high voltage, but less width with
them disconnected. If any one of these capacitors is
shorted or open, the 1K resistor (R66) will burn up.
Has R64, the 3.9-ohm filament resistor for the 1K3,
been checked yet? Also, R65 might be open or intermittent. These two resistors should be suspected if
the boost voltage is normal and does not decrease
when the high voltage drops to zero.
A
.

111f11rm

Produces all most -used alignment frequencies for IF bandpass, color
bandpass, FM IF, channels 4 & 10 Post -injection marker circuitry
without
New VSM for alignment without external generators
worry about video detector diode load 15 -crystal -controlled markers
Two variable 15 V bias supplies with switchable polarity Three
sweep oscillators cover five most used ranges Switchable retrace
blanking Adjustable phase control Unique trace reverse function
for proper display Built-in 400 Hz modulator for easiest trap alignment Zener regulated power supply External attenuator with 7
shielded switches provide 1, 3, 6, 10 & 20 dB steps up to 70 dB attenuation BNC connectors Comes complete with cables, test leads,
connectors & plugs Includes demod probe The finest investment
you can make in alignment facilities

HV TRANS

TO 22JG6

New Heathlcit Solid-State
IG -57A Marker/Generator
-With Built-InVideo Sweep
Modulator ...$135.00*

$199.00'

11 lbs

IO -57A SPECIFICATIONS-Marker frequencies: 100 kHz. Marker frequencies, crystal -

3.08, 3.58, 4.08, and 4.50 MHz =.01%. 10.7, 39.75, 41.25, 42.17, 42.50, 42.75,
45.00, 45.75, 47.25, 67.25 and 193.25 MHz =.005%. Modulation frequency: 400 Hz.
220 k
75 ohms. Trace In
Input impedance: External Marker/Sweep, and Attenuator
75 ohms.
ohms. Output Impedance: Marker Output, Sweep Output, and Attenuator
1
k ohms. Blas Voltage: Two individually adjustable supplies; Positive or
Scope Vert.
dual
negative polarity. Type of Marker: Birdie. Controls: Bias controls; Marker/Trace
concentric with
dual concentric; Marker Out
Sweep
Width/Sweep Center
concentric;
separate switch for each of the
Sweep Range switch; and Phase. Switches: Rocker type
above listed frequencies; Blanking, On/Off; Trace Reverse; Modulation On/Off. Sweep freMHz t1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS
to
5.5
Band
2.5
LO
quency ranges and output voltage:
38 to 49 MHz =1 dB, at 0.5
(min.) fundamentals, and 10.7 MHz on harmonics. IF Band
64 to 72 MHz =1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS (min.)
volts RMS (min.) fundamentals. RF band

controlled:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-- -

-

fundamentals and 192 to 198 MHz on harmonics. Attenuator: Total of 70 dB of attenuation
and 20 dB. Power requirements:
1 dB, 3 dB, 6 dB, 10 dB, 10 dB, 20 dB
in seven steps
120 volts, 60 Hz AC at 4.5 watts.

-

r

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25-68
a

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Schlumberger company

Please send my FREE Heath kit Catalog.

Enclosed is

plus shipping.

$

Please send model (s)
Name

Address
City

Zip
State
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

TE -212
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Test equipment applications
and techniques
Using B & K's new Model 415 Sweep/Marker Generator to align
the Zenith 14A9C51 color chassis.
by Carl Babcoke
One of the most talked about
pieces of test equipment these past
few months has been the B&K
Model 415 Sweep/Marker Generator. This generator incorporates the
functions of sweep, marker, marker adder and bias supplies in one unit.
We had been awaiting eagerly the
arrival of one of these generators
so we could use it in actual shop
TV alignment. After receiving the
generator, we immediately applied it
to the function for which it was designed, TV alignment-in this case,
a Zenith 14A9C51 color chassis.
The many features we found in this
instrument are listed in the following paragraphs, along with the stepby-step procedure for aligning the
Zenith 14A9C51 chassis.
,e,.4fgrat

Features of the B&K Model 415

Sweep/Marker Generator
Convenient groupings of the
front panel controls according to usage, as shown in Fig. 1.
These outputs are selected by
the function switch: video or chroma
sweep (depending on the setting of
the chroma on/off switch), IF sweep
for the 40-MHz band, markers
(choice of ten crystal-controlled
markers), modulated markers (the
same markers modulated by 400
Hz), channel 4 sweep, channel 10
sweep and 10.7 -MHz sweep for FM
alignment.
Video, chroma, IF and 10.7 MHz sweep functions have a dial
for adjusting the center frequency.
A SWEEP WIDTH control regulates the amount of frequency deviation.

t,:ite
FUNCTION
AND SWEEP
CONTROLS

MARKERS
AND CURVES

The CHROMA switch changes
the equipment to the video-sweep
modulation (VSM) mode of operation.
60 dB of signal attenuation is
accomplished by changing the bias
on a dual-gate Field -Effect Transis-

tor (FET).
The universal output -termination pad uses a switch to select either
unbalanced 75 -ohm or balanced
300 -ohm impedance (see Fig. 2A).
Two curves, one IF and one
chroma, are printed on the front
panel, with most of the marker positions indicated by red neon bulbs
that light when the corresponding
marker is switched on.
Ten crystal-controlled markers
are provided. They can be used in
any combination from none to all
on at one time. There is an identical spare marker circuit that can be
activated by plugging in a thirdovertone crystal (any frequency between 35 MHz and 50 MHz) and
tuning one coil. Or this circuit can
be changed to a variable -frequency
marker. In addition, a jack is provided for connection of an external
generator to provide any other desired marker frequency.
A crystal -controlled 10.7 -MHz
marker is turned on automatically
when 10.7 -MHz sweep is selected
by the FUNCTION switch.
All markers may be seen vertically in the conventional way, or
the DISPLAY switch can be slid
to the HORIZONTAL position to
tilt the markers horizontally for better accuracy on steep -sided curves
(Fig. 3).

3

BIAS

SUPPLIES

SCOPE
CONTROLS

ATT EN

U ATO R

AND OUTPUT

1
Front panel of the B&K Model 415 Sweep/Marker Generator is divided into
five sections according to the related functions.

Fig.
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The 100-KHz switch adds a
whole series of smaller markers
spaced 100 KHz apart on both sides
of any IF marker selected. These
100-KHz markers decrease in am-

plitude as they become farther from
the IF marker, but about 10 or 12
can be seen plainly if the marker
amplitude is increased. Both the reg-

is a better Color-Bar

e for your servicing work
c

ec
oA

e

II'...

Th

1

Nary
or AC

...

solid state ... battery
portable, weighing
only four pounds.

crated ...

The RCA WR -502A "CHRO-BAR"
color-bar generator provides six separate tes: sig-gals: color bars, dots, crosshatch. ve -tical lines, horizontal lines,
and blank raster.

The sound carrier, pattern, RF output,
and color subcarrier are all crystal
controlled. Designed for exceptional
stability with no flicker.

-

IncLióed as part of the package at
no extra cost
is an AC adaptor for
line operation. This unit was formerly
svai'able only as an accessory at
a cost of $9.00*.

-

The new CHRO-BAR Generator
with separate AC
adaptor now only $148.50*.

WR-51C2A, complete

-

RCA Electronic Components,
Harrison, N. J. 07029.
* Optional Distributor resale price.
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Fig. 2 A) Schematic of the output cable ant
modulator probe circuit. C) For link alignment.
and the demodulator probe. D) Use this load'%
aligning the link circuit in a transistorized IF recei 9A
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ular IF markers and the 10.7 -MHz
FM marker can have these marker
groups, but they are much weaker
on the 40 -MHz markers. The 100KHz markers for FM alignment are
pictured in Fig. 4.
Two probes are included with
the generator for connection to the
TV receiver. One has a 10K resistor (to sharpen the markers) in series with the ungrounded lead, as
specified in many alignment procedures. The other is a universal demodulator probe (see Fig. 2B) for
video or chroma measurements.
With the addition of an IF load
block for tube receivers (Fig. 2C)
or for transistor IF's (Fig. 2D), the
same demodulator can be used for
link or individual IF stage alignment.
It is not necessary to unscrew
one probe cable connection to connect the other; both are connected
to the generator at all times, and
either can be selected by the
PROBES switch.
A full set of cables and leads
is provided, including both microphone connector and banana plug
types for scope connections.
Polarity switches are provided
to reverse the phases of both hori56

zontal and vertical sweep applied
to the scope. The vertical switch is
used to produce an upright curve,
regardless of the polarity of the detector circuit used in the receiver
or the demodulator probe. A horizontal polarity switch is desirable
so that the high frequencies are always displayed on the right side of
the scope waveform. This horizontal
reversal is done automatically when
the CHROMA switch is turned to
the ON position for VSM operation.
Amplitude of the signal sent
to the vertical amplifier in the scope
is the same as that coming through
the probes. If the alignment procedure specifies a certain peak-to -peak
amplitude, adjust the A'IÏENUATOR control on the generator until
this reading is obtained on the calibrated scope.
To avoid the extra work of
disabling the horizontal sweep circuit in the TV receiver during alignment, the generator uses a bridged
"T" null filter to eliminate any 15,750 -Hz horizontal sweep pulses
from appearing on the scope waveform.
To compensate for scopes that
have a falling low -frequency response, an adjustable low -frequency
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boost circuit is used to avoid any
tilting of the response curve.. As we
have pointed out before, the high frequency response of a scope is
not critical, but the low -frequency
response is important when viewing
alignment curves (see Fig. 5).
The internal oscillator that supplies horizontal sweep to the scope
is synched to the 60 -Hz line. Horizontal deflection is not a sine wave,
as is used in some other brands of
alignment equipment. Instead, a
sawtooth having an extremely fast
retrace time is used. The retrace
does not need to be blanked, and
no base line is seen with the alignment waveforms.
32 transistors, 20 diodes and
5 FET's are employed in this allsolid-state generator. All power supply voltages are regulated.
Two 0-25 volt and one 0-50
volt variable voltage sources are
provided for AGC bias and general
clamping functions. Each of the
three voltage sources has a variable
control and a polarity switch. Each
polarity switch selects voltage from
an internal positive or negative supply; there is no voltage inversion by
internal cross -connecting of bias
leads. Therefore, one control can

lation can be added by turning the
FUNCTION swtich to MODULATED MARKERS.
A meter and an oscilloscope
are the only other major items of
equipment necessary for complete
alignment of b -w or color TV receivers.

have negative output; at the same
time the other can have a positive
output voltage.
A 400 -Hz modulated 4.5 -MHz
signal for trap adjustment or sound
alignment can be obtained by turning the FUNCTION switch to
MODULATED MARKERS and selecting both the 41.25 -MHz marker
and the 45.75 -MHz marker.
Frequencies of crystal -controlled accuracy for other needs,
such as radio alignment, can be generated by beat -frequency action between markers. For example, you
can turn the FUNCTION switch to
MARKERS and turn on the 41.67 -

Marker -Adder Characteristics
Markers that are generated without a marker-added circuit are created when a fixed -frequency marker
signal is crossed by a varying -frequency sweep signal. A beat -frequency is formed by the difference
between these two frequencies; the
nearer they are in frequency, the
lower the frequency of the beat signal. A low-pass filter must be used
between the receiver and the scope

MHz and 42.67 -MHz markers to
obtain a 1 -MHz difference frequency at the output cable. Modu-

Who needs a tuner

wash? Save your
money and use

O U/E TROLE
The product that cleans while it
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and resistance. Harmless to plas-

tics and metals. Keeps color and
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Fig. 5 A) The flat base line shows that this scope has good low-frecuency response.
B) Overcompensation caused by incorrect adjustment of R99 tilts both the curve
and the base line. Poor low -frequency response would tilt the curve and base line
the other way. C) Location of R99, the low -frequency compensation control. To
adjust this correction for your scope, use the internal horizontal sweep of the scope
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to remove all but the very low frequencies so that the marker pip will
be narrow. Since both sweep and
marker signals are fed through the
receiver to the scope, a strong
marker may distort the sweep curve.
Also, the amplitude of the marker
depends on the amplitudes of both
the sweep and marker signals; therefore, the size of the marker changes
according to its position on the
curve. Often a lot of delicate balancing of signal levels must be done
to avoid erroneous and misleading
results.
The marker generated by a marker -adder unit is still created by the
beat -frequency process, but samples
of the sweep and marker signals are

---------4

used. Such a marker is mixed with
the sweep curve coming from the
receiver, and both go to the scope.

voltage side of the cabinet is placed
down on the bench.

Only the sweep signal passes

Solid-state components require
that extra precautions be taken if
we are to avoid accidental component failures. For example, the fixed
AGC voltage taken from the Model
415 generator should be attached
to the TV chassis while the bias
voltage control is turned down to
zero and before the receiver is
turned on. After the set is turned on
and has warmed up, the bias voltage should be increased (while it is
monitored by a meter) to the correct
amount. This eliminates any chance
of damage to the base -emitter junction of the first IF transistor. If there
is a possibility that a pad, probe or
test lead could become disconnected
after being attached to the circuit,
the receiver should be turned off
while such connections are made
secure. This is to avoid the damage
to the chassis or test equipment that
that would result if a falling lead
should contact a critical circuit or
one with a dangerous voltage. Practice safety first!

through the receiver; the marker is
added later. For this reason, they
are often called post -injected markers. In all such systems, the signal
from the receiver does not go directly to the scope, but to the marker -adder circuit where the marker
is added and then both go to the
scope.
One unexpected result of the
marker -adder method is the possibility of obtaining markers without
a curve; thus, we can have markers
without a receiver, as shown in Fig.
6. The marker -adder circuit is an
integral part of the B&K Model
415. It works automatically on all
sweep functions. If you don't want
markers, just switch them off or turn
down completely the MARKER
AMPLITUDE control.
More tips about using this generator are included in the step-bystep alignment procedure.
Zenith 14A9C51 Alignment

Procedure
Fig. 6 Markers may be seen without a
receiver. All the IF markers from 39.75 MHz to 47.25 -MHz are shown.

Complete alignment can be done
without removing the chassis if the
bottom is removed and the high -

Test Equipment Setup

Prepare the Model 415 generator
as follows:
1) Turn the CHROMA switch to
OFF position
2) Adjust the CENTER FREQUENCY to approximately the position on the dial that is marked
"IF"
3) Turn SWEEP WIDTH up to

BOTTOM OF IF
C2

Precautions

+24

about the 3/4 position
4) Rotate the FUNCTION switch
to IF
5)

Turn the ATTENUATOR

control completely down
6)

Slide the HORIZONTAL

SWEEP switch to NORMAL
7) Move

the MARKER DIS-

PLAY switch to VERTICAL
8) Adjust the MARKER AMPLITUDE control up about I/s
9) Slide the VERTICAL switch to
REVERSED (this Zenith has a positive -going video detector)
10) Switch a 0-25 volt BIAS SUPPLY to + with level control turned
down
11) Slide all marker switches down
FRONT-

TEST POINT

AGC

G

TERMINAL

(off)
12) Turn on the 41.25 -MHz and
47.25 -MHz markers by sliding their
switches up. Notice if the corres-

E

Location of the AGC terminal and other test points underneath the
partment of the receiver.
Fig.

58
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IF corn -

ponding light on the IF curve is lit
13) Slide the PROBES switch to

DIRECT

.

11

1

.1 ._

Jl

1) Adjust the RF -IF -Video ATTENUATOR control for 2 volts
of peak-to -peak waveform at the

scope
2) Alternately adjust the scope's

Fig. 8 A) 4th IF transformer curve without the 47 -pf capacitor. B) 4th IF transformer
curve produced when the 47 -pf capacitor is used.

14) Make sure the cables from the
generator to the vertical and horizontal inputs on the scope are connected
15) Attach the DEMODULATOR,
DIRECT and OUTPUT cables to
the generator
16) Set the scope for external sweep
and adjust horizontal gain, brightness, focus, etc. as needed
Receiver Setup

Prepare the receiver for alignment as follows:
1) Turn the receiver power and
AFT off
2) Rotate the channel selector to
channel 13 if either a rotaryswitch or a turret tuner is usedif the set uses a Super Gold Video
Guard tuner, set it between channels
3) Remove the yellow AGC wire
from terminal E, as shown in Fig.
7

4) Attach a wire from the previously prepared bias supply to

terminal E
5) Connect the direct probe of
the generator to test point Cl
(video detector)
6) Solder a 47 -pf capacitor (use
short leads) from test point B to
ground
7) Slide the switch on the output termination pad to the "75 -ohm"
position, then attach the pad to
test point G and ground
8) Turn on the receiver, sweep
generator and scope
9) Monitor the AGC bias with
a meter while increasing the voltage to +7.5 (the higher the voltage, the less the gain of the first
IF transistor)
The receiver and test equipment
are now ready for alignment of the
4th IF transformer. Proceed as follows:

U01
TOP 39.75 MHz
INPUT TRAP
BOTTOM LINK

BANDWIDTH

UO3

47.25 MHz
INPUT TRAP

L105
2ND IF

L107
4TH IF

C129
SOUND

PRIMARY

AMPLITUDE

horizontal gain, vertical and horizontal centering, and the SWEEP
WIDTH and CENTER FREQUENCY controls of the generator until the curve on the scope
is centered and both the 41.25 MHz and 47.25 -MHz markers
can be seen. The curve should
look somewhat like that shown in
Fig. 8. Adjust MARKER AMPLITUDE as needed.
NOTE: A 2 -volt P -P output signal
should not be distorted; if it is, the
last IF stage or video detector circuit must be defective. Temporarily
increase the ATTENUATOR control and look for any change in
waveshape. As a general rule, you
can increase the signal until the
waveshape becomes distorted, then
reduce the generator signal until the
curve is about half the height at
which distortion occurred.
3) Rotate the FUNCTION switch
to MODULATED MARKERS,
switch off the 47.25 -MHz marker. The curve should be gone.
4) Increase the scope gain to
maximum and advance the ATTENUATOR control until 400Hz sine waves can be seen (they
probably will not be locked). Adjust the one core of L108 (the
41.25 -MHz output trap) for minimum scope height. See Fig. 9 for
the trap and transformer locations.
5) Return the FUNCTION switch
to the IF position, and the scope
gain and generator ATTENUA TOR controls to the previous setting.
6) Turn on

U11
4TH IF

SECONDARY

U08
41.25 MHz
OUTPUT TRAP

U04
41.25 MHz

Q

V201
6KT8

C2

V203
6KT8

Q202
IF AGC

1202

TRAP

INPUT TRAP

Fig. 9 Location of the IF adjustments and several top -of -the -

chassis test points of the receiver.

39.75-, 41.25-,

41.67-, 42.17-, 42.75-, 44.0-,
45.0-, 45.75- and 47.25 -MHz
markers. To identify any marker,
momentarily switch it off and the
marker should disappear.
7) Adjust LI11, the fourth IF
transformer secondary, so that
the 42.75 -MHz and 45.0-MHz
markers are the same height from
the bottom of the curve. Adjust
the top core of L107, the fourth
IF primary, for maximum curve
height at about 44.0 MHz, and
L107 bottom core for equal
height of the 42.75 -MHz and
45.0-MHz markers at about 90% ,
as shown in Fig. 8B.
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Fig. 10 Typical response curve of the
4th IF viewed at test point C2. 41.25
MHz is the highest point on the curve.

Fig. 11 To align the traps with sweep,
expand the curve with the SWEEP
WIDTH control on the generator, as
shown here.

Fig. 12 Adjust L102 to position the
42.75 -MHz and 45.0 -MHz markers the
same distance above the base line.

8) Carefully notice (or measure)
the height of the 45.75 -MHz part
of the curve. Connect the generator's direct probe to test point
C2 (pin $7 of V203) and slide
the VERTICAL polarity switch
to the NORMAL position to invert the trace.
9) Adjust C129 so that the height
of the curve at the 45.75 -MHz

L 103 for minimum.
NOTE: Do NOT use more signal
than absolutely necessary. Excessive
signal will overload the mixer or
IF stages and may cause a false indication so that a minimum adjustment will occur with the traps tuned
near the middle of the curve. In an
extreme case, an alternate method
may be used: Change the equipment
to IF sweep, as given in the next
step. Reduce the SWEEP WIDTH
and adjust the CENTER FREQUENCY to bring the marker for
the trap frequency we want to the
center of the screen as shown in Fig.
11. Then adjust the trap for a dip
in the curve that moves the marker
lower on the screen.
13) Move the direct probe back
to test point Cl, slide the VERTICAL switch to REVERSED,
turn the FUNCTION switch to
IF and switch on these markers:
39.75-, 41.25-, 42.75-, 45.0- and
45.75 -MHz. Decrease the ATTENUATOR until the waveform
stops changing in shape, then decrease it still more to make certain there is no overload. Or adjust for 2 volts peak-to -peak as
measured on the scope.
14) Adjust the mixer plate coil
(on the tuner) for maximum
height of the curve at 42.75 MHz.

Adjust both the top and bottom
cores of L102 (1st IF transformer) for maximum overall amplitude and correct location of
the 42.75 -MHz and 45.0 -MHz
markers, as shown in Fig. 12.
15) Adjust the bottom core of
L105 (2nd IF transformer) for
equal height of the curve at the
42.75-MHz and 45.0 -MHz mark-

marker is one/half that obtained
in the previous step (See Fig. 10).
10) Disconnect the temporary
47 -pf capacitor from test point
B, connect the generator output
pad (still set for 75 ohms) to test
point A on the tuner, change the
FUNCTION switch to MODULATED MARKER position, adjust the A'ITENUATOR to minimum, switch off all markers except 39.75 MHz, and adjust the
scope gain to maximum.
11) Adjust the top core of L101
for minimum scope pattern. Ad-

vance the ATTENUATOR

slightly, if needed to see the trace
on the scope.
12) Switch off the 39.75 -MHz
marker and turn on the 41.25 MHz marker. Adjust the top core
of L104 for minimum. Switch off
the 41.25 -MHz marker and turn
on the 47.25 -MHz marker. Adjust the top and bottom cores of

(A)

(B)

Fig. 13 A) The original curve produced by Zenith factory alignment. B) Overall IF
curve obtained after re -alignment is much closer to Zenith's specifications.
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ers.
16) Adjust the one core of L106
(3rd IF coil) for maximum curve
height at 45.0 MHz.
NOTE: Because there is some inter-

action between traps and transformers, better accuracy will be obtained
if steps 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16 are repeated.
17) Adjust the bottom core of
L101 (link bandwidth) for correct
position of the 41.67 -MHz
marker at 20% height. It may be
necessary to readjust L102 for
maximum at 42.75 MHz, then repeat the L101 bottom core adjustment.
18) Connect the direct probe to
test point C2 and adjust both cores
of L104 (input 41.25 -MHz trap)
for approximately 24 dB of attenuation. Adjust the vertical gain
control on the scope for a 2 -inch
high waveshape, then increase the
vertical gain by a factor of 10.
Alternately adjust both cores of
L104 so that the valley made
by the trap response is 1 to 11/2
inches high.
NOTE: I obtained this amount of
attenuation in the set I aligned, but
could not obtain more.
19) Connect the scope to test
point Cl and reduce the AGC
bias to about +5 volts. This
lower forward bias greatly increases the gain. Decrease the
generator output with the ATTENUATOR control until the waveform is no longer distorted.

e
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Fig. 14. Simplified schematic of the 14A9C51 Zenith chroma IF amplifiers.

20) Adjust the top core of L105
(2nd IF transformer) for maximum response in the area between the 45.0-MHz and 45.75MHz markers.
21) Reset the bias to +7.5 volts,
increase the A 1"1 ENUATOR adjustment to provide approximately 2 volts peak -to-peak as
measured on the scope, and compare the curve with the one shown
in Fig. 13B. Repeat any steps
that are needed to improve the
overall IF curve.
4.5 -MHz Trap Adjustment

1) Change the function switch to
MODULATED MARKERS and
switch on only the 41.25 -MHz
and 45.75 -MHz markers. Connect the generator direct probe
to test point S (near the picture
tube grid connections). Defeat the
color killer by connecting a clip
lead between test points K and
KK.
2) Use maximum scope gain, and
reduce the A1TENUATOR until the sine wave is quite small.
Adjust L202 for minimum sine -

Fig. 15 Alignment curve of the 2nd
chroma IF stage.

wave pattern on the scope.
VSM CHROMA Alignment

NOTE: The 14A9C51 Zenith chassis has only one alignment adjustment in the chroma circuit. Refer
to the simplified schematic in Fig.
14. L214 is a very broadly tuned
bandpass transformer; L216 has no
core and is resonant to about 5.0
MHz. Additional tuning is provided
by the series -resonant circuit, C259
and L222, in the emitter circuit of
Q206, the second color amplifier.
These fixed-tuned components provide extra gain at 3.08 MHz (see
Fig. 15). Zenith does not list a procedure for VSM alignment; the following method was developed
through trial and error and our experience with other models:
1) Turn the function switch to
IF and the CHROMA switch to
ON (this provides a 45.75 -MHz
carrier that is modulated by swept
video). Switch off all markers,
then turn on 41.25 -MHz (4.5 MHz in chroma frequency),
41.67 -MHz (4.08-MHz), 42.17 MHz (3.58 -MHz) and 42.67 MHz markers. The four lights on
the chroma curve should be on.
2) Attach the demodulator probe
to pin 3 of the IC demodulator
(Fig. 16 shows the location of
chroma components), slide the
PROBES switch to DEMODULATOR, slide the VERTICAL
switch to NORMAL and turn the
chroma level control to the center of its range. (Make sure the
clip lead is still connected between test points K and KK to
defeat the color killer.)

3) Turn the ATTENUATOR
control down until the waveshape
no longer changes with small
variations in the signal.
4) Reduce the SWEEP WIDTH,
and adjust the CENTER FREQUENCY dial to center the
curve and widen it until the four
markers nearly span the screen.
Adjust the horizontal centering
on the scope to help in the centering process. Adjust the vertical
gain to produce a waveform of
normal height.
5) Adjust L214 to produce the
curve shown in Fig. 17B.
NOTE: Out of curiosity, we checked
the curve of the second chroma IF,
which includes L116. The self -resonant point was so high (about 5
MHz, see Fig. 15) it seemed likely
that the extra gain above 4.5 MHz
would reduce the effectiveness of
the 4.5 -MHz trap, L202. A core
borrowed from another coil was inserted into L216, and after adjustment it produced maximum gain at
4.08 MHz. The new curve seemed
to be an improvement since it gave
almost double the original chroma
gain and reduced the unwanted signal above 4.5 MHz. Overall VSM
alignment then was tried experimentally by adjusting L214 and
L216 to give the excellent curve
shown in Fig. 17C.
Chroma Alignment According to Zenith

The Zenith factory-recommended
chroma alignment method is as follows:

Tune in a normal keyed-rainliow color-bar pattern.
2) Remove the 3.9K damping re 1)
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sistor from L214.
3) Connect a VTVM to test point
Q (ACC voltage which can also
be measured at C253).
4) Adjust L214 foc minimum
L202

negative voltage (expect a fairly
sharp dip in reading), then reconnect the 3.9K resistor.
Color picture quality, after this
pre-setting type of alignment, was

4.5MHz

SOUND
TAKE-OFF

SOUND

QUAD

TRAP

COIL

IF

COIL

Q203

Q205

VERTICAL
BLANK

HORIZ
BLANK

satisfactory, but the curve was not
as good as the one resulting from
the VSM alignment.
Performance from the antenna
terminals to the video detector
should also be checked by adjusting
the generator and receiver the same
as you would for IF sweep alignment, except the OUTPUT pad
should be switched to 300 ohms
and attached to the antenna terminals, and channels 4 or 10 should
be selected by the FUNCTION
switch. If the curve tilts much when
the fine tuning is adjusted, it is
likely the tuner alignment in the
receiver is not correct.

Summary

V201
1

ST

L214

K

CHROMA

-KK

Q206

1216

2ND CHROMA

IC201
DEMOD

Fig. 16 Location of the chroma components and test points.

4.08

MH

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Fig. 17 A) VSM curve produced by the original Zenith factory alignment. B) The
improved curve obtained after re -alignment. C) Example of a curve distorted by
excessive signal amplitude. D) Excellent curve obtained by adding a core to L216
and touching up the chroma alignment.
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Performance of the B&K Model
415 Sweep/Marker Generator generally was excellent. When the instrument first was received, the ATTENUATOR control would not reduce the generator output signal
enough. The B&K engineering department advised us to check the
gate voltage on the FET whose bias
is varied to change the signal amplitude. Adjustment of the "trimming"
resistor (provided for initial calibration) gave smooth control over the
signal and reduced the amplitude to
less than the minimum that is
needed. Evidently this control had
slipped from its correct setting due
to vibrations during shipment.
There is a slight droop in the frequency response below 2.5 MHz in
the video and chroma sweep functions. This is of no consequence to
color alignment since perfect flatness of sweep output is necessary
only between 3.08 MHz and 4.08
MHz.
This instrument is not designed
or intended for complete alignment
of the antenna and RF stages in a
tuner; however, this specialized type
of alignment is seldom needed. Or
if needed, it is delegated to the tuner
repair companies. It does provide
all of the necessary signals and functions for accurate and extremely fast
h-w and color TV alignment.
The lighted marker positions on
the simulated curves on the front
panel of the instrument helped to
remind us which markers were being used. I particularly like the multiple markers (which can be made
horizontal), and the ease of changing from IF sweep to markers or to
VSM sweep merely by sliding a few
switches.
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Only the Sencore

CRT Champion has three gun control
Just like the color TV set.
Only Sencore has automatic color tracking to make your
job easier.
Only Sencore has the simplified instructions in the
cover so that you can analyze any color CRT tube in
seconds. Just flip the "Color Gun" switch from red to
green to blue (after setting the three G2 controls) and
the CR143 Champion will tell you if' the tube has
adequate emission and if it will track in the TV set.
Why don't you salute the Sencore Champion today by
marching in and asking your distributor to try one.
You won't bring it back because it is 100 percent.
.

.

F-

59,885

made by me
above are correct. (Signature of editor, publisher, business manager, or owner).
ROBERT E. HERTEL

NO.

1

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE,
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the new

for further information on any
of the following items, circle the
associated number on the
reader service card.

Gold Rush

Air Filter Cleaner
Now available from NYCO Products Co. is a non-flammable, noncorrosive air filter cleaner. One part
of NYCO

RATCHET TYPE GOLD CHIMNEY MOUNT
#8011 Galvanized Strapping 2 x 12'
$4.33
#8013 Stainless Steel 2 x 12'
$5.18

There's Profit In Gold

--

-

GOLD RATCHET MOUNT
New gold finish
first available on
the market. New heavy gauge
non -strip ratchet features. Here is
the quality constructed two -bracket chimney mount designed to give
maximum service in high wind, seasonal storms, adverse weather
conditions. 2. GOLD TRIPOD TOWERS
Boxed
contains 6 lag
screws supplied with self-adhesive weather patch, 11/4" tubing.
3. GOLD CHIMNEY MOUNTS
Both Snap -in chimney mounts and
GC -Telco "Y" Mounts are heavier gauge metal with new design..
GC chimney mounts are strengthened at the stress point. Buy with
confidence from the world's largest basic manufacturer of television hardware ... you'll make your job easier, faster, and more
profitable ... more satisfying to your customer.
1.

-

-

GOLD TRI -POD
TOWER ANTENNA
BASES

HEAVY DUTY
GOLD SNAP -IN
CHIMNEY MOUNTS

GC-TELCO GOLD
CHIMNEY "Y"
MOUNTS

#9146 3'
#9145 5'

#8646 Galvanized
Strapping
$3.09

#8616 Galvanized
Strapping
$3.85

$5.86
$9.28

2x12'

2 x 12'

#8946 Stainless
Steel

GC

ELECTRONICS

$4.46

2 x 12'

#9031 Stainless
Steel
2 x 12'

GC ELECTRONICS
MAIN PLANT: ROCKFORD, ILL. U.S.A.
A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.

Circle 32 on literature card
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$5.03

e. o

Electronic Air Filter

Cleaner with 40 parts hot water reportedly cuts heavy grease film, dirt
and soot after a 15-20 minute soaking and water rinse. The product
has no chlorine solvents, carbon tetrachloride, naphthas or benzenes.
Price of one gallon in plastic container (4/case) is $3.75 and of one
quart (12/case), $1.25.
Circle 64 on literature card

Electrical Contact Lubricant
contact maintenance compound, Electrolube, which reportedly does not contain mineral oil,
hydrocarbons or silicones, has been
introduced by Trans Atlantic Electronics.
This product acts as a conductor
when applied between contact surfaces by increasing the contact area
and, thereby, substantially reducing
contact resistance, according to the
manufacturer.
Electrolube has a negative temA

perature/resistance coefficient
which prevents overheating of contacts at high loads. It is non-flammable and can be used in environments up to 240°C, according to
the manufacturer. Existing tarnish
or corrosion is lifted and a tenacious

film protects against subsequent cor-

SAMS BOOKS for every electronics interest
NEWLY PUBLISHED AND IMPORTANT
Computers and Artificial Intelligence

"This Is Electronics"

This book deals with basic computer principles,
both analog and digital with emphasis on the
latter. Describes in detail what computers can
and cannot do, and is concerned with the binary number system and its adaptability to
electronic circuitry. Fully discusses information
theory and cybernetics, inductive and deductive logic, number systems, and the case for
artificial intelligence. Order 20757, only... $3.95

SERIES

remarkable introduction to electronics,
written under the direction of the Training
Department of ITT Educational Services,
A

Inc. These books impart to any reader a
clear and sound understanding of the
basics of electronics. All topics treated
are short and easy to master; each includes a simple self -test.
Vol. 1. Basic D -C Principles. Covers: Wonderful World of Electronics; Components
& Symbols; Matter and Electricity; Current, Voltage, & Resistance; Series &
Parallel Circuits; Conductors, Semiconductors, & Insulators; Resistors; and
Sources of D -C Power.
Order 20657, only
$5.95
Vol. 2. Basic A -C Principles. Covers: Alternating Voltage & Current; Capacitors á
Capacitive Reactance; Magnetism & Electromagnetism; Magnetic Induction; Measuring Instruments; Inductors & Inductive
Reactance; Transformers & Inductive Circuits; A-C Circuits I; A-C Circuits II; Resonance; and Filters.
Order 20727, only
$6.95

rosion. It can also be employed as
a high-quality mechanical lubricant,
states the manufacturer.
Electrolube is available as an oil
or grease, both in bulk and aerosol
form. Shown is a refillable 2-oz.
bottle with a patented snorkel de -

NEED CRYSTALS?

NEW 2nd EDITION OF THE FAMOUS

Audio Cyclopedia
by Dr. Howard M. Tremaine. This completely
revised edition is the most comprehensive
work on every phase of audio-virtually a

complete reference library in a single volume. Includes the latest developments, right
down to the newest solid-state and integrated circuits. Contains authoritative, concise explanations of thousands of tonics in
the fields of acoustics, recording, and reproduction. Over 1700 pages; 1600 illustrations.
Truly the definitive reference work covering
the entire audio art. Order 20675, on/y.$29.95

RECENT AND TIMELY BESTSELLERS
Antennas and Transmission Lines
A readily understandable text and reference on

the theory of antennas and transmission lines,

using technician -level mathematics. Covers
basic antenna theory, including point and array
sources, wave interference, standing waves,
collimators, lenses, apertures, and simple radiators. Explains transmission lines and their
design factors. Order 20716, only
$7.95
Closed -Circuit Television Handbook. 2nd Ed.
Explains in practical terms the basic concepts
of CCTV systems. Describes the versatile applications of closed-circuit television, and the
equipment used. Subjects include cameras,
monitors, video recorders, lighting, and signal
transmission. Completely updated to include
latest information. Order 20726, only
$5.95
FM From Antenna to Audio
complete picture of fm reception and receiving equipment, from the basic principles of fm
to the latest developments in afc and tuning
aids. Thoroughly explains the fm signal and
describes the receiving system, beginning with
the fin antenna, and progressing step-by-step
through each section of the fm receiver. Covers
receiver measurements and alignment procedures. Order 20723, only
$3.95
A

HR.

Delivery
'"~I48
We can supply
crystals from 2KHz to 80MHz in
many types of holders.

SPECIALS
Color TV crystal (3578. 545KHz) wire
$1.60; 4 for $5.00
leads
100KHz frequency standard crystal
$4.50
(HC13/U)
1000KHz frequency standard (HC6/U) $3.50
$2.25
Any CB crystal, transmit or receive
Any amateur band crystal (except 80
$1.50; 4 for $5.00
meters)
$2.85
Any marine frequency (HC6/U)
$2.50
80 meter crystals in FT243 holders

stock over six million crystals which
include types CR1A/AR, FT243. FT241. MC7,
FT249, HC6/U, HC13/U, HC25/U, HC18/U, etc.
Send 10e for our 1970 catalog with oscillator
circuits, listing thousands of frequencies in
stock for immediate delivery. (Add we per
crystal to above prices for shipment 1st class
mail, 15e each for air mail).
We have in

Special Quantity Prices to
Jobbers and Dealers
ORDER DIRECT with check
or money order to:
2400 Crystal Drive
Fort Myers. Florida 33901

Circle 33 on literature card

Auto Radio Servicing Made Easy. 2nd Ed.
Explains the circuitry of both new and old auto
radias, covering each of the tube and transistor
stages. Provides step-by-step troubleshooting
and repair details; explains how to eliminate
noise and interference, how to set the bias on
output transistor stage without breaking circuit,
how to determine correct bias on transistor
stages, what to do about AVC trouble in transistor radios, etc. Order 20719, only
$3.95
RTL Cookbook
FvnIeinq the nrincioles and use of RTL (Resistor-Transistor Logic) digital integrated circuits.
Provides the experimenter with an understanding of RTL integrated circuits as they are used
in everyday electronic projects. Shows the
technician how these circuits work and how
they are maintained. Provides the engineer with
convenient form circuits that can be adapted as
building blocks. Order 20715, only
$5.50

--------

ABC's of Radio -Frequency Heating
Explains the basic principles of heating by
means of radio -frequency energy, covering both
induction heating and dielectric heating. Describes the power supply sources; discusses the
microwave range; fully covers the servicing of
heating equipment. Final chapters are devoted
to special applications of heating. Includes
experimental projects. Order 20747, only. .$2.95
1-2-3-4 Servicing Automobile Stereo

Record Changer Servicing Guide
This book provides a complete understanding of
record changers, how they operate, and the
various systems employed. Provides detailed instructions on how to track down troubles encountered in record changers and how to repair
them in the fastest and most effective way.
Order 20730, only
$3.95

More Bestselling Sams Titles
AM -FM -TV Alignment
Order 20602, only

$3.95

Color -TV Servicing Guide
Order 20358, only
Transistor Color-TV Servicing Guide
Order 20693, only
Symfact® Guide to Color -TV Servicing
Order 20710, only
Symfact® Guide to TV Servicing
Order 20597, only
Know Your VOM-VTVM. 2nd Ed.
Order 20676, only
Using Scopes in Color -TV
Order 20718, only

HOWARD W. SAMS

8

D

mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. ES -11
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268

enclosed.
Send books checked at right. $
Send FREE 1970 Sams Book Catalog

20657

20727

D
D

20757

3.95
3.50
3.50

3.95

D

20726
20723

D

Address

20719
20715

Zip

D
D
D

20737
20730
20602
20358

20675
20716

Name

State

4.25
4.50

CO., INC.

Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor, or

City

'

The "1-2-3-4 Method" is a simple, logical stepby-step process which helps do the servicing
job in the easy way and the right way. This book
first applies the Method to both mechanical
and electrical equipment, and then proceeds to
cover the electronic and mechanical principles
of automobile stereo, fm multiplex, and tape
cartridge systems. Finally, the book shows how
to apply the "1-2-3-4 Method" to auto stereo systems. Includes a wealth of schematics, charts,
and illustrations. Order 20737, only
$3.95

D
D
D
D

20693
20710
20597
20676
20718

j

20747
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750 TUNER REPAIR
New and Old Customers. This ad must accompany tuner for This Special
"One" tuner price reduction. (Combo's) $14.50. We still offer 24 hr. service, a necessity.

vice for spot application in hard -to -

reach areas.
The price of the 2 -oz. snorkel
bottle is $5.00, less quantity discounts, and is available in quantities
of up to 5 quarts.
Circle 65 or: literature curd

Mid -State is as close as your nearest
post -office or United Parcel Service
outlet. All units tracked and aligned to

factory spec's, with crystal controlled
equipment. Ninety day warranty. Mutilated or damaged tuners may take
slightly longer if major parts are not
in stock. Send complete with model
and serial numbers and all damaged
parts.

UHF VHF COLOR

Put your confidence in Mid -State to
take care of your tuner problems. "Remember" there is only one "Mid -State

Tuner Service."

COMBO'S

-$17.50

Major Parts, Tubes,
charged at Net Price

MID -STATE
TUNER SERVICE

Transistors

D-9
1504 So. College, Box 1141
Distributors -Wholesalers
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
Write for Price Sheet
Tel: (812) 336-6003
Circle 35 on literature card

Spray Cleaner and Degreaser
Injectorall has made available a
new all-purpose cleaner and tuner
degreaser called CLEAN.
The manufacturer states that
CLEAN, which comes in a spray
can, is a fast -drying solvent that
leaves no film, is non-flammable
and quickly dissolves all types of
dirt, grease and oil.
It has a toxicity of 500 parts per
million as opposed to 25 parts per
million in carbon tetrachloride,
which makes it safer to use, according to Injectorall.
CLEAN is a solvent for contaminants such as mineral oils, greases,
waxes and soils and can be used on
glass, ceramics, metals and plastics.
It is also stated that CLEAN may
be used on printed -circuit boards,
photographic film and electronic assemblies where it is important to

eeee

0 o0o

using a
1, conventional
staple gun
e),,j;,on wire?
4

-»

J

...

No shocking recoil action
no short circuits when wires and cables
are fastened with an Arrow Staple Gun!
SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for proper staple envelopment!
Grooved Driving Blade halts staple at right depth of penetration to

prevent damaging wire or cable jacketed insulation!

Wire and Cable

STAPLE GUNS

Model T-18

271 Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, N. J.

0766
Circle 36 on literature card
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Model T-25

Fits any low
voltage wire
up to 3/16"
in diameter.

Fits any low
voltage wire
up to 1/4"
in diameter.

Flts any low
voltage wire
or cable up
to 1/2" dla.

i

TUNER DEGREASER
ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

LEAVES

SURFACE SHINING CLEM

II DISSOLVES

DIRT, GREASE,

OIL

FAST DRYING
SAFE FOR

PLASTICS

LEAVES

NO FILM
NONFLAMMABLE
'.wr.ox. cax¢xts
uxaca

Itlit-r,

%

have a clean, dry surface with no
residue after cleaning.
CLEAN is available in a 24 -oz.
spray can, catalog No. 3-24, which
comes equipped with a plastic nozzle for pin -pointing and concentrating the spray area. The price is

ON

$3.00.

pN

Circle 66 on literature card

Magnifier
The OCVI* WideScope Work/
Viewer has been introduced by the
Ocvi Instrument Division of the Ednalite Corporation.
The Work/Viewer is a magnifying instrument designed for viewing
with both eyes. It aids technicians
who need to weld, solder or inspect
small or miniature components and
products.
According to the manufacturer,
the OCVI WideScope Work/Viewer has ultra-high resolution, which
results in unusual clarity and brilliance of the details of the object
being viewed. Ednalite also states
that color fringing or blurred, different color images are eliminated.
The Work/Viewer is also said to
have depth of field, which means
that an object can be moved from
the ideal focusing position without
loss of sharpness of the image.
The viewer is equipped with a
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Versatilt Arm for positioning the
lens and it can be used either with
the Ocvi WorkTable with illumina-

built-in magnification multiplier that
provides monocular capabilities of
5x and 8x respectively.
The cost of the OCVI* WideScope Work/Viewer ranges from
$129.50 for 2.5x magnification to
$179.50 for 8x magnification.
Circle 67 on literature card

tion from below or with the Ocvi
StrutSpot for illumination from
above. The Work/Viewer is available with 2.5x and 4x magnification,
both of which can be doubled by a

Heavy -Duty Equipment Cart
Technibilt Corporation has designed a demonstrator cart for use
in transporting heavy electronics instruments or equipment.
The cart is collapsable for storage or transporting. According to
the manufacturer, the formica -covered top deck locks securely in
place and will withstand loads of

You

never saw
a scope
like this for
twice $229.
Leader's five -inch LBO -53B
has a bandwidth running
from DC to 10MHz. (About
twice the bandwidth of any
other scope in the same
price range.)
Its sensitivity rating is
10 my/cm or better.
(About half -again the
sensitivity of any other
scope in the same price
range.)
It has FET vertical and
horizontal inputs, directly
coupled with push-pull
amplifiers for no -distortion
display. (You won't find
that on any other scope

The LB0-53B: only
$229, and now you know
what we mean about never
seeing a scope like it for
twice the price.
At your distributor's,
along with the LCG-388
and other Leader test instruments. For the distributor nearest you, just
drop a line or call.

LEADER INSTRUMENTS CORP.
24-20 Jackson Avenue, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 (212) 729-7411
Circle 38 on literature card
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its load onto another work area by

sliding it on the small rollers attached to the bottom front of the
deck.
Technibilt reports that the cart
is made of chrome -plated steel tubing with wheels of solid rubber. The
larger rear wheels are said to provide easy maneuverability for rolling up or down inclines or obstacles.
The size of the top deck is 191/4 "
x 24" and the lower, wire deck size
is 13" x 21".
The cost of the cart is $58.50.
Circle 68 on literature card

Circuit Breaker/Fuse
Circuit breakers with amp fuse
pins have been introduced by Workman Electronic Products, Inc.
The FA fuse is designed to be
used while diagnosing troubles in
television sets. In television repair
involving a blown chemical or amp
fuse, several fuses can be blown be -

for the money.)
It's the perfect test
companion for Leader's
LCG-388 color bar generator. The only one that's
perfectly stable, the
instant you turn it on.

Seeing is believing.
68

up to 350 lbs. The deck can be
removed from the cart along with

Model No.

Model No.

Modal No.

FA 350-1

FA 1000-1

FA 2000-1

fore trouble is found, states Workman. The FA fuse is said to eliminate this problem as it can be reset
as often as needed or until the cause
of the breakdown is found. Workman also states that the FA fuse can
be left in the set after the repair is
made.
The fuse comes in three different

models: Model No. FA 350-1
(green) Model; No. FA 1000-1
(white); and Model No. FA 2000-1

(maroon). Workman states that the
fuses have the same carry and break
currents as the chemical or amp
fuse with the same model number.
The fuses sell for $1.73 each.
Circle 69 on literature card

Low -Voltage Panel Lamp
The Mura Corporation announces
that Muralite lamps, used in original
equipment by hi-fi, TV and stereo
manufacturers, are now available to
electronic technicians as replace-

ments.
The Muralite Series L assembly
consists of a blister-packed replacement lamp with 6 -inch insulated

ANOTHERY

TUN -O -FOAM
IS SO GOOD
IT'S GUARANTEED
INDUSTR
FIFST

-

AGAINST

e

CALLBACKS!
,.

`TMEMTRaN4

,

FOAMING ACTION

er-

ruN.O
Ftr OAS

ezzep

TUN -O -FOAM
SIX MONTH

p ALL TUNERS

NO CALLBACK

GUARANTEE!
unconditionally guaranteed
not to cause callbacks due to tuner troubles. If any tuner you clean and lubricate
with TUN -O -FOAM causes a callback within
six months, you can return the empty TUN TUN -0 -FOAM is

0 -FOAM can for

a

e

wILL NOT DRY OUT
UMtNATES

CALL9K'
Dig

ROAMö AWAY

full refund.

AND

CORRO61OM

"+0*+.ctAMM
.. .°' MftJUI."
e+en mon

CHEMTRONICS, INC.

sirc

leads, stripped and tinned, plus five
colored lens caps (white, red, green,
blue and amber).
The plastic lens cap snaps into
the panel board and the lamp is
then pressure-fitted inside the cap,
according to the manufacturer. A
19/64-inch mounting hole is used.
It is stated that the Series L lamp
assembly may be used for tape recorders, hi-fi receivers, indicator
lamps, on -off lights and similar
equipment. The Mura Corp. guarantees the units for 10,000-hours
life at voltages from 2 to 28 volts
and current from 20 to 60 ma.
The price of the Muralite Series
L lamp is $.49.

.:...

.

.

.

the country's only magazine
devoted 100% to the
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

industry

..

.egeg'

Some tuner sprays cause detuning. Some provide very little lubrication. The
"thick stuff" cakes up when it has been in the tuner a month or two. The result:
ordinary tuner sprays cause a fairly high percentage of callbacks.
TUN -O -FOAM is different. It foams away dirt and corrosion. Since it can withstand intense heat, it never dries out. Its space age lubricant cleans and polishes

contacts each time the channel is changed. And TUN -O -FOAM doesn't cause
detuning.
Hundreds of thousands of tuners have already been treated with TUN -O -FOAM.
report of a callback due to tuner troubles.
That's why we can afford to offer this unique six month no -callback guarantee.
To date we have not received a single

Now, you can increase your revenue per service call by spraying the tuner
of every chassis you service with TUN -O -FOAM. Technicians across the country
report that they charge $2 to $4 extra for this service. Best of all, with TUN -0 FOAM, you can guarantee the tuner for 90 days. Try TUN -O -FOAM today. You'll
never settle for another tuner spray again.

* callbacks

Circle 70 on literature card
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due to tuner troubles only

FOR EXPORT:

IN CANADA,

ROBURN AGENCIES INC.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

PERFECT MANUFACTURING LTD.,
MONTREAL 9, CANADA

1260 RALPH AVENUE

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11236
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cataluos

Lunn
AUDIO
100. Workman

ucts,

Electronic Prod-

Inc.-has released

Audio Accessories Catalog
No. 116,

2 Z3 P.:4G

PROVEN
RELIABILITY
UNDER S100.0 0

crophones.
MISCELLANEOUS

101. Allied Radio Corp.-has issued a 552 -page 1970 catalog, No. 290, which illus-

trates and describes major

brands of all types of home
and auto electronic entertainment units and accessories plus hobby kits; test
equipment and meters; antennas and their accesso-

Only from

ries; tools; technical
books; and electronic
parts, tubes and semiconductors. Specifications are

Channel Master
At last ... a 23EG Rare Earth Replacement Color Tube
with the proven reliability of the 25AP22.
... And under $100 Net Exchange.
It took Channel Master, world's leading replacement
tube manufacturer to achieve this price and performance breakthrough. Technological skills gained in
producing OEM 25" Color Tubes especially the new
25AJP22
have resulted in a 23EG Color Tube with
quality far surpassing the original.

-

-

which includes

their lines of cables, adapters, sockets and plugs and
universal replacement mi-

Don't settle for poor quality 23EG's or clumsy conversion kits.
Note to Motorola Service Technicians: This tube is
the exact replacement for Motorola Sets. Newly
devised Channel Master mounting aid greatly reduces
installation time.

Call your Channel Master Distributor ... He's your

included.
102. State

-Electronics

SERVICE AIDS

103. Chemtronics,

Inc.-has

CHANNEL MASTER

INC.,
DIEIIeOnvilAle, N Y.

Circle 40 on literature card
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is-

sued an 8 -page catalog covering their line of tuner
sprays, contact and control
cleaners, insulating sprays,
lubricants, circuit coolers
and their other chemical
sprays. *
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

104. Electronics Div./American

Relays -has released a
100 -page, illsutrated guide
book, No. 7-69,

Picture Tube Headquarters

Parts

has introduced an
illustrated 308-page reference book, No. 701, which
lists over 80 brand name
lines of electronics parts
and equipment, along with
quantity prices.
Corp.

covering

the types, functions and
applications of transducers.
105. Heath Co.
has released
their 1970 116-page catalog of electronic kits. It
features 66 full -color pages
and lists over 300 assorted
kits.

-

106. Reflector Hardware Corp.

-24 -page,

MODEL 650

PROBE
Pat.

Pending

full color, illus-

trated catalog presents
their full line of Contempo
and Jupiter floor -to -ceiling
structural uprights for
merchandising and display
107.

This new E -V
phono needle
package helps you

purposes, with accessories
also listed.

buy, sell,

Underwriters' Laborator-

then sell
again!

ies, Inc.-has made available an illustrated brochure
which explains UL's product tests for public safety.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

108. Howard W.

Sams-Litera-

ture describes popular and
reformative publications on
radio and TV servicing,
communication, audio, hi-fi
and industrial electronics,
including 1969 catalog of
technical books on every
phase of electronics.*

trkIr,

E

y

e v

----.

v

NEEOLEGRA D}f

TEST EQUIPMENT

109. Lambda Electronics Corp.

-a

16 -page catalog, including specifications,

price information and ordering data on their four
new lines of power components, power instruments and power systems.

CONTACT
Your Electronic Parts

Distributor
For the Probe that

MEASURES VOLTAGE
AND CURRENT

110. M otorola Communications

and Electronics, Inc.-has
issued a 36 -page precision
Instruments catalog, No.
TIC 3515, which contains
both general purpose test
equipment and special twoway radio test equipment
and service aids.

FOR COLOR TV THE

MODEL 650 PROBE
ELIMINATES THE NEED
OF BULKY MULTI -UNIT
TEST EQUIPMENT.
An easy to operate instrument to
check the CRT high voltage and monitor the cathode current.

TOOLS

Ind.-has released
an 8 -page illustrated cata:og-manual, No. 170, which
shows more than 25 ways
their PANAVISE tool system can be used.

111. Colbert

Specifications
Range #1 0-30,000 Volts D.C.
Range #2 0-600 M.A. D.C.
Accuracy ±3% Full Scale

POLARIS
INDUSTRIES
INC.
P. 0. Box 4222
Pasadena, Texas 77502

Representative Inquiries Invited

112.

Janel, Inc.-announces a
3 -color catalog on their
line of electronic tools, primarily used in miniature
and micro -miniature electronic assembly and production applications, and
Includes illustrations and
prices.

`Check "Index to Advertisers" for additional information.

On every new E -V
E Y.
y

needle package you'll find
the model number printed three extra
times on pressure sensitive tabs.
Here's why:

The tabs can help you order replacements. Or keep track of sales. Or you
can stick one on a file card in a follow-up
system that tells you what and when a
customer last bought (so that you can
tell him when to buy again)! Or put a tab
on the customer's tone arm to simplify
service on the next call.
But don't be surprised if one of the
tabs is missing. Your E -V distributor may
be using one to keep track of his stock
-so that you always have the needle
you want, when you want it.

Smart ideas in packaging of the
world's finest phono service parts help
make Electro -Voice your best buy.
Available only from the parts distributor
with much more than parts to offer!
Ask for your copy of the latest Electro -Voice
phono needle/cartridge combined catalog.
It's free at your E -V distributor's.

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 1197R
632 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

5"krue7ccr,
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC.
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tfienewzal NEW GRID -CIRCUIT
ANALYZER TUBE TESTER
QUICKLY PINPOINTS
BAD, WEAK AND
GASSY TUBES
Built-in vacuum tube voltmeter circuit cuts through

41100.

o O. :41

wasted motions to two un-

failing tests; cathode
emission and gas, grid

emission and grid leakage

- to

UNIVERSAL

INVERTERS

pinpoint trouble

o

tems

A.C. Household Electricity
.
in your own
Anywhere .
car, boat or plane!
Tape Recorders
TV Sets
Dictating Machines
RaPublic Address Sysdios
Record Players
Food Mixers
.

Aerate

Electric Shavers
Emergency Lighting.
NET
12U -RHG (12 V.) 175-200 W. Sh. Wt. 27 lbs. 79.66
28U-RH6 (28 12 150-175 W. Sh. Wt. 27 lbs. 86.66

and

sources. Reveals gas content as low as 0.5 sources.

AIR

"A" Battery

ELIMINATOR
For Demonstrating and

Testing Auto Radios-

TRANSISTOR or VIBRATOR
OPERATED!
Designed for testing D.C.

Electrical Apparatus on Reg-

Self-contained in handsome
luggage type scuff -proof carrying case.
Latest phosphor -bronze contact type sockets All sockets idenAll up-to-date pin straighteners Wide angle rugged meter
Heavy Gauge 2 -color anowith special Gas/Grid Leakage Arc
dized aluminum panel Grid Leakage and Gas Test 12 button,
3 position Switching System reduces the obsolescence problem
to the vanishing point!

tified

TUBE DATA is not only up-to-date, but is kept up:to-date on a year in -year out basis!
Data for over 3000 tubes is constantly reviewed and enlarged year after year!

All Mercury Test Equipment Guaranteed For One Full Year!

MERCURY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
315 Roslyn Road

Mineola, N.Y. 11501

CANADA: William Cohen Corp.

(516) 742-5400

8900 Park Avenue
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ular A.C. Lines.
MAY ALSO BE USED AS A BATTERY CHARGER
6 volts at 10 amps. or 12 volts
MODEL 610C-EUF
at 6 amps. Shipping weight 22 lbs.
$5962
USER NET PRICE

...

AIR

AUTO RADIO and
COMMUNICATION
LONGER -LIFE

VIBRATORS
"The Best by Test!"

SEE YOUR ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR OR
WRITE FACTORY FOR LITERATURE & DEALER PRICES

ATR ELECTRONICS, INC.
QQuality Products Since 1931
St pou,, Vlrnesota 55101-U S A.

Montreal -11
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YOUR WAY FOR CHRISTMAS
COMINGvAA

(onlyy
a few

own
here)

4=

to
17 won mu
vumwommn
light up the eyes of children of all ages!
of RCA Entertainwith purchas
4mmoomo
°^ munt Receiving Tubes and Picture Tubes from
-dv
your local participating RCA Tube Distributor.

A. HUFFY BOY'S BICYCLE "DRAGSTER III"-TC-2044-3 s ooÚ
B.

ATLAS N -GAUGE READY -TORUN TRAIN SET-TC-69364-complete

C. PLUSH

DOG-TC-2262-cute-as-

a-button beagle type
D. ATLAS ROAD RACING-SETTC-1202-complete with power
supply ^OUB|C^
E. PARKER
GAM E-TC'4OO
-3 -dimensional Tic -Tac -Toe
F. COLLECTOR'S SET
AMERICAN SPACE PROGRAM BY
ne/Eu-To'1auo-u ready -to assemble models
G. HORSMAN "BABY BUTTERCUP"
DOLL-TC-5301 -drinks and wets

TRUCKTC-3900-a kid can ride it
HORSMAN "BABY TWEAKS"T C-2570-18"

H. MIGHTY -TONKA DUMP

See your participating RCA Tube Distributor for details
RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J. 07029

I.

RCA

AT YOUR LOCAL DI STRIBUTOR
3

EXACT REPLACEMENT TV DUAL CIRCUIT BREAKERS
1

COLOR TV AUTOMATIC DEGAUSSING SWITCH

BUBBLE PACKED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
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DES PLAINES,

LITTELFUSE, INC.

ILLINOIS 60016
Subsidiary of TRACOR, INC.
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